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Characterization and liberation studies ara reported of samples from a Kuroko-type ore 
deposit in Sangkaropi (Sulawesi), Indonesia. Experimental method included optical, 
SEM/EDAX, XRD, chemical and textural analysis.
Results show abundance of pyrite (23.5 %) and quartz (43.6 %). Valuable minerals 
consistof sphalerite (12.3 % ), galena (9.9 %) and chalcopyrite (7.1 %). Accessory sulphide 
minerals include bomite, covellite, chalcocite and tetrahedrite/tennantite whilst baryte is a minor 
gangue mineral. The silver content of the ore although high (327 g/tonne) could not be detected in 
either tetrahedrite or galena by the instrumental techniques used.
Liberation study identified a number of locking types viz. la  - Id , 2a, 3a and 3c. Their 
relative proportions changed with milling. Finenesses of grind studied w ere: 70 ,80  and 90 % 
- 53 \m  and 70,80 and 90 % - 38 jJim. The degree of liberation of minerals in each particle size 
class varied with the fineness of grind. In general liberation of harder minerals increased with the 
fineness of grind and that of the softer mineral decreased. Because of the complex nature of the 
ora (interlocking, intergrowth, etc) and the fine grain size of the valuable minerals in the ore, 
liberation is poor. However, the results show that grinding to 100 % - 38 pirn may give an 
acceptable concentrate for further processing.
1.0 INTRODUCTION
The continuing need for metals in die future dictates exploitation of low grade ore 
deposits which previously were regarded as uneconomic.
A very good example of such ore deposits that has recently attracted attention is 
complex sulphide ore deposits which include the Kuioko-type ore deposits.
The application of the volcanogerdc model in the early 1960‘s and die development 
of modem airbom geophisical techniques have led to many discoveries of these deposits1.
Kuroko-type ore - a general term for the Complex sulphide ores - is a difficult ore 
to process. The difficulty is attributable to its polymetallic content, fine dissemination of 
valuable minerals in the pyritic matrix, high content of clay minerals and high susceptibility 
to surface oxidation.
Although numerous studies in relation to beneficiation of complex ores have been 
published, most of them have dealt with the methods of separation of the base metals. 
Therefore the necessary mineralogical data relevant to the beneficiation and extractive 
metallurgy of the ore are scarce 2.
However, it is increasingly being recognized that detailed mineralogical data can be 
very useful for the study of beneficiation and extraction problems .
The purpose of this work, therefore, was to study the characteristic of the ore in 
relation to its beneficiation.
3 0009 02873 8040
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Characterizing the ore Involves identifying the minerals, their textural 
interrelationship, modal analysis and milling characteristics of the ore. These characteristics 
w e  incorporated to study the liberation properties o f  minerals in the ore.
The determination of liberation properties in this v o rk  v as subject to change. 
Originaly the determination of liberation v as to have been accomplished by using the 
automatic image analyser in the Department of Geology , the University of Wollongong. 
Unfortunately, by the time the determination v as to be done after the mineralogical v o rk  
has been completed, the apparatus v as disassembled for emplacement in the n ev  building. 
Determination by a semi automatic measuring instrument, the Apple graphic tablet v as 
then attempted. H ovever, due to some problems as described in Chapter 2 .2 .1 .1 , such 
an instrument vas not applicable in this study . In die end the determination vas 




2.1. Kuroko-type am deposit
2 .1.1. Definitions
"Kuroko" originally was a term given by miners in Japan in the nineteenth century 
for black ore. A number of definitions have been proposed for this kind of deposit since 
the early part of this century6. The proposed definitions either w e  viewed from the 
composition and/or their origin. Hirabayashi7 defined Kuroko according to the composition 
of the ore which is a fine, compact mixture of sphalerite, galena and barite. KinoshitsP 
defined "Kuroko deposit" in strict sense as the Tertiary volcanic rocks, consisting of one or 
a combination of Kuroko (black ore), Oko (yellow ore), Keiko (siliceous ore) and/or 
Sekkoko (gypsum ore), whereas "Kuroko-type deposit" is applied to an ore deposit which 
is related to the Kuroko deposit in view of its mineralization. Other definitions for the 
Kuroko-type deposit were proposed in the view of its origin, that is submarine volcanic 
sedimentary9, and its metallogenesis, i.e. conditions of its formation10.
Those terms, however, now are used indiscriminately. Kuroko-type ore deposit can 
be defined as volcanogenic massive sulphide deposits of submarine, exhalative origin11. 
The term is used in respect of similar deposits ebe where.
The thought that the occurence of die Kuroko-type deposits were restricted to Japan 
has been changed since the discovery of the similar deposits in other parts of the world. To 
name a few, the similar deposits were found in the United States of America12, Canada13, 
Australia14, Phillippines15, Fiji16, Indonesia17, and ebewhere.
Kuroko-type ore deposit can be considered as a subgroup of complex sulphide ore
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pig 2-1 Index map showing location of ttie ore deposits in Sangkaropi 
( After Yoshida T, et a l 17 ).
N
Fig. 2-2. Geologic map of the Sangkaropi area (after P.T. Aneka Tambang 17)
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deposits as classified by Imre and Castle18*
According to Cranstone 19 a sulfide deposit can be called complex for one o f two 
unrelated reasons: 1). if die current technologies are not feasible to recover, at acceptable 
cost, more than about 75 percent o f saleable metals contained in ore milled from drat 
deposit, or 2) if specialized smelting techniques have to be designed to handle 
environmentally unacceptable elements such as arsenic.
2.1.2. KiDDkihbpeQBdepaâsmShiÿa^
Several complex sulphide ore deposits have been found in the Sangkaropi area, 
Central Sulawesi, Indonesia. Recent investigation found that the geology and mineralogy 
o f the deposits is similar to the Kuroko-type ore deposits of Japan.
The Sangkaropi area is located about 17 kilometres northeast of Rantepao and 350 
kilometres northeast of Ujungpandang, the capital city of South Sulawesi Province 
(Fig.2-1). Three ore deposits have been found in this area, namely in Batumarupa, 
Rumanggaand Bilolo (Fig. 2*2).
The copper ore from die Sangkaropi area was exploited on a small scale during die 
World War II. Currendy, the Ktnoko-type ore deposits in Sangkaropi belong to die State 
Mining Enterprise P.T. Aneka Tambang. The exploration of die deposits in die post war 
was carried out in 1974 to 1984.
The geology of die ore deposits have been studied by the staff of P.T. Aneka 
Tambang, Geological Survey of Indonesia and Indonesian Institute of Sciences in 
cooperation with Japanese mining geologists17.
5
Flotation of sulphide ore into separate Pb, Cu, Zn concentrates has been studied by a 
joint research between the Government Industrial Research Institute, Tohoku, Japan and 
the Mineral Technology Development Centre, Bandung, Indonesia in 1981 to 1984 20. A 
study on treatment of the ore by sulphation-flotation method also has been conducted by die 
National Institute for Metallurgy, Indonesia and die Department of Mineral Science and 
Technology, Kyoto University, Japan21.
2.1.3. PddIiIbds retated to the taieficaHtiimcif Krasko-type ores
Kuioko-type ore or Complex sulphide ore in general term, is believed to be one of 
the most potential source of base metals in the near future as easy to process ores are 
depleting.
The economic importance of complex sulphide ores has made it a topical issue in this 
decade. Two symposia on the complex sulphide ores held in Rome in 1980 and in San 
Diego, California in 1985, confirm this conclusion.
As its name implies, die complex sulphide ore presents specific and complicated 
problems during most stages of its overall beneficiadon from mineral processing to 
extractive metallurgy22. These problems are due to the mineralogy of the ore, viz., 1) 
polymineral content; die intricate texture of die ore, die grain size of die valuable Pb, Cu, 
Zn minerals often ranging from fine to very fine, and dissemination of these minerals in 
the gangue, predominantly pyrite (80-9096); 2) die high content of clay minerals may add 
to the difficulty in separating die minerals; 3) die presence of impurity elements which may 
be of economic importance (Au and Ag), or deleterious to subsequent metallurgical 
treatment or on the environment (As, Sb, B i, H g, Cd), 4) the high susceptibility of the 
ore to oxidation in the presence of air and water can alter die flotation properties of the
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minerals, 5) the presence of minute Inclusions of sulphides In other sulphides (chalcopyrite 
blehs in sphalerite), inclusion of base metal minerals in pyrite, etc.
Flotation is the only process that can be applied to complex sulphide or Kuroko-type 
ores22'23
In froth flotation process, particle size is the most influential factor in its floatability 
of mineral particles. Since the valuable minerals in most of these ores are extremely fine, 
extensive fine grinding is required to liberate them. Fine grinding, however, is an 
inefficient operation in regard to the energy consumed, as the energy required in size 
reduction increases rapidly with the reciprocal of the output particle size24.
The flotation efficiency decreases with decreasing particle size due to particles 
absorbing reagent, coating large grain by flocculation, entrainment and coating bubbles 
which prevent larger sulphides grains adhering.
T^unikova et al25 found that decreasing recovery is not only due to the low 
probability of the collision of fine particles with air bubbles but due to increasing the 
degree of hydration as the result of increasing the distortion of the crystal lattice induced by 
fine grinding.
Inspite of the difficulty in beneficiation of Kuroko-type ore by flotation, Jackson 26 
believed that flotation will continue to be used to process small and remote deposits such as 
in Western Pacific countries, e.g. the Philippines, Indonesia, and Fiji. Such deposits are 
too small to support the capital investment of the metallurgical plants.




"Run-of-mirue" ore rarely represents an entirely valuable mineral. Most metallic ores 
are an aggregate of a set of minerals in which one or more valuable minerals may be 
extracted and the rest, either unessential metallic mineral or rocky material known as 
gangue, being a waste.
The objective of mineral processing is to separate minerals into two or more 
products with the values in the concentrate, and the rejected gangue in the tailings. 
However, separation of minerals is generally not possible if they are still locked to each 
other. Liberation - the production of single phase / or mineral particles, therefore, is 
essential.
Liberation can be induced by physico-chemical processes27 in which liberation 
occurs along the grain boundaries. But most commonly liberation is accomplished by 
mechanical means such as comminution which involves crushing and grinding.
The liberation dilemma which often confronts mineral processor28 is illustrated in 
Figure 2-3, in a simplified manner. Figure 2-3 represents a cross section through a typical 
ora particle. Valuable mineral B is disseminated in a gangue mineral matrix A; region BB is 
rich in valuable mineral, but intricately intergrown with the gangue mineral A. 
Comminution produces particles of varying composition, ranging from completely liberated 
valuable mineral B and completely liberated gangue mineral A. Particles of type 1 when 
rich in valuable mineral are classed as concentrate, and since completely free particles are
'rare b irds', which means that a certain amount of associated gangue is acceptable29 and, 
of course, limits the concentrate grade. Particles of type A would likewise be classed as 
tailings, the small amount of valuable mineral present reduces the recovery of valuable
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mineral into the concentrate . Particles of type 2 and 3 are classified as middling; however, 
the degree of regrinding to liberate valuable mineral in particle 3 would be greater than in 
particle 2.
The breakage of mineral aggregates by comminution may result in two types of 
liberation, the type being determined by an irrtercrystaJline to transcrystalline strength 
ratio30. Intergranular liberation31 which may be termed differently as “liberation by 
detachment“32 or “selective liberation*30 is characterized by breakage along the 
intergranular boundaries of minerals. This ideal liberation type is comparatively rare. New 
approaches to enhance intergranular liberation have been studied30'33'34 , but have not been 
put in practice yet. The more common breakage occurs accross die grains resulting in 
transgranular liberation.
2.2.2. Parameters which mffngiwft niiiwral jitwratinm
Mineral liberation is influenced by a number of parameters which can be grouped 
into two main parameters 35, namely ore properties and processing factors (Table. 2-1).
Liberation of a mineral may be influenced by single parameter, but most commonly 
it is a combination of some parameters. The most important properties of the ore which 
determine liberation are the grain size of the valuable and gangue minerals. Liberation of 
minerals of coarsely aggregated ore can be achieved with ease at coarse crushing, 
whereas ore of finely aggregated minerals requires fine grinding to such an extent that the 
size range of the particles overlaps the size range of the valuable mineral grains in the ore. 
The particle size should be smaller than the minimum size of the mineral grains. By using a 
simple concept Gaudin?2 showed that if a cube of rock consisting of two uniformly sized 
minerals of two equally abundant minerals is crushed to size one-half as large as grains, the 
liberation is only 12.5%.
9
Effect of shape of mineral grains on liberation is that the “veil developed, euhedral 
crystals having smooth surfaces tend to breakout easily from their surounding, vhiJe die 
anhedral crystals due to stronger inteigrovth v ith  surrounding minerals, cause liberation
along the grain boundaries more difficult36
Quantitative characterization of mineral texture is difficult, therefore it is generally 
described qualitatively, represented by photomicrograph or classified into types 37 •
Table 2-1. Parameters vhich influence mineral liberation of an ore
I. PROPERTIES OF THE ORE 
... 1. Ore texture
a. Mineral grain size
b. Shape of the grains
c. Types of intergrovth
2. Nature of die boundaries batm en  grains
3. Internal cohesion in the grains 
A. Mineral association
5. Amount of mineral
6. Relative milling properties
n. PROCESSING FACTORS
a. Fineness o f grind
b. Milting methods
c. Separation methods
A Geometric Classification o f  Basic Iulergroicih Patterns o f  Minerals
A connotation-free 6et of purely descriptive patterns, 1) for studies of rocks and mineral 
deposits, particularly for the present revision of genetic theories, 2) for ore dressing 
microscopy, metallography, and other fields of upplied petrology, mineralogy, and 
metallurgy.
Between most of these nine common locking types there are naturally gradational 
transitions with regard to both pattern and size. Particle or grain size data are a pre­
requisite of any accurate study of rocks and mineral deposits and enhance the value 
of this chart.
Fabric and locking charts
a) Mineral intergrowth or locking chart
Type la  Simple intergrowth or locking type; rectili­
near or gently curved boundaries. Most com­
mon type, many examples.
Type 1 b Mottled, spotty, or amoeba-type locking or 
intergrowth. Simple, common pattern; many 
examples.
Type 1 c Graphic, myrmekitic, or “eutectic” type.
Common; examples; chalcopyrite and stan- 
nite; quartz and feldspars; etc.
Type Id  Disseminated, emulsion-like, drop-like, buck­
shot or peppered type. Common; examples: 
chalcopyrite in sphalerite or stannitc; sericite, 
etc. in feldspars; tetrahedrite in galena; etc.
Type 2 a Coated, mantled, enveloped, coronarim-, ring-, 
shell-, or atoll-like. Common; examples; chal- 
cocite or covellite around pyrite, sphalerite, 
galena; etc.; kelyphite rim, and other rims.
Type 2b Concentric-spherulitic, or multiple shell-type.
Fairly common; ex.: uraninite with galena, 
chalcopyrite, bomite; cerussite-limonite; Mn- 
and Fe-oxides; etc.
Type 3a Vein-like, stringer-like, or sandwich-type.
Common; ex.: molybdenite-pyrite; silicates; 
carbonates; phosphates; etc.
Type 3 b Lamellae-, layered, or polysynthetic type. Less 
common; examples: pyTrhotite-pentlandite; 
chlorite-clays; etc.
Type 3c Network, boxwork, or Widmanstaetten-type.
Less common; ex.: hematite-ilmenite-ma- 
gnetite; bomite or cubanite in chalcopyrite; 
millerite-lmnaeite; metals, etc.
G. C. A m st u t z  — 1954, 1950
1 a
Fig.2-4. Locking types chart ( after Amstutz, G. C 39 )
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Regarding t> the problem of mineral liberation in relation to the method of 
concentration, especially flotation., Gaudin32 qualitatively distinguished four basic types 
of locked particles or intergrovth; these axe rectilinear boundaries, veins, shell, and 
occlusion.
Based on an extensive study of middling particles of many different types of ore 
and on the vorks of Ramdohr and others38" Amstutz39 established a purely geometric 
classi& atkm of types of intergrov th (Fig. 2-4).
In v iev  of process mineralogy or ore dressing mineralogy, Amstufc claimed drat his 
classification is more appropriate than die classification by Schneideihohn118 or 
Schrortz119 since the last tvo  classifications are based on genetics vhich are good for 
uncxusbed ore specimen only.
Craig40 proposed classification of ore mineral texture based on the classification of 
Amstnfc, in vhich he incorporated some information on die liberation characteristics of the 
ore types.
Nature of die boundaries betveen grains can be used to predict vbether or not 
breakage of particles during comminution occurs at grain boundary of minerals. The 
occurence can be expected /deduced from die hardness, malleability, britdeness or 
deavabdity of minerals vhich are in contact v ith  each other.
The behaviour of ore to break accross mineral grain boundaries or along grain 
boundaries is governed by die cohesion forces. Quantitative measurement of die effect of 
cohesion forces from polished section of ore specimen is not yet possible36. However, the 
effect can be recognized from die m il product of the ore ^
Fig. 2-5 Exsoliiüon blebs o f chalcopyrite in sphalerite(locking type Id).
Ore conteimng intricately textured association of valuable minerals and gartgue 
xander complete liberation difficult o r impossible. Association of secondary sulphide 
minerals v id i other sulphide minerals may be troublesome or may be not, depending on die 
metal of interest in die minerals \dnchane inteig rovn. If, for instance, covelhte (CuS) or
chalcocite (C t^S) is coating or reining on chalcopyrite (CuFeSg), liberation of this locked 
particles is not necessary since all components are copper minerals, but if coreHite is in 
association v ith  pyrite (FeS^), comminution is required to liberate corellite or chalcocite 
from pyrite.
In  relation to die amount of mineral present, G audin32 and Wiegel41 shoved diat 
for die less abundant mineral to be appreciably liberated, die particle size must be much 
finer than die grain size. The more abundant mineral is invariably freer than the 1ess 
abundant mineral
IntergroYth of minerals having similar or almost die same hardness, a.g. 
chalcopyrtte and sphalerite, is difficult to be liberated or even impossible. This is 
exemplified by die occurence of exsotadon blebs of cMJcopyrite in sphalerite (Locking type 
Id) as can be seen in Fig. 2-5.
Another example of die influence of mineral association and relative raffling 
properties on mineral liberation is in die case of ore consisting of association of M id and 
soft mineral, e.g. pyrite and chalcopyrite or galena. On comminution, breaking occurs 
accross die veaker constituent Some parte of die soft mineral still adhere to die M id 
mineral causing problems in the subsequent concentration process.
The dependence of Eberabon upon fineness of grind v as reported by Malvik35. He 
investigated a number of minerals from different types of ore. He found that die liberation
Fig. 2-6. Liberation as a function of particle size in mill products with different 
fineness ofgrind for pyrite and galena ( after T. Malvik 35).
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in one particular sieve fraction, of a. specific mineral is not constant, but varies depending on 
die firaneffi of grind (Fig. 2- 6). That means it is not possible to determine total liberation 
at a certain fineness of grind from sieve fraction of one mill product at a  given fineness of 
grind.
Denev and Stoitsova42 investigated die influence of various grinding methods 
(tumbling mdl, vibrating mdl and impact grinding) on mineral liberation of galena, 
sphalerite, pyrite, chalcopyrite, magnetite, calcite, and quartz. Results of their investigation 
concurred v ith  the previous investigations carried out by other Russian investigators, that 
is , different miTHrtg methods gave different liberation results. The difference is related to 
changes in the ore and mineral structure observable as formation of dislocation and 
microcracks.
Kiss and Schoneit43 investigated die influence of compression and impact crushing 
on the liberation of tvo  component material consisting of quartz particles embeded in a 
cement stone matrix. The results of the investigation vere drat die degree of liberation 
depends mainly on die degree of size reduction, vhereas die method of breakage has no 
significant influence.
The effect of different size reduction techniques on liberation also v as studied by 
Wiegel41, in vhich magnetite ore v as subjected to size reduction processes (jav  crushing, 
roll crushing, rod mflifag and pebble miffing). He reached a conclusion that size reduction 
techniques exclusive of pebble Tuning do not have a s^poificant effect on liberation. While 
pebble may have either a beneficial or detrimental effect depending on the ore 
treated.
It has been stated previously that die objective of mineral processing is to separate 
valuable minerals from die associated gangue by liberation so that marketable concentrates
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are produced. Liberation as defined by Jones and Horton?8; viz. the production of 
single-phase mineral particles is rarely achieved in practice. Consequently particles 
containing a certain amount of associated gangue can be considered as tree particles.
It is v o ith  noting that incompletely liberated mineral is possible to be separated or 
concentrated effectively. This makes die definition of liberation dependent on the separation 
process-vhat is liberated by gravity concentration may not be liberated for separation by 
froth flotation?9 .
Henley37 proposed “effective liberation" to distinguish it from "true" or "complete" 
liberation in vhich particles may consist largely of one mineral v ith  other mineral present 
in minor or trace amount.
Barbery 44 sugessted that liberation should be defined as the volume (or mass) 
fraction of any given m ineralof interest in a  population of particles, as for measmment by 
number might lead to difficulties in presentation and estimation.
Accordingly the degree of liberation of a mineral (or a phase) can be defined as die 
ratio of volume (or vheight) of that mineral occuring as free particles to die total volume (or 
veight) of that mineral present in die sample, expressed in percentage.
Liberation and locking characteristics may be determined quantitatively vrith 
differing degrees of precision and accuracy by a variety of methods 37'45. These may be 
assessed by using a laboratory scale process to simulate die industrial scale separation 
including heavy liquid separation48 , magnetic separation*1'46, density gradient 
separation47'48, flotation l release analysis 4 9 , and selective dissolution such as leaching43 
and amalgamation*7. H ovever, the m ost widely applicable method for quantitative
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determination of mineral liberation end locking characteristic in the size range of one to few 
hundred micrometer is image analysis.
Image analysis is tire quantitative measurement of the geometrical features such as 
area, number, perimeter, projection, form, size and distribution pattern (of certain selected 
features), that are present on two-dimensional images50 .
In  the conventional form, images of rock or mineral specimens are viewed through 
an optical microscope. Two methods are commonly used, these are areal counting o r areal 
estimation method and point counting method.
The procedure of areal counting involves determining the number of apparently free 
and locked particles of each mineral species. A count of some 500 determinations is 
randomly collected from the particles1 population in the polished section to provide a 
representative sample. The proportion of different mineral species within each of the locked 
particles is estimated. Gaud in?2 gave the value as parts out of 20. Further, each locked 
particles is classified into binary particles if it consists of two mineral species and ternary if 
it consists of more than two mineral species. The number of particles of each kind is then 
converted into percentage by weight (modal analysis), taking into account the specific 
gravity of each mineral.
In the point counting method an image is sampled systematically at a number of 
points. The sampling points are spaced in a prearranged grid pattern. The grid pattern can 
be generated by a mechanical stage, such as a Swift point counter. The minerals that occur 
at these points are recorded whether the minerals are apparently free or locked with other 
minerals, and tins allows an estimation of the proportion of the locked constituents to be 
made. The data are then processed to give the percentage of each mineral species and their
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liberation characteristics. There are,, in addition, a number of other information that can be 
included in the record, for instance information on die texture of locked particles (locking 
type) vhich should be illustrated by photomicrographs of typical features, and the relative 
abundance of the main locking types. Such information is especially important in relation 
v ith  the particle response to flotation and its possibility to be freed by regrinding.
Point counting and area counting are complementary methods for determining 
liberation and locking characteristics. Point counting is used for minerals more abundant 
than 2-3 percent , vhereas area counting is used for minerals less abundant than 2-3 
percent37.
The assessment of liberation and locking characteristic by area counting and point 
counting is generaly carried out manually. As a consequence , it is a slo v  process , and 
the results are less accurate and subjective in character.
More accurate results can be obtained by using semi automatic measuring instrument 
such as the Image plus- the Apple graphics tablet 51. Mineral liberation and locking 
characteristics can be determined either in areal or point counting mode since the instrument 
can measure length, area, perimeter, etc. Measurement of image is accomplished by using 
a graphics tablet and a stylus (light pen). This involves placing images in the form of 
photograph on die tablet surface, then delineating each feature vrith the stylus. Data are 
stored on the computer data disk for subsequent plotting and other statistical analysis.
The computer-based image analysis instrument can be used to measure parameters 
more accurately and also provides the ability to measure parameters vhich v ith  the manual 
method cannot be obtained. Parameters vhich  can be measured include the area of the 
features, the perimeter, a shape factor defined as An area/ (perimeter)?; the maximum
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diameter of the feature; the Fcrefs diameter in the x and y  direction; the centre of gravity of 
the feature in x and y  direction; surface area is calculated hy combining the parameter 
maximum diameter, area, and shape factor. Degree of roughness given hy the shape 
factor, and surface area are important parameters that affect the floatability of particles. 
However, such a system may be impractical if it is used for determination of mineral 
liberation and locking characteristics of complex, intricate texture with very fine grain 
minerals. In  this case a  field of view as seen in the microscope may contain images of 
several particles. If the images are then transferred onto a film, printed in  8 x 10" 
photographic paper for measurement, the photographs may not cover all the particles of 
size large enough to be accurately measured. Consequently in order to obtain 500 particles 
or more a  considerable number of photographs are required. Furthermore such 
photographs should be of good quality that sharp contrast between different mineral is 
clear to make delineation possible.
Otrher problem with this method is the difficulty in die identification of minerals 
from black and white photomicrographs since some minerals may appear in the same tin t 
Consequently to confirm the identification, reviewing the sample under a  microscope 
should be done.
Thus although die assessment of mineral liberation and locking characteristics with 
graphic tablet is possible, it is impractical.
At present automatic image analysis is becoming popular since not only die system 
produces accurate results with great speed but also makes possible certain measurements 
which previously were considered either impossible or impractical60. The information on 
mineral liberation and locking can be provided by using television-type scanning technique 
that employs optical illumination (e.g. Quantimet 720, Leitz -TAS), or television-type
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system that employs electron beam illumination such as back scattered electrons and energy 
dispersive x-ray spectrometer (e.g. QEM*SEM). The systems are based on area measuring 
or line measuring. The information vh ich  can be obtained includes area, perimeter length, 
size distribution, size may be maximum caliper diameter, number of separate grains of a 
specified mineral , and for QEM*SEM it is also able to define mineral association by 
counting die number of the contacts w ith other minerals and with resin
Despite its capability of producing large amounts of accurate data as is being 
acknowledged increasingly 52, automatic image analysis is still considered a specialised 
technique by a limited number of mineralogists 50, perhaps due to its high capital cost
Being inexpensive and reasonably accurate for semiquantitative means of evaluating 
locking characteristics, point counting - a  manual image analysis method - is still widely 
used in mineral industry and in other fields 53 5̂4. Manual methods of measurement still 
have some advantages over automatic methods; for example, optically based television 
scanning instrument cannnot differentiate many minerals having similar optical 
characteristics and also cannot differentiate between the true mineralogical effects and the 
effects caused by fee polishing artefacts such as pits, scratches, interrupted grain outlines 
etc. Such problems can be managed by skillful, experienced mineralogists manually55.
The subjective character of manual method may introduce errors in the counting as in 
estimating whether a wifamn inclusions o f mineral in another is of sufficient size for the 
grain to be called composite. This error, however, tends to remain constant if the 
measurement is accomplished by die same person and becomes negligible in die 
comparison of the mineral composition of the fractions of single mill product56 .
R a n d o m  t e s t  line,
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Fig. 2-7. Sectioning effect on binary particles ( after Jones, M.P. 
and Horton, R .53).
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2 .2 .3  Effiirt n f aRTtirriring rm lifiCTitirm and lncking
All image analysis methods, which involve measurement of the geometrical feature 
in plane section, both manual and automatic, except QEM*SEM system 57, suffer from a 
fundamental problem referred to as sectioning effect37 .
Fig. 2 - 7  from Jones and Horton58 illustrates the sectioning effect on binary 
particles. The authors considered simple mono size binary particles composed of mineral A 
(white) and mineral B (black) in proportion of 1:1. These are represented as spheres that 
have plane interfaces between the two parts. The particles are set in a solid block.
It is obvoius from Fig. 2 -7  that the random section and the random test line which 
is drawn through die block results in particles having apparent complete range of size and 
composition between free black and free white.
Consequently, the assessments of mineral liberation and locking characteristics by 
either areal or line measurement on polished section invariably overestimate the proportion 
of liberated particles and, conversely, underestimate the proportion of locked particles 
owing to the fact that a locked particle may appear to be either locked or liberated, 
depending on the way it is sectioned, whereas liberated particle irrespective of the position 
of the test line or section can never appear locked. The extent of the error depends on the 
mineralogical composition 32'45 and the texture of the locked particles.
Gaudin 32 attempted t> eliminate the error by increasing the number of observed 
locked particles with a 'locking factor' based on the average composition of the binary 
particles. Gaudin presented the 'locking factor1 graphically as a function of relative 
abundance of the constituents of a binary particle but without describing how to establish
A v e r a g e  g r a d e  o f  c o m p o s i t e  p a r t i c l e s  ..........
o r
A v e r a g e  g r a d e  o f  c o m p o s i t e  a r e a l  p r o b e s --------
Fig. 2-8. Locking factor curves ( after Moore, S. W., and Jones, M. P .59 ).
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the graph ( M  line in Fig. 2- 8 ) .
Based on the Gandin's curve, subsequent Yorkers 59 used a mathematical model 
Yifli the assumption that all particles of binary system are monosize spheres having a 
single plane interface between the tv o  component phase A and phase B , and of the same 
volumetric grade. The result (dotted line in Fig. 2- 8) is slightly different to that o f die 
original Gandin's curve.
Recently Moore and Jones59 refined G andin's locking factor by using computer 
simulation given drat the average grade of die locked area probe through die particles is 
kncren. Moore and Jones suggested drat the resulting curve sh o rn  as dashed line in  Fig. 
2-8, should be used in practice in place o f Gandin's curve.
SteYart and Jone^proposed 'correction factor* based on stereological analysis in 
Tirich automated scanning equipment is needed as the measurement technique. It yss 
found drat the correction factor varies Y ith the compositional range of the particles in the 
material studied. Ib is  model, hoYever, is suitable only for simple binary particles, that is 
locked particles v ith  single interface; Yhich means only for particle system Yhich are 
highly liberated. Unfortunately, the bias of liberation value is greater if the material is 
T O kly liberated M.
Barbery et al 61 approched liberation analysis by a mathematical procedure for 
correcting linear intercept date decayed from  convex particles vhen  ah are of the same size 
and independent of shape , containing convex inclusion. A detailed analysis has shovn  
that the method contains some errors and Yas not recommended for use 5 9 .
Jones and Horten55 used Monte Cado computer simulation technique to compute
Fig. 2-9 Diagram illustrating the difference between correction for 
linear intercept data and areal intercept data for two types of 
1 ocking particles ( After M.PJones62).
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correction factor for binary particle in which particle shape and the type of boundary is 
known. They used cube-shape and sphere-shape particles; i.e. a  simple type o f binary.
In  relation to the stereological problem, it is interesting to note that bias resulting 
from linear measurements of random section is more strong than drat from  areal 
measurements62 as can be seen in Fig. 2- 9 , by the difference for die two types o f binary 
locked particles considered.
It is clear that die errors introduced by determining degree of liberation o f particles 
from examination of plane section depend on composition as v e il as on the texture o f the 
particle. For example, a  simple binary particle in which two minerals are separated by a 
single plane interlace (type la) containing equal proportion of the two components, by areal 
measurement about 80 percent appear as composite particle, wheras by linear measurement 
only about 50 percent of the particles appears as composite. For tire binary particle o f equal 
proportion in which one mineral is occluded in the other (type Id ), by areal measurement 
about 80 percent of die particles appear as composite but by linear measurement only about 
60 percent appear as composite. Thus the simpler die intergnowth between two 
components, the greater the errors in the determination of mineral liberation. It is also clear 
that die more finely one mineral is disseminated in  another (type Id ), the less correction to 
linear or areal data is required.
Petruk 63 determined correction factor empirically as an alternative to the above 
approaches. He analysed composite particles to determine the percentage of minerals that 
appeared free in polished sections by using Quantimet 720 image analyser. He found that 
about 10-15 percent of die mineral in composite particles appears free.
Attempts to correct the bias by mathematical transformation have not yet been
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successful. Consequently theie is a  tendency by some research vo ikeis to neglect the 
collection factor by assuming that all free particles identified by image analysis are totally 
free. For example, Petruk et a l64, Berube and Marchand w , Berube et a l65, Choi e ta l66, 
have all practised this method in their work.
2.2.4 Mtngnil libeii finTI mndal
A model vhich  can be used for the quantitative estimation of mineral liberation 
vould be of great practical benefit in mineral processing. G audin32 v as die first to attempt 
to develop a model for the calculation of mineral liberation, by considering a model for an 
ideal binary mineral system (mineral A and mineral B). The parameters vhich  are 
important in die model are: the ratio o f mineral grain size to particle size resulting from 
fracture (k) and the ratio o f die relative volumetric abundance of th e tv o  minerals (n). He 
made assumptions d iet 1) die grains o f both mineral A and B are cubic and are of the same
size (a ); 2) mineral A  is n  times as abundant as B; 3) die grains are arranged so that the 
various B 's cube ere on die average as far apart as possible; 4) on fracture, die aggregate is
broken into cubic particles o f size p such that a =  p k , the fracture plane are parallel to the 
edges of die mineral grains. Based on these assumptions, he derived a mathematical 
expressions aBoving die calculation of the liberation of each mineral as foBovs:
liberation of mineral B = fB (2-1)
liberation of mineral A = f&=




The above equations show  an agreement with the qualitative expectation that 
reducing particle size w ill result in  the liberation of the more abundant m ineral However, 
due to geometric limitations in the assumption, tire equations are valid only for grain size to 
particle size ratios greater than or equal to five, and cannot be used to determine mineral 
composition of the locked particles which is essential for an optimization of the grinding 
processses .
Wiegel and L i67 extended Gaudin’s model by introducing the concept of random 
distribution of tire mineral grains which makes it possible to derive equations which are 
valid for all values of the size ratio unlike that of G audin's model which is limited to values 
greater than unity. The random model is based on tire following assumptions : 1) both 
minerals, the wanted mineral (B) and the unwanted mineral (A), are cubic of the same
size (ct), 2) tire grains are aligned in tire mineral aggregate so that tire grain surfaces form 
continuous planes, 3) tire grains of tire two minerals are randomly arranged throughout tire
aggregate, A) the aggregate is broken into uniform particles of size p by a cubic fracture 
lattice randomly superimposed on tire aggregate parallel to tire grain surfaces. On the basis 
of these assumptions, mathematical expressions were derived which permit tire calculation 
of the amount of each mineral which is liberated as a function of tire grain size to particle
size ratio ( k=<x / (3 )and  the volumetric concentration of each component in the original 
aggregate ( n = V a / Y b ) .  The probability o f occurence of a liberated particles of a (PA) and 
that of a liberated particles of B (PB) can be calculated by following equations:
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t = largest integer contained in 1/k 
e = the fractional remainder so that
1 /k  = t  + c . .  ..(2 -5 )
Hie probability of occurence of a  locked panicle containing both A and B is given by 
the expression
pAB -  M P a  + Pb ) .............................. (* « >
The degree of liberation of mineral A and o f mineral B are given by
n + 1
LA = -------------PA ............................ (2-7
n
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LB = ( n  + 1 ) PB . . . . ( 2 - 8 )
The importance of Wiegel and L i's model, in addition to the introduction  of die 
random arrangement of mineral grains in the particles and the random breakage, is that the 
model also provides an expression for estimating die distribution of mineral content v ith in  
die locked particles. Since grade and recovery of die vented mineral are influenced 
substantially by the locked particles, the information on die distribution function o f mineral 
content is very important for plant design and in improving the peifomance of processing 
plant
Andre v s  and Mika 68 and W iegel69 attempted to combine a batch size reduction 
model and mineral liberation.
A ndievs and Mika underlay their concept on the idea that the peifomance of various 
separation processes is, in general, very dependent on both the size distribution of size 
reduction product and die degree of liberation achieved as a function of size vhich  is 
determined by die peifomance of size reduction. They described a simplified mathematical 
m odelof batch size reduction of a heterogenous, binary mineral system. The size reduction 
process v as represented in terms of a breakage function and a selection function from a 
tvo-component material, and it v as assumed that the 'assay(the mass fraction of one of 
the constituents) of a particle adequately describes its degree of liberation. In their model, 
A ndievs and Mika treated particle mass and particle assay as continuous variables. This 
may be arguable since experimental d a ta , in general, refer to sequences of discrete particle 
measured by discrete ranges of assay. Moreover, die model does not suggest a  model for 
liberation itself so that it is not satisfactory for the prediction or analysis of liberation
results.
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Wiegel simplified die approach to the hatch grinding model by using only selection 
function to describe a size reduction which normally requires both selection function and 
breakage function to account for the breakage of particles from one size fraction into all 
finer size fractions. He considered three types of particles which are being broken in  die 
size reduction of a binary mineral system, these are die two liberated mineral species and 
the locked species. The breakage of die liberated particles to a  finer size fraction wil1 
invariably produce liberated particles of the same mineral species. However, for locked 
particles die breakage into a  finer size fraction will produce liberated particles of both 
species and some particles which remain locked. Hie average composition of the locked 
particles in the product of breakage in general is different from die original locked particles. 
The amount o f either liberated mineral specimens produced by die size reduction of locked 
particles can be obtained from die directorial coefficients, defined as die portion o f die 
locked species of certain size which ends up as either liberated species or locked species 
of smaller size, calculated from die liberation model. Values of die directional coefficients 
are dependent on the volumetric grade of die crude ore, die effective mineral grain size and 
the particle size of coarser size from which they are breaking into finer sizes.
The problem of simultaneously accounting for liberation and breakage in a  batch mill 
, as indie models described by Andrews and Mika and Wiegel, is that the model requires 
die selection-breakage function model for size reduction to be modified to accomodate die 
two-dimensional description of die particle population based on size and mineral content 
Consequently die estimation of the necessary breakage parameter for locked particles and 
die liberation of free components for locked particles limits die application of these models 
in practice.
King 70 argued that for liberation calcultion in die batch size reduction and open 
circuit milling an integrated size reduction-mineral liberation model may not neccessaiüy be
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used since liberation is property o íd »  mineralogical structure of die ore so that size 
reduction and liberation calculations can be decoupled. He developed a model which is 
completely free of empirical constants and no assumptions are made about the shape of 
grains or particles. The model needs only stadsteal data on the distribution of intercept 
lengths which can be directly measured from polished sections observed under die 
microscope using automatic image analysis equipment King assumed that die fraction of 
Une through die ore is equivalent to die volumetric fraction in die ore as a whole. It is 
obvious from die preceding paragraphs that K ing's model suffers from die stereotogical 
problem in transforming from one dimensional to three dimensional value, which has 
been known to overestimate the degree of liberation value immensely62
In view of the fact that description of a real mineral system is almost impossible due 
to die complex nature of minerals in die ore in general, Wiegel and Li acknowledged that 
their model is based on a number of gross assumption which bear M e resemblance to 
re a l# 41.
Recently Belardi et a l76 attempted to develop a new model based on Wiegel and L i's 
model in which die complexity of die ores and of die treatment processes were taken into 
account by introducing additional assumptions in die model, these include:
- the initial aggregate was assumed to consist of cubic grains of different sizes
((Xj), according to a classified weight frequency distribution ( j=  1 , . .  n) inferred 
experimentally from statistical analysis of polished and/or thin sections of die ore
- die size reduction process results in the reduction of the initial aggregate into
particles of deferring size (¡3^), v ith  a particle size distribution consisting of various 
classes (1=1,...n), to be evaluated experimantally
- die weight or volume redo of mineral A and B in each particle size class resulting
REDUCED AGGREGATE
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Fig. 2-10 Initial aggregate consists of a combination of reduced 
aggregates (After Belardi et a l71))
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from size reduction is constant and equal to the value assumed.
Based on the above assumptions, Belaidi et a f 1 further proposed three alternative 
assumptions to improve die accuracy of W iegel and L i's m odel In alternative one,
the initial aggregate is considered to consist o f cubic grains of the same size (cc), diet is 
statistically of die most numerically frequent size found in die sample; vhereas in
alternative tv o , a  is that of the most frequently found grains in terms of veight. The most 
important is die alternative three in vh ich  the textural complexity of most ores is taken into 
account In this case die initial aggregate is considered as consisting of a combination of a n  
reduced aggregates as is illustrated in Figure 2-10. Each reduced aggregate, identified b y ],
in vhich j = 1 , . . .  n , consists of cubic grains of the same size (oq). The veight ratio of 
mineral A and B for each reduced aggregate is constant, that is the same as for the initial 
aggregate. The above conditions make it possible for each reduced aggregate (j) to
define die average size of die particle pi] of the ith class resulting from size reduction of ]
characterized by grains of the same size oq. Then the probability of occurence of 
liberated particle A and B ( P ^ j , ) and also locked AB (P^B ip °* ̂  itSiclass in each
reduced aggregate j, and the corresponding VAij and VBij can be calculated by Wiegel and 
L i's equations. The degree of liberation fraction of tv o  minerals ( and Lgjp can be 
calculated for each particle size class i, inferred from each reduced aggregate (j). The 
degree of liberation L ^  and LBi can be inferred from the weighted average of L ^  and
L gjj, relating to the corresponding particle size classes of the reduced aggregates, 
according to the equations:
l* i - <  2  7 * j ) ......................................................(2-9
H  H
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LBi = < 2  LB i r v B j > ' < 2  VB j > ............................................................2“10>
1-1 H
vhere Y ^j and Ygj axe the weighted frequencies of the mineral A and B of size a . in 
the initial aggregate.
Further Boniiazi and MassaccF2 refined the above model to derive a liberation and 
selection functions. Liberation function is used to describe the degree of liberation of any 
single mineral species v ith  respect to all other in each of the particle size classes into vhich 
ore is reduced folio v ing a given comminution operation., vhereas distribution function 
describes the distribution in traction, of an individual mineral species of particle size classes 
into vhich the ore is reduced folloving a given comminution operation.
It is vorth  noting that Boniiazi and Massaci defined 'particle1 as individual mineral 
present in an ore, and “gram" as body resulting from breakage of an ore, it can consist of 
aggregates of different minerals. Wiegel and Li, vhose model is referred to by die above 
authors, used these terms in die reverse sense. It seems that Boniiazi and Massacci in then- 
papers used die tv o  terms interchangeably vh ich  makes it som evhat confusing in 
foDoving their presentation.
Data on grain size distribution used for verification of die model proposed v as 
obtained from measurements on thin sections underan optical microscope. To facilitate in 
measurements, die comminution products o f complex Pb-Zn oxidized ore vere stained in 
such a v ay  that various mir&ra\s shoved different colours. Boniiazi and Massacci, as veil 
as their predecessors ignored using correction factor vhich  is needed to transform the tvo  
dimensional data to three dimensional presentation.
3  0  EXPERIMENTAL
3.1 Mteriais
The material used for this study was complex sulphide ore collected from 
Sangkaropi, Sulawesi, Indonesia. The material has been sampled and prepared in the 
Mineral Technology Development Centre, Bandung, Indonesia. The samples consisted of 
two types of ore, namely, die black ore and die siliceous ore. Both ores were in the form of 
blocks of atom  10 cm in diameter. The weight of die black ore sample was 80 kilograms, 
whereas the siliceous ore was 40 kilograms. Both samples were further sampled for bulk 
chemical analysis in the Electrolytic Refining and Smelting Company of Australia Ltd. at 
Port KembJa. The results of the analysis are given in Table 3-1. Figures are all in perecent 
except for silver and gold which are in g /tonne.
The black ore type was chosen for die study since it has more economic value than 
the siliceous ore as can be seen in Table 3.1.
3.2 Apparatus and Procedure
3.2.1 Cbmnmmtkm
The comminution apparatus employed consisted of two crushers and one tumbling 
mill. The crushers were a laboratory type Blake Jaw crusher, 105 mm ( w idth) x 70 mm 
(gape), and a Humboldt Wedag roll crusher of 243 mm in diameter and had a maximum 
gap of 5 mm. The tumbling mill was a batch mid, a plain cylindrical hardened steel shed 
of internal diameter 200 mm and internal length 204 mm with plain ends. The mid was run 
on bad bearing rubber-covered rollers by a D.C. motor.
The mid was charged with 13.1 kg hardened steel bads consisting of 266 19 mm
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TfcMe3-l. Chemx^aiial^is resulti of SangkaiDpiare
Block oro Siliceous ore
Cu : 3.5 0.56
Pb : 8.9 0.12
Zn : 7.5 0.15
Fe : 8.3 0.96
Si02 : 50.7 81.30
S : 14.1 1.40
Ag : 327.0 6.00
Au : 2.4 0.40
As : 0.21 -
Sb : 0.038 -
Ba : 0.45 0.59
Cd : 0.088 _
balls a id  67 27 mm balls, vhich occupied 48% of the mill volume. The weight of the feed 
v as fixed at 2 kilograms in vhich approximately 100% filling of the interstices of the ball 
mass at rest occupied. The mill vas rotated at 60 rpm (59% of the critical speed). The feed 
material v a s layer-loaded v ith  the balls into the mill in order to obtain a uniform 
distribution of the ball and the feed material. Tests vere carried out for periods of 2 ,4, 6, 
8 , 1 0 , 1 2 , 14,16,18,  and 20 minutes.
After each grind, the mill content vas completely emptied then sampled v ith  a 
Jones riffle sampler and a screen analysis performed on the product. For size analysis a 
bench vibrating sieve shaker v ith  a series of B S 410 (Endecotts) laboratory test sieves in 
the square root of tvo  series from 600 to 38 microns vere used. The sieving time vas 25 
minutes. After the screen analysis of the product, the various fractions vere recombined 
and placed back in the mill for further grinding, and the procedure v as repeated.
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3.2.2 Minfnatagical analysis
3.2.2.1 Pgpfflrtinin qf pnjjg^i^ .fftrtinrvF
The process of preparation consisted o f four stages as is the usual procedure. First 
a number of specimens vere selected in regards to the maximum mineralization found in 
the bulk ore by using of a stereo binocular microscope. The stereo binocular microscope 
used v as NISSHO Dia zoom stereomicroscope 240. It has a minimum magnification of 5 
X and maximum magnification of 240 X. The selected area v as cut from the specimen v ith  
Gemmaster 10" blade trim diamond s a v  to a slab approximately 20 mm square and 5 mm 
thick. One side of die slab v as ground flat on a cast iron lap v ith  no. 100 grit (about 150 
microns) carborundum/vater slurries. The edges of the slab vere rounded off to reduce the 
breaking off and plucking of hard mineral in subsequent polishing stage to a minimum and 
vere beveled to prevent the trapping of air bubbles v ith in  the mount during mounting in 
resin. The slab vas then cleaned and dried on a hot plate at a lo v  temperature (80°C).
In the second stage, die slab v as mounted in cold setting resin in preference to the 
thermo setting bakelite as the ore being studied contains supergene copper sulfides and 
sulfosalts minerals vhich might be altered to another phase and textural changes due to heat 
and pressure applied to die bakelite40 -. The resin v as prepared by mixing Araldite M v ith  
hardener HY 951 (products of Ciba-Geigy) in a ratio of 1 :1 0  by veight in a disposable 
cup. The slab vas put centrally into the bottom of a LEGO polythene cylinder mould v ith  
the ground side face dovn. The resin v as then poured into the mould. A. paper label v ith  
the number of the specimen as a  permanent reference v as placed face up into the resin 
before it geled. The resin v as left to set and harden at room temperature overnight.
The next stage, after die resin v as hardened, the specimen v as extracted from its 
mould. The excess resin vhich covered the specimen surface v as removed by using a
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silica, carbide abrasive belt grit 120 on a grinder machine until a  flat parallel surface was 
obtained. This t o  followed by grinding the specimen manually using silica carbide 
abrasive paper in water on a piece of thick glass plate. Grinding was completed on a 
progressively finer series of grit 220 ,320, 400 ,600 , and 1200 with excess of water as a 
lubricant. In each grinding step the specimen was thoroughly washed and ultrasonically 
cleaned in detergent solution.
In  the final stage, die specimen was polished using an automatic polishing machine 
(Engis Kent 3). The cloth laps which were used were Pellon PSU charged w ith sufficient 
Hyprez diamond polishing compoud paste of 6 , 3 ,  and 1 micron. The speed of the lap was 
lower I medium for 6 micron, medium/high for 3 micron and high for 1 micron. The laps 
were periodically moistened with lubricant oil. The final polishing was carried out manually 
with Gamma alumina slurry no 3 of size 0.05 micron with distilled water as lubricant on a 
Buehler polishing machine for one minute. The final polish produces relief polished 
surface which may aid in identification (Fig.4-1). However, this relief is undesirable for 
the purpose of taking photo micrographs and also in the examination under high 
magnification such as scanning electron microscope. So in this case polishing was stopped 
until 1 micron. In each polishing step, the specimens were ultrasonically cleaned.
3 .2 .2 .2 . Pieparaikm of thinsectkm s
Thin sections were prepared following the methods which were found in the standard 
books of petrograph/3'74'75• Briefly, it consists of cutting the rock fragments with a 10" 
blade diamond saw  into a slice of 3 mm thick, then trimmed into a square slab of about 24 
X 24 mm. One side of the slab was ground flat with water slurry of no. 100 grit 
carborundum on a cast iron lap, it was then washed, reground on a thick glass plate using 
progressively finer abrasive up to 600 grit. The thoroughly washed specimen with the 
ground side down was mounted on a glass slide with epoxy resin (containing 10% by
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w ig h t of hardener). This was done on a hot plate at about 95° C. After cooling the glass 
mounted slab was saved down to approximately 60 microns with HiDqulst cut off saw. 
Further grinding was done manually on a glass plate w ith 1200 grit carborundum in a water 
slurry to a  final thickness of 30 micron. The thickness was gauged by observing the 
interference cotour of quartz. After washing thoroughly the section was covered w ith a 
cover glass using Canada balsam as cement.
3.2.2.3 Rximrimlinm of polished sectkm ami thin section by pohriz^
The polarizing microscope employed in the mineratogical analysis was Leitz HM Pol 
Polarizing Student Microscope. The microscope is a convertible type which can be used in 
reflected light mode for mineragraphy and in transmitted light mode for petrography. The 
objectives used throughout the analysis were 4X , 10X, and 40X magnification dry 
objectives and 32X, SOX, and 125X oil immersion. The oil immersion was R.I. = 1.5180
at 23 +_ 1°C.
The oculars were 10X magnification, one of the ocular was equipped with crosshair 
for general observation and the other ocular was an eyepiece micrometer used for 
measurements of grain size of minerals after being calibrated with a stage micrometer 
supplied.
The polished sections were examined systematically by scanning of the entire 
surface of the sections. Ore minerals were identified based on their optical properties, viz. 
colour, reflectivity, bi-reflectance when sections were observed without analyser, and 
isotnopism vs. anisotropism and internal reflection when the section were observed 
between crossed nicols. The physical properties of minerals were used as an aid in 
identification - these included crystal form and habit, cleavage, twinning, zonal structure, 
intergrowth and polishing hardness. Tables of ore minerals76-77 were used as references .
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Each gangue or transparent mineral found in fee thin section v as observed in a 
systematic order including its colour, shape and form , cleavage, index of refraction, and 
anisotropism. If the mineral ires coloured, it v a s  noted vhefeer pkochroic or non 
pleochroic. If it v as pleochroic then fee colour of pleochroic v a s  noted. Identification vas 
aided v ife  tables of transparent minerals found in fee standard books of optical mineralogy 
or petrography73'74.
3 2.2.4 M fcm tonhess«
The apparatus used for microhardness test v a s  Leitz Durimet It consisted of a 
stand, fee microscope tube v ife  precision micrometer ocular, indenting unit v ife  Ykkers 
diamond indenter and five load freights 2 5 ,5 0 ,1 0 0 ,200 and 300 grams.
The procedure v as as folkrvs, first fee selected load for test v as positioned in fee 
indenting unit, vhfle fee indenter v as put in its raised position A test load of 100 gram 
v a s  selected during fee experiment as recomended by Uytenbogaaidt 76 ■ so feat fee 
results could be compared v ife  published v o ik  . The polished section vas laid on fee 
compound stage. The lov -povar objective (1QX) v as svung into position and focused on 
fee levelled surface of fee polished section The grain of mineral to be measured vas 
brought into position by means of micrometer spindles of the compound stage. Then it 
v a s  centered more exactly v ife  fee higher-pover objective (40X) and vas focused. After 
fee object has bean focused, the ocular micrometer v as set to zero, and then indenter vas 
svung into position After indentation time of about 10 second the indenter vas raised. The 
length of fee tv o  diagonals of fee impression vere measured tvice using the calibrated 
micrometer eyepiece and fee high-pover objective. The hardness vas computed by 
inserting fee mean diagonal value and the respective load used into the formula:
Fig, 3-1 - X-Ray Diffraction apparatus PW 10009 with a Debye - 
Scherrer Powder Camera.
HY (Vickers Hardness) =
1854,4 P
( 3 - 1 )
d2
( k g / m m 2  )
where P = the load In gram
d = the mean diagonal length in micronmeter
The measured mean diagonal value and its respective load can be converted to 
Vickers Hardness by using a conversion table. At least 10 indentations w e  made for 
every determination.
3.2.2.S X-ray Diffraction amlysis
The x-ray diffraction analyses o f the sample in tire present study w oe carried out by 
using two techniques, these were camera technique and diffractometer technique.
In the camera technique, the apparatus employed was Philips PW 1009 as shown in 
Fig. 3-1. It consists of a High Voltage generator, X-ray tube and a Debye - Schemer 
camera PW  1024 with diameter 114.83 mm.
A small amount of the mineral to be measured was ground in an agate mortar into a 
fine powder. The powder was mixed with a glue. It was then smeared around on a fine 
glass fibre. The fiber was placed at the centre of the camera with a modelling wax.
The camera was loaded in the dark room in which the X-ray film was draped around 
the inside circumference of the camera cylinder.
Identification of a mineral from powder photograph involved determination of d 
value, the interplanar spacing between crystallographic planes, from the individual
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reflections and compared these with JCPDS powder data file. The d values were 
calculated by the Bragg equation:
A
2  sin 6
( 3 - 2 )
where A is die wavelength of X-ray being used (in this case Cu target element), 0 is die 
angle, measured from the lines of darkening on film.
The data file has an index listing the three strongest lines for inorganic substances 
including minerals and organic substances. When an entry in the index is found to 
correspond to the three strongest lines in the unknown mineral, the whole pattern was then 
matched with the file card indicated in the index.
The apparatus for diffractometer technique consisted of a high voltage generator, an 
x-ray tube, a Philips vertical goniometer (PW  1050), and an electronic counting and 
measuring panel including a strip chart recorder.
Specimens for diffractometer technique were prepared by using standard 
preparation technique as described by Hutchison 75. Different techniques were employed to 
suit the condition of die available sample that is if the amount of sample was large, sample 
in the .form of powder was packed into die cavity of a standard aluminium specimen 
holder; if die amount of the sample was too small to be filled in die aluminium sample 
holder, die fíne mineral powder was scattered on a half of normal petrographic glass slide 
and slurried with acetone to produce a nearly monogranular layer of even thickness.
Fig. 3-2 Scanning Electron Microscope apparatus Hitachi S-450 
with a TN 2000 Energy Dispersive X -ray Spectrometer.
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Specimens for clay minerals vere prepared by tv o  different methods, these are 
specimens v id i random orientation a id  the other is oriented specimens. Random oriented 
specimen v a s  prepared by using technique vh ich  has been described in the preceding 
paragraph.
In  oriented specimens, am ple v as made into a  suspension then v as deposited onto 
a  glass sM e or a  ceramic tile by draving the suspension v ith  a vacuum pump.
The procedure o f identification of minerals in diffractometer technique is similar to
that of the camera technique. From x-ray diffractometer record, values of 2 8  vere obtained 
and by application of the Bragg la v  (3-2), 'd-spacings* vere calculated or obtained from
2  8  d tables.
A ll'd  spacings' and their relative intensities vere tabulated. The three most intense 
lines of the diffiractogram vere compared to die JCPDS povder diffraction file, Search 
M anual76. If they vere matched to each other, then this v as folioved by detailed 
comparison of all of die lines of the unknovn mineral v ith  the JCPDS file , Data book 79.
In addition to die general procedure for identification of an unknovn mineral, as 
described above, identification procedures for cky  minerals involved examination of die 
oriented specimen before and after glycerol/or ethylene glycol treatment and heat treatment.
3JZJZ.6 Scaping EkctnmMxnnscopy^EDAX analysis
Analysis of die mineral phases v as carried out on a Hitachi S-450 Scanning Electron 
Microscope equiped v ith  a TN 2000 Energy dispersive X-ray spectrometer (Fig. 3-2). 
The accelerating voltage teed v as 25 kV. X-ray take off angle v as 23 degrees. Detector
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resolution v w  1S5. Accuracy percent end iterative number v w  .03 , 3. The ratio of 
efements present vera calculated by a conventional ZAF analysis. These results vere used 
to identify die mineral phases. The back scatter electron (B SE) detector system v as used to 
provide atomic number contrast in the SEM image of polished samples. Images of atomic 
number contrast consisting of discrete levels of brightness provided a means to easily 
identify minerals of different average atomic number for ED AX analysis. Polished sections 
for SEM analysis Tare prepared as v a s  described in Section 3.2.2.1. B utfor the back 
scatter electron examination it is necessary drat the polished sections should be free from
relief, so that the atomic number contrast can be optimized50. The polished section vas 
then mounted on SEM stubs. For preventing the specimen from being charged, the 
specimen v as carbon coated approxim ately 100 Angstrom thick. This v as done in a 
Dynavac C E 12/14 coating un it
The apparatus consisted of a glass bell jar vhfch v a s  connected to a Dynavac high 
vacuum system. T vo carbon electrode rods vere used. One electrode had a pointed end, 
die other electrode v as flat at both ends. The pointed electrode rod v as spring loaded and 
held in compression against the flat stationary electrode.
The specimen, along v ith  a  freshly polished brass plate vhich vas used as a means 
for estimating film thickness vere mounted on the rotating stage in the ben jar, then the 
system v as evacuated. After evacuation to about 10"2  Toir, an alternating current of 20 
amp. at 30 volts v as passed through the electrodes to form a carbon arc. The carbon 
vapourised and formed a thin film on the surface of the specimen. The film thickness vas 
estimated by the colour of the brass plate vhich  turned to orange at a thickness of about 
150 Angstrom. After the desired film thickness v a s  achieved, the beH jar vas brought to 
atmospheric pressure and the specimen v as removed for analysis.
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After coating the section v ith  carbon, a  dab of conductive paint v a s  applied across 
the mount surface to the specimen holder to establish a ground connection. The specimen 
v a s  mounted in tire SEM for ED AX analysis. To cany out the analysis the scanning beam 
v as switched to spot and the beam moved to the grain of mineral interested. The vhole 
range of X-rays v as collected and the X -ray data v a s  displayed as a spectrum on the 
display screen of EDAX system.
32 .2.7 Grain size dtetrihnfirm nf nrtngnite
The grain size distribution of minerals in the ore v a s  determined on polished 
sections by sampling the grains of each mineral constituent by point counter and assigned 
to their appropriate grain size class by measuring the length of the longest diameter v ith  the 
scale on a micrometer eyepiece.
The micrometer v a s  calibrated to the meter scale of a stage micrometer as v as 
described belov.
The grain sizes v e  re grouped into 14 size classes arranged in </2 series to make 
determination of the size distribution much more quicker. In all, about 10,000 grains in 
polished sections vere sized during the study, of vh ich  2499 grains vara measured from 
five samples of n an o v  screen sized fraction of crushed ore having particle size from
1680 pm  to 150 pm  and 7413 grains vara measured from 14 samples of unbroken ora.
The calibration of eyepiece micrometer v as done as folovs: The eyepiece 
micrometer used to determine grain size of minerals had a scale of a hundred divisions. At 
each magnification used in the grain size measurement tire eyepiece micrometer vas 
calibrated using the standard micrometer stage in vhich  1 mm v as subdivided into 1 0 0
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intervals of 10pm For the 320X magnification using 32X immersion oil objective, the 
following calibration wss obtained:
55 eyepiece micrometer divisions = 1 0 0  pm
therefore one eyepiece micrometer division = 1.818 pm  
At the 500 X magnification using SOX immersion oil objective the folowing 
calibration m s obtained:
60 eyepiece micrometer divisions = 70 pm  
Thus one eyepiece micrometer division = 1.167 pm
Also for 1250X magnification using 125X immersion oil object, the following 
calibration v as obtained:
65 eyepiece micrometer divisions = 30 pm  
therefore one eyepiece micrometer divisions = 0.462 pm
By using the same method it vbs found that for the 40X magnification using 4X 
objective,
1 eyepiece micrometer division = 7.4 pm  
for 100X magnification (10 X objective).
1 eyepiece micrometer division = 3.89 mm 
for 400 X magnification (40 X objective),
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1 eyepiece micrometer division= 1.07 jjim
Before counting on the polished sections to he analysed begun, the objective lens for 
the best magnification was selected then the spacing between consecutive points was 
predetermined.
The spacing between consecutive points was selected in such a way that one point 
ascribed to one mineral grain or one particle only. This was accomplished by determining 
the largest diameter of all mineral grains or particles in the particular polished section being 
analysed.
The spacing was fixed so as to slightly exceed this value for both traverse in 
horizontal and vertical direction.
The point counter employed was Swift automatic point counter Model F. It consists 
of a mechanical stage unit attachable to a polarizing microscope stage and an electronic 
counting un it The mechanical stage operated stepwise with stops at regular steps in east - 
west direction by pressing any one of the channel button on the counting unit. The north - 
south translation was effected manually by turning a knob. The counting unit has 12 
channels, thus up to 12 different size classes can be tallied. The total count has a maximum 
of 9999 counts.
3.2.2.8 Specific gravity determinate
Specific gravity (S .G .) of the ore was determined by using a 50 ml pyknometer flask. 
(W2  - W j )
S.G. ------------------------------- X S' (3-3)
where,
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W j = weight of empty pyknometer (g)
W2  = weight of pyknometer + dry crashed ore (g)
W3  = weight of pyknometer + m t  crashed ore + kerosine
w^ = weight of pyknometer + kerosine alone 
V = volume of kerosine in pyknometer filled with kerosine only (ml) 
S' = specific gravity of kerosine used = (w4 - w j)/Y
The air which was trapped in the crushed ore m s  extracted by placing the pyknometer 
flask in an evacuating dessicator, die outlet of which m s  atached to a vacuum pump. 
Measurement m s  done twice and the result m s  averaged. At each measurement the 
temperature of the kerosene m s  measured.
3.2.3 I Jheratifm assessment
Liberation assessment involved a) grinding the ore into two sets of fines 7 0 ,8 0 , 90%
passing 53 pm  and 70,80,90%  passing %  pm; b) sizing of die min products; c) 
preparation of polished sections of the mill products and d) point counting.
The initial rough block sample m s  crush«! with jaw crusher and roll crusher into -
14 mesh (1180 pm ). The crushed products were fed to die batch ball mill Grinding was 
done w et, w ith pulp density 70%  solid by m ig h t (2 ,240 g solids and 960 ml water) using 
the ball mill as was described in Section 3.2.1.
The mill products were wet sieved into four size fractions from 105 pm  to 53 / 38 pm
E achsizefiacttonw asdriedandm ghed . The 105 pm  size fraction was further dry sieved
Fig. 3-3 Decantation apparatus.
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into six size fractions up to 600 pm . The fraction less than 38 pm  was fractmated into five 
fractions w ith die size ratio of V2 by decantation method.
The decantation apparatus iras adopted fiom  die one described by KebaJl et a l8 1  
and is shown in Fig. 3-3. The apparatus consisted of a 2500 ml Buchner flask, a 2 litre 
beaker and a syphon tube fitted w ith a horizontal disc. The tube had three short vertical slits 
located at die base but above die disc to avoid disturbance of die settled solid at 1 . 5  cm 
above die base during decantation.
. The material to be decanted was dispersed thoroughly in water with added 
dispersant by vigourous stirring in  die 2 litre beaker (A) filled to a level marked 16 cm 
above die base. Since die water for decantation could not be placed in a constant 
temperature bath, die water temperature was checked periodically during the entire analysis 
w ith a thermometer.
The time for the smallest particle w ith a nominal diameter of d micron to settle 14.5 
cm from  the level surface of die pulp was calculated by using Stokes' law:




where v  -  free falling velocity (cm I s ) 
d -  particle diameter (cm) 
g = 980 cmteec^
a=  particle density (gtem3
p= fluid density (gfcm^
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rj = fluid viscosity (poM)
The calculated time v as increased by a factor of 1.05 to ensure that ail particles at and 
above die required size have settled after alto v ing  for hindered settling52. The upper 14.5 
cm of suspension v as removed using die decantation apparatus at the end of the corrected 
time. The suspension v as then removed from the Buchner flask to a 2 litre beaker (B). The 
remaining 1.5 cm suspension v a s  diluted v ith  v a ter up to 16 cm level. The system vas 
redispersed and brought into uniform suspension by stirring as before, then it v as 
decanted at die end of calculated time but without being corrected for hinder«! settling. The 
same procedure v as repeated five times until die final v ash  v as clear. The coarse solids 
remaining in the beaker after the fifth cycle vere removed from the beaker, dried and 
weighed. The suspension in the beaker B v a s  diluted v ith  vater up to 16 cm level above 
the base. By using Stokes' k v  the settling time for particles d/ 42 v as calculated and then 
this value v as increased by a factor of 1.05 seconds. The suspension vas decanted at die 
end of this time as before. The remaining 1.5 cm of suspension in beaker B vas diluted 
v ith  the suspension from the first cycle. H ie suspension from the second, third, fourth and 
fifth cycles vas used for die successive vashes. The process v as repeated for particles in 
die ratio 1 :42 until a sufficient number of sized fraction have been prepared.
The preparation of polish«! sections of mill products consisted of three stages. Prior 
to setting in resin, particle samples, as sized fractions from mill products, vere vashed in 
acetone. After drying, a fe v  grams of the particulate sample v as introduced in ti a 
polythene mould. The cylindrical moulds, 30 mm and 25 mm in diameter, vere used for
particle sizes larger than 1(5 pm  and for particles size less d m  1(5 pm  respectively.
A fe v  drops of resin, the same resin vh ich  v as used for mounting the uncrushed
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ore, v as added to the sample just enough to v e t the particles so that the segregation by 
m ass, density or size effect v as kept to a minimum. The sample and resin mixture v as 
completely homogenized by stirring v ith  a tooth-pick gently so as to lessen the number of 
entrained air bubbles. Immediately after mixing the charged mould v a s  then placed into a 
dessicator and evacuated in order to minimize air entrainment and subsequent formation of 
holes and the plucking of particles during polishing. Evacuation v as accomplished in tv o  
cycles of about ten minutes each. Evacuation v as terminated vhen  the resin just began to 
sh o v  a tendency to froth as this vould produce large quantities of bubbles. The mould 
v as kept in vacuum for 30 minutes before being removed from the dessicator.
When the resin vas set hard, the mould v as filled v ith  resin to about 20 mm in 
height. A label vas placed face up on the mould before the mounting resin v as added. The 
mould v as left to set and harden overnight.
In the next stage, on removal from its mould, specimen v as surface ground until 
parallel. Grinding vas carried out manually vithout excessive pressure and very gently 
through 400 grit, 600, 1200 and 1400 silicon carbide paper v ith  vater as a lubricant. 
Extra care vas exercised in this stage as the particles vere more liable to pluck than small 
ore slab.
In the final stage, the specimen v as polished on an automatic polishing machines 
v ith  the same procedure as for die preparation of uncrushed ore (Section 3.2.2.1).
Liberation and locking characteristics vere quantified by point counting. In this 
method a systematic series of traverses vere made accross the polished section. The 
particles vhich fell under the cross-hairs vere classified into free particles, binary particles 
and ternary particles. Free particles are those vhich are apparently liberated, binary 
particles are those vhich appear to consists of tvo  minerals, and the ternary particles are
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those vh ich  appear to consist of t o e  o r more minerals. Free particles vere recorded by 
pressing d »  appropriate button on die counting u n it B y using an eyepiece micrometer 
’vinch bed a scale o f one hundred divisions, the parts per 1 0 0  parts of particle: surface 
occupied by die first component of die binary particle v a s  recorded. The ternary particles 
Tere recorded in die same vay . Further, die binary particles vere classified into nme 
different types of locking according to Amstots39.
The effect o f sectioning on liberation and belong ires corrected by using a locking 
factor graph from Moore and Jones 59.
Fig. 4-1 Photomicrograph showing early corroded pyrite (Py) crystals 
were surrounded by subsequent chalcopyrite (Cp), sphalerite (Sp) 
and galena (Ga).Width of field = 400 pm.
Fig. 4- 2 Sphalerite (greyish brown) and galena (white) occuring interstitially 
to gangue (dark brown). Chalcopyrite (yellow) veined or rimmed 
sphalerite
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4.0  RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS
4.1 M merak^ical analysis
4.1.1 Mmeragia|iliy^
4.1.1.1 Mentifiailinii n f m rarofa
Identification of opaque minerals as seen in polished surfaces in reflected light was 
based on the study of physical and optical properties of minerals. The technique of
investigating such properties was given by Cameron? 3  it is but briefly described in this 
thesis.
Following are the opaque minerals which were identified in the specimens of the ore 
studied.
Pyrite (FeS^) was the most conspicuous mineral found in the ore. It was characterized by
its crystal form and habit, high polishing hardness, yellowish-white colour, and high 
reflectance.
Being harder than all other sulphide minerals36, pyrite has marked powers of 
crystallization and tends to develop idiomorphically even under the most unfavorable 
conditions6 3  . The tendency to develop towards idiomorphic crystal growth often is 
interpretated as the earliest mineral formed in the paragenesis, but this is not always the 
case36. Idiomorphism is exemplified in Fig. 4-1 showing pyrite crystals as found in the ore 
studied. Although pyrite crystals have been corroded during the later process of 
mineralization, their crystal outlines still can be seen.
The high polishing hardness can be easily noticed in sections showing a pronounced 
relief as shown in Fig.4-1. The relief is indicated by the dark shadow around the edges of 
the pyrite. During polishing the harder pyrite crystals were worn away slower then the
Fig. 4-3 Triangular pits in galena (Ga) are characteristic and 
can be used as a diagnostic criterion. Sp = sphalerite 
Td-Tn = Tetrahedrite-Tennantite
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soft, neighbouring minerals. As a result pyrite crystals stood slightly proud of the 
neighbouring minerals.
For satisfactory examination, reliefs in a polished sections are undesirable. The 
polished surface as shown in Fig. 4-1 was deliberately prepared to show the relative 
polishing hardness of the minerals.
Sphalerite (ZnS) was characterized by its low reflectivity which became strongly 
reduced in oil immersion, abundant internal reflections were easily seen especially when 
observation was made on large grains which had some pits or cracks under crossed nicols 
and in oil immersion; and its medium hardness.
Fig. 4-2 shows large grains of sphalerite (brownish gray) full of pits. Poor polished 
surface for coarse grain aggregates is not uncommon? 8  . According to Rehwald3 6  the 
reason for this is due to the brittleness of the mineral, especially that of coarsely crystallized 
grains which frequently have already been shattered in the process of sampling or are 
related to its genetic.
Galena (PbS) was characterized by its white colour and by triangular pits or cubic 
cleavage which developed during polishing (Fig. 4-3). Some minerals may show triangular 
p its84, however among white minerals only few minerals show such feature38.
Other criteria for determination of galena are its rather high reflectivity, tow to 
medium polishing hardness and its associated minerals such as sphalerite, chalcopyrite and 
pyrite.
Chalcopyrite (CoFeS^) was characterized by its pure yellow colour. In Fig. 4-2, 
chalcopyrite occurs as veinlets or rimming sphalerite crystals and associated with galena
Pig 4 - 4  Mutual intergrowth among sulphide minerals. Sphalerite (dark grey),
bomite (brown), tetrahedrite (olive grey), galena (white), covellite 
(blue, about centre of the micrograph), are speckled by pyrite ( pale 
yellow)
Fig.4-5. Complex intergrowth of sulphide minerals. Sphalerite (dark grey), 
bomite (brown), galena (bluish white), pyrite (pale yellow), tetrahedrite ! 
(olive grey), covellite (dark blue). Black crystals are quartz (gangue).
Fig.4 -6. Aggregate of large crystals of pyrite (brown yellow) was replaced by




Bomite (Co^FeS^) was characterized by its pinkish-brown or orange brown colour, which 
was easily tarnished to purplish (Fig. 4 4  and Fig. 4-5).
CanS&t (CoS) was characterized by its blue colour in various shades, very obvious and 
showing strong bireflectance and extremely high anisotropism. On examination of a 
number of specimens in oil immersion, a mineral similar to covefete was found which was 
termed in fee literature as blaubleibender covefete76. The difference between fee two were 
that "normal covefete" showed change in colour during immersion from purple-red to 
violet red in ordinary light and changed from blue-gray to slightly pinkish in extraordinary 
ligh t Blaubleibender, on fee other hand, during immersion did not show change of 
colour, and remained blue during immersion, except for a decrease in brightness.
Fig.4 5  shows covefete (blue) in association wife galena and bomite. Covefete was 
also found in rimmed quartz crystals.
Chalcoc3 to(C ^S ) was characterized by bluish white colour and weak anisotropy. It 
was found in association wife covefete (Fig. 4 5 ).
Ittrahedrite-lfennantite group is a solid solution comprising tetrahedrite
(Cu^ 2 ^ 4 s 13) tenanntite (Cu1 2 A s^S1 3 ), Cu can be replaced by Ag, Hg, Zn, Fe and
As and Sb by Bi, Sn, Ge. This group is characterized by moderate reflectance; its colour 
dependens on its surrounding, olive gray or brownish tint, sometimes bluish if enclosed in 
chalcopyrite. Tenannantite shows greenish tint if adjacent to galena, in oil immersion 
tenanndte exhibits red internal reflections. Fig. 4-4 shows tetrahedrite (olive gray) in 




Fig. 4-7. Idiomorphic crystals of baryte found in the sample 
from Sangkaropi ore.
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association with chalcopyrite (brownish yellow).
Identification of non-opaque minerals in reflected light is not always easy, especially 
for the rock forming minerals which for the most part have relatively low refractive indices. 
The problem arises when observation is made with oil immersion in which reflectivity of 
the non opaque minerals is reduced considerably or may disappear altogether36.
In the present study observation was made with oil immersion since in some cases it 
gave a better result than observation in air, such as bireflectance and difference in colour 
tint appeared more distinct. For these observations a high magnification objective was 
used.
High magnification objective was required for examination of fine grained minerals 
in the ore and also for the examination of fine particles of mill products in the liberation 
study of minerals.
Identification of non-opaque mineral was based on the criteria of hardness, cleavage, 
colour of the internal reflection, crystal form and habit.
Only two non-opaque minerals which were identified in the reflected light, viz.
Quartz was the major non-opaque mineral found in the ore. This mineral is 
characterized by its hardness, very low reflectance, lack of cleavage, and idiomorphic 
form. Hardness was verified with a scratch test hardness using a needle. The idiomorphic 
crystals of quartz can be seen in Fig, 4-2 (dark brown colour).
Barite is characterized by its crystal habit, idiomorphic form; triangular pits; 
reflectance is slighdy higher than quartz; much softer than quartz. Fig. 4-7 shows
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idiomorphic crystals of baryte as seen in the polished section.
4 .1 .1 .2  H k u  il—iilwmt dgtaniiHwtinn
Microhardness alone cannot normally be used to precisely identify a mineral. In the 
present study microhardness v as used essentially to confirm the minerals vhich have been 
identified microscopically, or to reduce die number of possibilities in identifying an 
unrecognized mineral. Results of the hardness determination veie in agreement tvith values 
given by other workers as shovn in Table 4-1.
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285 - 380 (Tetrahedrite- 
(Tetrahedrite) Tennantite)
101-174 6 8 - 124
128 -138 59 -129
4.1.1.3 Ore texture analysis
The term ore texture may vaiy from author to author. Gaudin32 defined the texture 
as a semi quantitative measure of the size of the grains that make the ore up, and used the 
term structure for the arrangement of its constituents.
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To avoid confusion, Edward87 referred suuctuie to atomic arrangement and in 
relation with application to ore dressing, Ire used die term texture in widest sense, that is 
mutual relationship of the associated minerals.
In the present study, ore texture analysis includes the grain size, shape, nature of the 
boundaries between intergrown grains, type of intergrowth and mode of physical 
occurence of the various minerals in the assemblage.
Grain size distribution
The grain size distribution of mineral is an essential property of the ore to be 
established. The importance of the grain size distribution is in determining the size to which 
the ore should be ground to liberate the grains of the valuable mineral in particle sizes 
appropriate for separation or for predicting the degree of liberation of mineral at particular 
grind.
Since the spatial distribution of the mineral constituents of the ore studied was not 
uniform, the determination of the natural grain size distribution became difficult. The 
problem was associated with obtaining a properly representative sample.
Taking a large amount of ore fragments may not solve the problem completely 
because die ore fragments to be examined must contain a sufficient number of unbroken 
grains of minerals at maximum size. As a rule the ore fragments for examination should be 
at least ten times of the maximum size of the mineral to be investigated 88.
The maximum grain si2 e of the mineral is rarely known before hand, as a 
consequence the ore fragment should be large enough to contain the maximum grain size of 
minerals. For mineragraphic analysis this is impractical.
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In the initial examination of the ore studied it was found that most minerals have a 
wide grain size range which made sampling for grain size determination even more 
difficult.
The natural grain size distribution of mineral as seen in polished surfaces were 
determined by sampling grains of mineral from the population by a point counter (see 
experimental procedure in Section 3 .2 .2 .7 .). A grain was sampled at a number of points. 
The sampling points were spaced at a number of points. The sampling points were spaced 
in a prearranged grid pattern. The point distance chosen was larger than the largest grain 
size that is to be included in the analysis 89. The idea of this 'rule* is to prevent a grain from 
being sampled more than once.
In an arrangement of minerals which have a wide grain size range and the grain sizes 
vary over a short distance such as in Fig. 4-8, there is a possibility that the smaller grain 
sizes may not be sufficiently sampled, or in other words the grain size distribution for this 
sample does not represent the true grain size distribution of the mineral.
Currently the only process that can be applied to finely textured ore, such as 
complex sulphide ores, is flotation 23. In general flotation for sulphides is most efficient in 
the size range 20-50iim 90.
Thus, if the purpose of the grain size analysis is for milling efficiency and mineral 
liberation in association with flotation, then it is reasonable to mill the mixed ore sample to 
less than 10 mesh or 1680 \m . Milling the ore to this size would make it possible to obtain 
a qualitatively and quantitatively representative sample with a relatively small amount of 
sample. RehwaJd36 found that milling the ore sample down to 500|im  did not affect the 
important intergrowths, or mutual relationship of the various associated minerals.
Fig. 4 -8. Photomicrograph showing size range o f pyrite grains 
from very fine in the left to very coarse in the righ t
Table 4-2. G rain size distribution o f minerals in  the Sangkaiopi ore
S i2 e range (pun) G alena Sphalerite Chalcopyrite Pyrite B om ite Covellite Tetrahedrite G angue
95 freq 9$ cum 95freq 9b cum 95 freq % cum 95 freq 95 cum % freq 95 cum 95 freq 95 cum 9b freq 95 cum 95 freq 95 cum
4 1 4 . 6 3 2
4 8 2 3 4 8 3 9 14 14 5 8 - 2 - -
3 11 1 4 4 12 2 11 14 28 11 19 2 4 - -
7 18 3 7 9 21 7 28 7 35 16 35 13 17 1 -
7 25 4 11 9 30 4 22 - 35 16 51 6 23 1 2
14 39 7 18 9 39 5 27 8 43 8 59 15 38 1 3
8 47 5 23 9 48 4 31 14 57 18 77 14 52 2 5
8 55 5 28 7 55 3 34 7 64 8 85 10 62 2 7
11 66 7 35 11 66 8 42 1 65 5 90 13 75 4 11
5 71 9 44 7 73 5 47 14 79 10 100 15 90 7 18
6 77 9 53 9 82 6 53 7 86 - 4 94 9 27
9 86 13 66 6 88 8 61 14 100 4 98 11 38



























Grain size distribution of minerals in this study was determined from polished 
sections of milled sample - ball mill feed - of the coarse fractions. In this m y  the bias in 
grain size estimates resulting when the particles examined approach die size of the mineral 
grain can be reduced41.
The determination was facilitated by fractionating die sample into closely screened 
fractions (V2 series). Screening the sample into closely screened fraction in effect lessened 
the error due to segregation of the heavy mineral particles during embedding the particles 
into die mould.
Results of the determination of grain size distribution is given in Table 4-2.Data in 
Table 4-2 was plotted as cumulative frequency percent against size (Fig. 4-9). Points were 
plotted at the mid point of each size range (pun).
The cumulative value of the curves revealed die relative size of each mineral in 
relation to other minerals. It can be seen from Fig. 4-9 that galena and chalcopyrite have 
about the same size distribution. Compared to sphalerite and pyrite, galena and chalcopyrite 
are relatively finer and even much finer than the gangue mineral. For example 50% of total 
galena or chalcopyrite is below 40 pun, whereas for pyrite it is below 100 pun. The 
corresponding value for sphalerite and gangue is below 150 pun and 200 pun respectively.
The order of magnitude estimation is that gangue will be liberated at coarse grinding 
, whilst on the other hand, in order to liberate galena and chalcopyrite One grinding is 
required.
Gram Shape
Depending on how well a crystal can deveto its rational faces during its 
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Fig 4-9. Grain size distribution of minerals in Sangkaropi ore.
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euhedral, hypidiomorphic or subhedral and aUotriomoiphlc or unhedral.
The shape of nuneial grain can he used as an aid in identification. In  the previous 
investigation on the sample from Sangkaropi, Indonesia, it was reported that baryte could 
not be found in the sample examined91.
According to Ramdohi38, identification of baryte in polished sections is difficult, 
however, in the present study baryte was able to be identified relatively easy. Baryte is 
characterized by its tendency to develop idiomorphic crystal as tomaHae which are often 
radiating (Fig. 4- 7 and Fig. 4-10) in addition to other characteristic such as triangular pits, 
softness, slightly higher reflection in comparison to quartz 84. The presence of baryte in 
the samples was confirmed by other techniques e.g. petrography (Fig.4-9), XRD 
(F ig .4 -ll,J  Scanning Election Microscope combined with EDX (Fig.4 -1 2 ), and chemical 
analysis.
Nature of the boundaries between injfagiovn grains
The nature of die boundaries between intergrown grains is an important factor which 
may affect liberation. It can be used to predict whether a mineral grain will break along die 
boundaries or n o t If it does occur, then liberation can be achieved at coarser grinding.
The factor which governs whether a mineral grain will break along the grain is the 
cohesion forces, that is cohesion force along grain boundaries and internal cohesion in the 
grains. From observation of the nature of the grain boundaries between intergrown grains 
as shown in Fig. 4-3, it can be concluded that the cohesion at grain boundary between 
galena (white) and quartz (dark gray) is stronger than the internal cohesion of galena. Hus 
was deduced from the triangular pits produced during polishing, which occured only 
within the galena grain, not along the grain boundaries. From this observation it may be
Fig. 4-10. Photomicrograph showing radiating, prismatic crystals 
of baryte as seen in transmitted light
r e  I I I I p i  j i » î 1 : » •
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Fig. 4-11 X-ray diffraction pattern of baryte in the black ore from Sangkaropi.
Fig. 4-12 The x-ray spectrum of baryte.
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expected t o t  conuninution will result in locked particles.
A. quite contrary event to t o  above was revealed in Fig. 4-13. In  this case galena 
(white) occured as veinlets in sphalerite (gray). The propensity of galena to break along its 
cleavages caused some parts of galena to be plucked out during grinding/polishing. The 
result can be seen as holes (black) in t o  galena. It is apparent t o t  t o  plucking took place 
along t o  boundaries between galena and other mineral grains. It is worth noting to t  
actually to re  are four different minerals in t o  photomicrograph (Fig. 4-13) which are 
difficult to distinguish one from t o  other in this black and white photomicrograph. In t o  
lower part of veinlet (Fig. 4-13) to re  are tetrahedrite-tennantite grains (light gray) and a 
small grain of chalcopyrite (bright white). Part of galena which was plucked out followed 
t o  shape of t o  grain of minerals with which galena contacted. That is galena broke along 
t o  grain boundaries. This feature also can be seen in t o  fine veinlet in which some parts 
of the veinlet have been hollowed.
The large black holes about t o  center and t o  holes in t o  bottom also quite possibly 
were part of galena veinlet which have been plucked out This can be deduced from t o  
triangular-like outlines.
From this observation it may be expected t o t  from vein-like or stringer-like particles 
of locking type 3a, complete liberation would be fairly easy as breakage would occur along 
grain boundaries.
Type at uifcigiuvm
For t o  purpose of describing t o  type of intergrow to as found in t o  samples 
studied, t o  classification established by Amstutz39 was used. The A m stutz's classification 
which is based on t o  geometry of t o  intergrowth and locking texture is suitable for
Fig. 4-13 Sphalerite (grey) veined by galena (white), locking type 3a. 
Tetrahedrite- Tennantite (light grey) and small grain of 
chalcopyrite (bright white), inside the galena veinlet.
Fig. 4-14 Photomicrograph showing simple intergrowth or locking 
type la  and net work, box work (type 3c) in feed for ball 
mill (size fraction - 38 +27|im).
Fig. 4-15 Photomicrograph showing mottled, spotty or locking type 
lb  in mill product of 90 percent passing 38pm in - 75 
+ 53pm fraction.
Fig.4-16 Inclusions of chalcopyrite in idiomorphic crystal pyrite 
which has been liberated from its association minerals.
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mineral processing since it is also concerned with the ease of liberation of minerals. Fig2-4 
is a reproduction of Amstutz's locking chart of mineral texture.
Some tacking types fours! in the sample studied are shown in Fig. 4-13 to 
Fig.4- 43 as an illustration. Discussion of the results of tacking type analysis in relation 
with liberation is given in 4.2.2.
Particle as seen in die lower part o f Fig. 4-14 can he considered as simple locking 
(type la ), finer grinding will liberate galena (grey) from pyrite (white), however, as the 
soft mineral galena has tendency to easily break on its cleavage planes, there is a 
possibility that some part of galena will adhere to pyrite.
In  the upper part of Fig.4-14 coveHite (dark grey) is locked to bomite in the simple 
manner (type la). Grinding to finer particle sizes will liberate covehite from borrdte. 
Bomite on the other hand is locked with chalcopyrite {spindle like lamella) in network or 
boxwork type (type 3c). Liberation of one mineral from the other, in this case is difficult or 
impossible. However, since bomite, chalcopyrite and covellite are all copper sulphide 
minerals which are desired in the same concentrate, so the particle in Fig. 4-14 can be 
considered as tree copper particle.
Fig, 4-15 shows particles from die mill product 90 percent passing 38pm in die 
screen fraction -75 + 53pm. Particle in the left of the field view is sphalerite interlocked 
with galena in motHed type (lb ). Similar tacking type is shown in die particle on die right 
side in which tetrahedrite-tennantite (light gray) in tacked to chalcopyrite (whitish gray) and 
sphalerite (dark gray). Regrinding the particle can liberate sphalerite, tetrahedrite, galena 
and also produce a simpler locking type la  and type lb  of finer sizes.
Fig. 2-5 shows an intergroth texture known as “chalcopyrite disease"- the term used
Fig.4-17 Photomicrograph showing locking type lc, intricate 
intergrowth between sphalerite (grey) and galena (white)
Fig. 4-18 Photomicrograph showing idiomorph pyrite rimmed with 
covellite, ring-like or locking type 2a.
Fig. 4-19 Photomicrograph showing partial ring type 2a, pyrite 
with residual galena also some inclusions of galena and 
chalcopyrite. Particles of - 27 +19 jim size fraction.
Fig. 4-20 Photomicrograph showing subtype 2b, concentric
spherulitic of sphalerite,chalcopyrite, galena due to rhytmic 
precipitation.
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for finely disseminated chalcopyrite blebs in sphalerite92. Such a feature is typical texture 
Is often found in Kuroko-type ores. Since in many instances the size of the blebs on the 
average is less than 5 pun, liberation of particles in locking type Id would be expected to be 
uneconomical.
Similar particle to this locking type Id , can be seen in Fig. 4-16 in which an 
idiomoiphic pyrite crystal has been liberated from its associated minerals, however, pyrite 
crystal contains a number of chalcopyrite inclusions. Regrinding this kind of particle 
virtually will not liberate chalcopyrite from pyrite, so that chalcopyrite will be lost in 
tailings.
Locking type lc  is exemplified in Fig.4- 17, in which a mottled particle shows 
sphalerite and galena locked intimately. Complete liberation of this type of locking would 
be fairly difficult.
Fig. 4-18 shows a ring type locking (type 2a). The core, euhedral pyrite is rimmed 
by coveDite (gray) and bomite (light gray). Coating of covellite and bomite on pyrite grains 
is evidence that ore has undergone oxidation. On examination of the mill product, locking 
type 2a, although not necessarily complete ring as shown in Fig. 4-18 but may be partial 
ring (Fig. 4-19), was relatively abundant (Table 4-6). In flotation particles of type 2a may 
cause dilution of concentrate with much iron from pyrite. Liberation of particles of this type 
is fairly difficult Regrinding the particles of type 2a would be expected to produce free 
coarse core mineral and core partialy coated with rimmed minerals.
The subtype 2b of ring type locking is seen in Fig. 4-20 and Fig.4-21. Concentric 
or spherulitic texture as shown in Fig. 4 - 2 0  is not uncommon in Kuroko-type ores. 
Sphalerite (gray), galena (white), chalcopyrite (yellow) showing concentric layer due to 
rhytmic precipitation. In regard to liberation, locking type 2b ia very difficult to liberate.
Fig. 4-21 Photomicrograph showing a particle with complete ring 
type 2b.
Fig. 4-22 Photomicrograph showing network, box work (type 3c), 
intergrowth between bomite and exsolution spindles of 
chalcopyrite. Particle of - 38 + 27pm size fraction in the 
feed.
Fig. 4-23 Large pyrite crystals have been fractured, filled with 
galena, chalcopyrite, bomite and covellite.
10 pm
ALla A
Fig. 4-24 Photomicrograph showing framboidal pyrite.
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Network or boxwork type locking (Type 3c) wee rarely found in the samples 
studied. This type of locking is exemplified in Fig. 4-14 and Fig.4-22. Problems of 
liberation depend on the minerals which are the inteigrowth. If the intergrowth particles 
consist of valuable minerals and gangue, for example chalcopyrite-pyrite or of different 
valuable metal such as covellite-galena, then this type of locking may cause a problem in 
liberation., because normally liberation of this type of locking is difficult or impossible. 
On the other hand, if the inteigrowth minerals are of the same valuable metal such as 
bomite-chalcopynte (Fig. 4-14) and Fig. 4-22), then liberation is not necessary since b o il 
minerals have the same response in flotation.
Mode of ph^rical occurence of the minerals in the assemblage
Textural analysis of the individual mineral and its relation to the other minerals in the 
assemblage revealed the following significant features of the Sangkaropi ore.
Pyrite was the most abundant sulphide mineral in the ore. It commonly occuned as 
subhedral to euhedral grains. The euhedral grains showed rectangular or square outlines, 
disseminated through other minerals such as gangue, galena, sphalerite, chalcopyrite, or 
bomite. The grains varied from few microns to coarse size (1.2 mm) as exemplified in Fig. 
4-8. Some of the coarse grains have been fractured and brecciated during deposition, then 
filled with galena and/or chalcopyrite. The later minerals were replaced by secondary 
minerals, e.g. bomite or covelhte in the later stage of mineralization. This is exemplified in 
Fig. 4-23.
From textures as seen in Fig. 4-23 it can be expected that on comminution breakage 
will occur along the old fractures
Pyrite also occured in tower degree of crystallinity termed "primitive"94 "Primitive 
pyrite" includes framboidal, coltofoim and very fine grained pyrite. The term "framboidal" 
is derived from the "raspberry like" form of the aggregate 95• Framboidal pyrite is a 
spherical aggregate of euhedral to anhedral crystal Fig. 4- 24 shows framboidal pyrite
Fig.4-25 Complex framboidal texture. Sphalerite (dark gray),
chalcopyrite (yellow), pyrite (pale yellow) and galena (whitish 
gray). Width of field =140 Jim.
Fig.4-26 Photomicrograph showing preferred grain oriented 
of pyrite crystals in string-like and ring-like.
Fig. 4-27 Enlargment of ring-like feature in Fig. 4-26, showing 
an intricateintergrowth inside the ring.
Fig. 4-28 Aggregate of coarse pyrite crystals have been replaced by 
galena along the zones.
Fig.4-29 Interstices between quartz grains was filled by sphalerite 
(gray) in association with galena (white).
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found in the sample studied in vhich  intergranular space vas filled v ith  galena and/or 
chalcopynte. The diameter of the framboid as sh o v n in th e  Fig. 4-24 is 30 pm.
Fig. 4-25 is a complex framboid or coltofoim texture. In the lover left framboid 
consists of sphalerite core (gray) surrounded by chalcopynte (yeBov) then pyrite (vhite). 
In the centre, die core consists of sphalerite and chalcopyrite surrounded by pyxitse, then 
surrounded by discontinuous galena (light gray) folioved again by pyrite.
The coarse euhedral pyrite often occurs as an aggregate. According to Ramdohr 38 
interlocking of the pyrite grains is rare. The more common is an aggregate vhich is loosely 
bonded so that it easily disintegrates. Some free euhedral grains of pyrite found in the 
coarse size fraction of the feed from this study give support to Ramdohr's viev.
Texture v ith  preferred grain orientation and ring-Hke crystals of pyrite also vas 
found in the samples studied (Fig. 4 2 6 ). The diameter of die ring vas from about 10 pm 
to 2.0 cm (observable on hand specimens under stereo binocular microscope).
Fig. 4 2 7  is enlargment of die ring. It can be seen that inside die ring there are 
numerous tiny pyrite crystals and very fine tetrahedrite-tennantite crystals set in 
chalcopyrite.
Zonal grovfh of pyrite is not uncommon in Knioko-type ores. The early euhedral 
and zoned pyrite in the later stage of mineralization vas selectively replaced along the 
zoning by galena as sh o v n in  Fig.4-28. The diickness of galena layer is about 1 pm. On 
grinding dds layer votild not be easily detached from die pyrite grains (Fig. 421).
gphaferite among other sulphide minerals, is second in abundance after pyrite. It occured 
as rounded, anhedrai, tabular grains either in aggregate or single grain. It varied from fine
Fig. 4-30 Large masses of sphalerite was veined by galena and 
chalcopyrite.
Fig. 4-31 Sphalerite (gray) veined by chalcopyrite (white) 
along cracks or grain boundaries.
Fig. 4-32 Growth banding of sphalerite (gray) and galena (w hite), 
set in gangue (dark gray). Width of field = 400 pm.
Fig. 4-33 Photomicrograph of the same minerals as in Fig. 4-29 
taken by Scanning Electron Microscope in back scatter 
mode to show different phases in the axial core.
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(3 pm) to relatively coarse (1. !Omm) size,but was commonly found as medium size, 
approximately 0.2mm - 0.3mm. It often occured intergrown with galena and/or 
chalcopynte which filled the interstices between quartz crystals (Fig. 4-29 and Fig. 4- 2).
The large masses of sphalerite were sometimes veined by galena and chalcopynte as 
shown in Fig.4-30 and Fig. 4-2.
Inclusion of micron size chalcopynte in sphalerite is frequently found in 
Kuroko-type ores 40. However, it was found that the characteristic as shown in Fig. 2-5. 
was not much as expected in the ore studied. Instead chalcopynte was found in association 
with sphalerite as veinlets ox rims along grain boundaries as seen in Fig. 4-2, and Fig. 4-31 
Possibly this was related with the genesis of the ore. During metamorphism, the 
sphalerite is commonly recrystahized and homogenized, and die dispersed chalcopynte is 
concentrated as grains or rims along sphalerite grain boundaries 40,
Barton94 has shown the presence of growth banding and overgrowth textures in 
sphalerite and tetrahedrite in the samples from die Furutobe Mine, Akita Prefecture, ,fepan. 
Similar texture also was found during examination of the Sangkaropi ore. This is 
exemplified in Fig. 4.32 and 4-33.
Fig.4-33 is a photomicrograph of the same mineral as in Fig. 4-32 taken by SEM. 
Three different phases can be distinguished in die SEM in back scattered mode due to die 
different average atomic number of minerals. Sphalerite is shown in Fig. 4-33 as gray 
(outer layer), galena as light gray and tetrahedrite as white dots.
Galena most commonly occurs intersdtially to the other minerals such as quartz, sphalerite, 
pyrite and chalcopynte. Patches of interstitial galena with irregular boundaries were found
Fis.4-34 Galena (white) filled interstices between sphalerite grams 
(gray). Bomite (light gray), speckled covellite (dark gray) 
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Fig. 4-35 Intergrowth between galena (white), bomite (medium gray) 
and sphalerite (dark gray) in locking type lb.
Fig.
4-36 SEM photograph showing subidiomorphic galena
(white,containing triangular pits) intergrowt w
chalcopyrite(dark gray) and tetrahedrite (light gray) in
locking type 1 a.
Fig.4-37 Concentric texture of galena (white), sphalerite (medium
gray) and chalcopyrite (light gray, in association with galena) 
filled interstices between quartz grains (dark gray)
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w ith diameter of 1 pun to 64 pirn. In  many instances patches of galena w e  separated from  
each other (Fig. 4-2, Fig. 4-29 and Fig. 4-34, but some patches were merged into larger 
masses (Fig. 4-35).
Occasionally, galena of coarser grains was found developed into subidiomorphic to 
idiomoiphic crystals depending on the available spaces to g ir o , either as single crystal or 
in  an aggregate of crystals. Fig. 4-36 shows subidiomorphic galena shoving parts of cubic 
crystal outlines and triangular pits, characteristic o f galena. It is apparent from  Fig.4-36 
that galena was replaced by chalcopyrite (medium gray) and tetrahedrite (light gray). Some 
vestiges o f galena still can be seen in the outer rims o f chalcopyrite and tetrahedrite.
Fig. 4-3 shows an aggregate of coarse galena grains. Although die individual grain 
boundary o f galena is not distinct, the aggregation of galena grains can be deduced from the 
id vs  o f triangular pits which run in different directions.
The largest size of the coarse galena found in  die sample was up to 1850 pm , 
how ever, coarse galena grains were relatively rare. In  m ost cases galena grains were found 
to be less than ICO pm.
Galena was also found as veinlets (locking type 3a) in sphalerite as exemplified in 
F ig .4-13 and Fig. 4-30. The size o f veinlets may be less than lp m  in diameter.
As it has been mentioned before, galena may in te rg rro  w ith sphalerite and 
chalcopyrite in the coDoform texture (Fig. 4-20, Fig. 4-32 and Fig.4-37). Fig.4-37 shows 
die three minerals vhich  formed coBoform texture developed interstitially between fine, 
idiomoiphic quartz grains. The idiomorphism of quartz can be seen from its section indie 
form  of a hexagonal structure.
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G hatajpjute occurence, as shown in the specimens studied was always anhedraL It was 
frequently interstitial to and replaced pyrite.
It has been shown in the previous photomicrographs that chalcopyrite may occur as 
massive (Fig. 4-26), veinlets in sphalerite (Fig. 4-2), inclusions in pyrite (Fig. 4-16), 
exsolution lamellae within bomite (Fig. 4-22), micron sized blebs or needle-like inclusions 
in sphalerite (Fig. 2-5) and concentric structure with galena, pyrite, sphalerite (Fig. 4-20, 
4-25, and 4-37).
The grain size of chalcopynte had a range from very fine, less than lpim as shown in 
Fig.2-5, to coarse (Fig. 4-26), but on the average was less than 100 pun.
There was an indication that chalcopynte had undergone oxidation, partially 
chalcopynte was altered to covehite.
Bomite was found in less abundance than chalcopyrite. It commonly occured in association 
w ith galena and sphalerite to form a simple inteigrowth, locking type lb  (Fig. 4-4, 4-5, 
4-34 and 4-35). Occasionally it was found in association with chalcopyrite in network 
texture, locking type 3c (Fig. 4-14 and Fig. 4-22). The anhedral bomite grain size varied 
from 8 pun to 194 pun.
GoraQite, although presents in only a small amount, it was widespread and was easily 
recognized from its remarkable optical properties. It commonly occured together with 
chalcocite within fractures in sphalerite, grain boundaries between sphalerite and quartz 
(Fig. 4-4 and 4-5).
CoveHite is a secondary mineral, an alteration product of copper sulphides, most 
commonly of chalcopyrite36.
From observation of a number of specimens in the present study it was found that
Fig. 4-38 Sphalerite (medium gray) has been replaced by covelite 
(speckled, dark gray).
100 pm
Fig. 4-39 Veinlets of covellite (light gray) set in sphalerite (medium 
gray) and bomite (dark gray), galena (white), pyrite (light 
white).
Fig.4-40 Photomicrograph showing intergrowth between galena 
(white) and tetrahedrite-tennantite (gray).
Pig. 4-41 Photomicrograph showing a complex framboidal. The outer 
ring consists of aggregate of subhedral pyrite (white) 
followed by tetrahedrite (gray) then sphalerite (dark gray) 
intimately intergrown with pyrite and tetrahedrite.
10 um
t------i
Fig. 4-42 Photomicrograph showing the details of the ore shown in 
Fig. 4-41.
Fig. 4-43 Complex intergrowth between pyrite (bright white), galena 
(white), sphalerite (gray) and tetrahedrite-tennantite (light 
gray)
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covellite was most commonly deposited on sphalerite rather than on chalcopyrite. Fig. 4-38 
exemplifies this finding in which sphalerite (medium gray, as matrix) was extensively 
replaced by covellite (speckled, dark gray). Although sphalerite is not copper sulphide,
deposition of covellite on sphalerite is not unusual 38.Covellite was also found in 
association with bomite as seen in Fig. 4-4 and 4.39.
In  regard to flotation, interiock between covellite and chalcopyrite or bomite may not 
cause any losses since b o il components are copper minerals. However die presence of 
covellite as a  product of oxidation in the ore may cause trouble in flotation. Firstly from the 
sheety nature of covellite and its tendency to stick to free mineral surfaces 39, and secondly 
the depositing of copper ions on the grain surface of sphalerite causing sphalerite to be 
activated.
Chalm rite occured as minor mineral in the ore studied. In  most cases it was associated with 
covellite occuring as veinlets (Fig. 4-39) in bomite or as a reaction rim around chalcopyrite.
Tfetrahediite-taram lite occured as anhedral grains, 3 pun to 210 puna in size. Large grains 
of tetrahedrite-tennantite, however, were exceptional. Commonly the grain sizes of 
tetrahedrite-tennantite were less than 100 puna. Mostly it was associated wife galena. In Fig. 
4-13, tetrahedrite-tennantite grains were found as small grains (light gray) in a thick veinlet 
of galena (white) on the right side of the photomicrograph, whereas in Fig. 4-40 
tetrahedrite-tennantite (gray) occured as either small patches in galena (white) or as irregular 
grains set in sphalerite (dark gray).
Tetrahedrite also occured in association with chalcopyrite (Fig. 4-6), and sphalerite 
(Fig. 4-4). It also was found in growth banding with pyrite and sphalerite as shown in Fig. 
4-41. Fig. 4-42 is an enlargment of the core of framboidal pyrite in Fig. 4-41. The complex 
texture in die particle as shown in Fig. 4-43 is possibly derived from the intimate
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in te ip w th  betveen those minerals, similar to that vhich is s h o w  in Fig. 4-41. 
Liberation of the individual minerals from this intergrov th  vould be difficult.
Modal analysis
Mode refers to the relative amounts of minerals actually present in a rock or an ore 
and may be obtained by 1) recalculation from bulk chemical analysis, 2) counting of 
crushed fragments, and 3) die measurements of relative areas underlain by each of mineral 
species in dun section of the rock or a polished section of the ore.
Estimation of the relative amounts of minerals by recalculating from bulk chemical 
analysis gives good result provided die rock or ore is of simple mineraJogical composition 
and minerals are of simple stoichiometric formulae.
The sample studied contains elements occuring in more than one mineral, for 
example copper occurs in chalcopyrite, bomite, covellite and tetrahedrite-tennantrte, iron 
occurs in pyrite, chalcopyrite and bomite. The sample studied also contains sulpho-salt 
minerals vhich form solid solution. The chemical composition of such mineral is not 
stoichiometric so that estimation of its relative amount by recalculation from bulk chemical 
analysis vould be difficult
The irregular distribution of minerals and the vide grain size range of some minerals 
in the ore precluded estimation of die proportion of minerals from polished section of 
uncrushed ore.
With regard to the above problems, in this study modal analysis vas performed by 
point counting on closely spaced fractions of comminuted ore. The calculation procedure 
used is given in Appendix, and the result of the calculations are sh o w  in Table 4-3.
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As the geology of the Sangkaropi ore deposits has been investigated by others17 
petrography in this present study vas intended merely to be used as a means in 
identification of rock forming / gangue minerals vhich vere not able to be identified by 
reflected light microscope either due to their small amount or optical properties (being 
transparent), and also vere used for confirmation of minerals vhich have been identified in 
reflected light
Identification of gangue minerals v as performed according to the procedure in Sect
3.2 .2 .3 .
Fig. 4-44 Embayed quartz in ground mass of fine grained quartz from 
de vitrified glass.
Fig. 4-45 Sericite in very fine quartz resulting from silicification of 
breccia tuff.
Fig. 4-46 Barite crystals in ground mass of fine quartz.
Fig.4-47 Photomicrograph showing sericitized feldspar in ground 
mass of quartz.
Fig. 4-48 Photomicrograph showing potasium feldspar.
Fig. 4-49 Photomicrograph showing zircon grains.
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TTm main transparent mineral found in the sample was quartz. It occured either as 
individual crystals (Fig. 4-44), or as aggregation of fine crystals (Fig. 4-44, 4-45, 4-46). 
Fig. 4-44 shows embayed quartz crystals (one crystal is in extinction position), this feature 
is one of the characteristics of volcanic rocks.
According to Yoshida et a l 17 die ore deposits in the Sangkaropi area are found 
mainly at the base of lava and pyroclastic dacite and in the upper part of dacite breccia tuff 
and andesite tuff. Similar to the Kuroko deposits, these rocks have undergone alteration 
vh ich  took place during mineralization such as silicification, sericitizatton, and 
chloriuzation. Under reflected light microscope the remains of breccia structure still can be 
recognized, however, under transmitted light microscope, both breccia and its matrix were 
unrecognizable since they have been replaced by fine grained quartz and accessory sericite 
( Fig. 4- 4 5 ). Accordingly the measured grain of quartz in the determination of grain size 
is actually the size of aggregate of quartz rather than individual grains of quartz.
Other transparent minerals which can be identified in the transmitted light 
microscope ranging from small amount to trace were barite (Fig.4-10 and 4-46), sericite 
(Fig. 4 -4 5 ,4 -  47 ), feldspar (Fig. 4-47, 4- 48), apatite (Fig. 4-46, small crystals in 
barite) and zircon (Fig. 4-49).
Recognition of gangue minerals which occur in a deposit is important, since the 
nature of the transparent gangue minerals often affects the milling of the ore, both directly 
and indirectly57.
The direct effects are those resulting from the hardness and the texture of the gangue 
minerals. The effects may be beneficial or troublesome. This can be explained as follows
As has been stated before the gangue mineral which predominantly constitutes the
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Sangkaropi ore was quartz. The important valuable sulphide minerals were galena, 
sphalerite, end chalcopyrite, associated with pyrite which also can be considered as gangue 
mineral.
In regard to hardness of minerals, quartz and pyrite are much harder than galena, 
sphalerite and chalcopyrite. Measured in Mohs' scale, the hardness of the above minerals 
are 7 , 6  - 6 .5 0 ,2 .5  - 2.75, 3.5 - 4.0 and 3.5 - 4.0 respectively. On die average, grain 
size of galena and chalcopynte are relatively smaller than either quartz or pyrite (see sub 
section 4 .1 .1 .3 .). In order to liberate galena and chalcopyrite it is required that both 
minerals are finely ground. However, owing to the relative hardness between galena and 
chalcopynte on one hand, and quartz or pyrite on the other hand, milling the valuable 
minerals to the required size may result in overgrind of die minerals. Since the gangue 
minerals are ground more slowly than die valuable minerals, so that when die ore is being 
finely ground, the valuable mineral tends to be over-ground before the ore as a whole 
reaches the required particle size. Overgrinding is wasteful either in the energy consumed 
or in overgrinding the valueable minerals. The problem with valuable sulphide minerals in 
the latter case is that the fines are found to be more oxidized than the coarse particles. The
severely oxidized fines are not floated by conventional reagents 96, consequently the 
recovery of die valuable sulphide minerals is low.
It would be different if the gangue mineral is calcite. Since calcite is soft mineral 
which will crush as readily as galena, the excessive sliming will not occur.
Indirect effects arise from die reactivity of transparent gangue minerals to sulphuric 
acid solutions. Edwards ®7classified transparent gangue minerals according to their capacity 
to react with sulphuric acid solutions as reactive (carbonates), mildly reactive (sericite, 
felspar), or inert (quartz, rhodonite, garnet).
It is known that complex sulphide ores tend to readily oxidize in die presence of air
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and Trater. The rate of oxidation is found to he greatly increased by the presence of
pyiite ^. Buehler and Gottschalk 90 found that galena, sphalerite, covellite, and enargite are 
oxidized eight to twenty times faster when they occur together with pyrite.
Since the proportion of inert gangue minerals in the Sangkaropi ores is greater than 
the reactive gangue minerals, process of oxidation is unhindered. Oxidation film on the 
valuable minerals, such as secondary lead sulphide coating on sphalerite may adversely 
affect their floatability.
4 . 1 .3  X-ray diffiraction analysis
In this study x-ray diffraction was used to confirm the microscopic identification and 
to identify minerals where positive identification by microscopy was not possible, such as 
clay minerals or thin layer of alteration products on the surface of minerals.
The detection limit of x-ray diffraction method is influenced by the degree of 
crystallinity of the material, and the presence of amorphous matter in the mixture 99. 
Material which shows high degree of crystallinity gives a sharp powder pattern that can be 
detected even when it is present to extent of 1 to 2 percent in a mixture. However, other 
materials of poor crystallinity even when present to extent of 50 percent may not be 
detected. The minimum percentage detectable of the same mineral may be different if it 
admixes with different amorphous material For example the minimum percentage 
detectable for quarte in the presence of humic acid is 2 percent, but if quartz is admixed 
with hydrated iron oxide, its detection limit rises to 6 percent, for kaolinite the detection 
limit increases from 2 percent to 20 percent99 .
Scott100 suggested that a reliable identification of a phase in a mixture requires 10 to 
15 percent of the phase. Therefore, only the major minerals which constitute the ore studied
Fig. 4-50 X-ray diffraction pattern of sample from Sangkaropi ore.
O  oCT'or'N’C* <1
Fig. 4-51 X-ray diffraction pattern of brochantite.
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vers recorded in the diffiactogram as shown in Fig. 4- 50. These are galena, sphalerite, 
chalcopyrite, pyrite, and Quartz. In contrast die human eye can detect a small grain of a 
particular mineral among hundreds grains of other minerals under a microscope, so that 
other minerals such as bomite, covellite, chalcocite and tetrahedrite-tennatite, in spite of 
their small amount, can be identified during mineragraphic analysis.
Kunoko ore is known for its high susceptibility to surface oxidation and high content 
of clay minerals 101. Rustiadi102 reported that in general covellite which was found in the 
Sangkaropiore had undergone oxidation, and was altered to Chalcanthite (CuS04.5H20).
In  die present mineragraphic examination, only covellite and chalcocite were found as 
secondary minerals resulting from oxidation products of die ore. Examination of a number
of galena grains failed to reveal any traces of oxidation products such as anglesite (PbSO^)
or cerxusite (PbCC^). These minerals are known to adversely affect die floatability of
galena, since anglesite cannot be sulphidized36 . In some hand specimens, however, some 
parts of galena were coated by thin layer of green mineral which was easily removed by a 
needle for X-ray diffraction analysis.
, X-ray diffraction pattern of the green mineral (Fig. 4-51) matched with the x-ray 
data of brochantite from die JCPDS file. X-ray data of this mineral can be found in 
Appendix.
Brochantite is a copper sulfate hydroxide (Cu^SO^(OH)g), an oxidation product of 
copper minerals 103.
Sample used for clay mineral analysis was obtained by extracting the fine fraction in 
slurry collected during the wet grinding tests. The x-ray diffraction pattern of such sample 




Fig. 4-52 X-ray diffraction pattern of the finest fraction of mill products
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To facilitate in identification of minerais in the sample, Fig. 4-52 vas superimposed 
on Fig. 4-50 so drat the already identified peaks in Fig. 4-50 can he assigned to the same 
peaks in Fig. 4-52. From die rest of unidentified peaks, it v as found drat the sample
contained anglesita (PbS04). This mineral vhich v as found in the sample almost certainly
resulted from a process of oxidation. As has been stated before anglesite v as not found 
during examination of sample under microscope. This may be explained by die fact that 
examination v as done on freshly polished section, as is normal practice for samples of 
easily oxidized ores, so that the chance of anglesite being developed by oxidation v as 
sm all
Preliminary identification of clay minerals v as concentrated on the recognition of the 
characteristic basal reflections of each clay mineral group. The clay mineral vhich v as 
found indie sample has peaks in 10 A, and 5 A. These peaks are die first and second order 
of the basal reflections, characteristics of mica group. On further matching the x-ray data in 
die sample to the JCPDS file, it v as found that the data v as similar to die data JCPDS card
24-495, for illite 21^. The data originated from Shimoda's 104 paper on the investigation
of fine-grained micaceous minerals vhich v as associated v ith  die ore minerals of the 
Kuroko ore body of die Shakanai mine as alteration products of tuff and tuffaceous 
sediments.
The sample v as further treated v ith  glycerol and x-rayed to check vhether the illite 
v as interstradfied v ith  other clay minerals such as smedctite. The XRD pattern of glycerol 
treated sample shoved that there v as no indication of smectite presence in die sample.
X-ray diffraction analysis also confirmed the occurence of barite in the sample 
studied as shovn  in Fig. 4-11.
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Fig. 4-53 X-ray spectra of minerals as shown in Fig.4-36, 
a) tetrahedrite, b) galena, c) chalcopyrite. ] j
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4.14. Sonminff EfcctiimMra KDAy «rwijré
H »  presence of tetrahedrite-tennantite in the sample studied ves confirmed by SEM 
/ EDAX analysis. Fig. 4-53 shows the x-ray spectra of die tetrahedrite-tennantite grain as 
shown in Fig. 4-36. Since Sb content (32.33%) v as higher than As content (3.49% ), it is 
almost certain that die mineral in Fig. 4-36 is tetrahediite , the end series of 
tetrahedrite-tennantite group. Some grains of tetrahedrite-tennandte which were analysed in 
the BHP Central Research Laboratories, Newcastle showed die variability of As and Sb 
content (Appendix). The grains varied from high As-low Sb as in zincian tennandte in 
vhich weight percent of As was 16.6 and of Sb was 1.8 to low As-high Sb in tetrahedrite 
in which weight percent of As was 5.0 and of Sb was 21.2, and about equal As and Sb 
content as in tetrahedrite-tennantite in which weight percent of As and Sb were 11.8 and
10.1 respectively. Bulk chemical analysis (Table 3-1) shows that die ore studied contained 
an appreciable amount of silver. However, mineragraphic analysis could not reveal any 
silver mineral in the sample studied.
It is often reported that tetrahedrite-tennantite and abo galena are a source of silver in 
the Kuroko type ore, including the Sangkaropi ore17' 105' 106. However, EDAX analysis 
on a number of galena and tetrahedrite-tennantite grains failed to detect silver This was 
borne out in the X-ray spectra of tetrahediite and galena (Fig. 4-53 a. and 4-53 b). EDAX 
analysis of the same minerals in the BHP Central Research Laboratories , Newcastle abo 
gave a negative result (Appendix). One of the possible reasons b  that the silver content in 
either galena or tetrahedrite was beyond die detection limit of EDS, that is around 0.1 
weight percent of the element Since silver occured as trace element it b  necessary to resort 
to WDS (Wavelength-Dispersive Spectrometre) analysb for greater confidence in its 
detection. The resolution of the WDS b  much better than EDS and peak-to-background 
ratio at bast 10 times higher for WDS. Unfortunately in the present study WDS analysys 
could not be performed for lack of time. The second reason b  that silver was finely 






Fig. 4-54 X-ray spectra of Sphalerite.
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content mineral
Nishiyama et a l 107 reported that analysis wife electron microprobe found that the 
silver content in the minerals of tetrahedrite-tertnantite from Sangkaropi was about 2.1 
percent.
ED AX analysis on some sphalerite grains in the present study revealed feat the 
sphalerite in Sangkaropi ore was sphalerite of “younger“ kind. The term "older" and 
“younger" sphalerite refers to iron-rich and iron-free sphalerite 38-36.
From mineragraphic analysis it was observed feat sphalerite in fee sample studied 
shoved numerous white to yeltov internal reflections, said to indicate a low iron content
83,36,a?
The correlation between colour of natural sphalerite and iron content is subject of 
controversy. Nishiyama106 referred to some authors disagreeing wife such correlation. 
However, recent investigation confirmed fee correlation between colour of natural 
sphalerite and iron content108.
The iron content of sphalerite has significant effect on flotation properties as it may 
adversely affect fee possibility of upgrading fee zinc content of an ore and the value of fee 
concentrate produced from fee ore.
Fig. 4-54 shows fee x-ray spectra of fee sphalerite from fee specimens studied. It 
can be seen feat there is no iron peak in fee spectra, but only zinc, sulphur and cadmium 
peaks. SEM / EDAX microanalysis in fee BHP Central Research Laboratory, Newcastle 
confirmed fee tow content of iron and the presence of cadmium in sphalerite (Appendix).
Fig. 4-55 SEM photomicrograph shoving an unidentified mineral
Fig. 4-56 X-ray spectra of the unidentified mineral.
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Hie presence of an appreciable amount of rare metal Cd in sphalerite referred to as 
"chemical“ or "solid solution” locking: is not uncommon 39.
It seems that Impurities of Cd in sphalerite is one of the characteristics of 
Kuroko-type ore since it has been reported occuring in some other deposits of die same 
type13.
An unidentified mineral v as found by accident in one specimen during y*PTung 
vithE D S (Fig. 4-55). Qualitatively it contained elements Ca, Fe, Mn and Zn (Fig. 4-56). 
The positive identification of the mineral v ith  XRD could not be conducted due to the 
difficulties in obtaining a sample of the actual mineral . It apparently is a'transparent 
mineral.
4.1.5 Chemical analysis of head sample
Folio ving is die semi quanti&tive analysis result of the head sample studied by X 
- ray fluorescence scan carried out atB H P, Central Research Laboratories, Newcastle.
Major elements: Cu, Pb, Zn, S, Si
Minor elements: Al, As, K
L ov  level elements: Sb, Ba, H , Ca, Cl, Mg
Trace elements: Ag, Cd.
It is evident that Sangkaropi ore besides containing base metals it also contained the 
characteristic elements vhich are usually found in complex sulphide ores viz. precious 
metal silver and elements vhich might be deliterious to subsequent metallurgical treatment 
or cause environmental problem such as As, Sb, Cd.
As across check, the head sample of black ore from Sangkaropi also vas analysed
50
P a r t  Class
Fig. 4-57 Distribution of sphalerite as a function of locked particle 
content in - 150 + 106 pun size fraction of the feed.
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Fig. 4-58 Distribution of galena as a function of locked particle 
content in -150 + 106|im size fraction of the feed.
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in the Electrolytic Refining end Smelting Compeny of Australia Ltd. at Port Kembla using 
different methods. Result of die analysis was presented in Table3-1. Result from fire assay 
ansalysis showed that the sample also contained 2.4 g/tonne gold in addition to 327 gl 
tonne silver.
Arsenic, antimony, bismuth and cadmium, the elements which could cause trouble 
to the environment were determined by atomic absorption spectrophotometry (AAS). The 
arsenic content in the sample was 0.21 percent, antimony, 0.038 percent; bismuth, 0.03 
percent and cadmium, 0.088 percent.
4.2 LOCKING ANALYSIS
4-2.1. QamititBtzTe make-up of todsed particles
4J2.1.1. Hie distrihntrui nf particle imn|MwIlinn In Indeed particles 83 a fiiinJiiim f «me 
fraction
Locked particles in a given size fraction were classified on the basis of the apparent 
percentage of each particle exposed by the polished surface occupied by particular m ineral 
Hie particle class was labeled as 0-10,10-20, 20-30,30-40, 40-50,50-60, 60-70,70-80, 
80-90,90-100%  of each mineral. The particles in die 90-100% class may be considered as 
free particles109. The data of locked particles obtained from the feed and die mill products 
were plotted as histograms with a column for each particle class, die height of each column 
representing the percentage frequency of die mineral that was present in a specific particle 
class. Typical graphs based upon the data given in Table 4-4 are shown in Fig. 4-57 and 
Fig.4-58. Data for other size fractions and minerals in the feed and in the mill products 
are given in Appendix.
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4 2 .1 .1 .1 . The distribution o f nrinexab in  locked paiticks in  the feed
Data obtained from experimental work showed that more than 70 percent of galena 
in the coarse si2e fraction (+600pm) existed as low grade particles, that is, in the 0-10% 
particle class. Significantly, no free particles "were found in this fraction. This 'was expected 
since for die most part grain size of galena was less than 600 pm ( Table 4 5 ) . The chance 
of galena to be found as liberated particles at coarser than 600 pm was therefore small. The 
proportion of da b w  grade particles decreased progressively toward the finer size fractions 
to less than 5 percent, whereas the proportion of free particles increased from nil to 73 
percent
Tfcbfe 4 4  Distribution erf nrineiab in  locked particles as a  function of SEe 
fraction in  die feed
Ptfticle class
0-10 10-20 20-30 30-40 40-50 50-60 60-70 70-80 8040 00-100
-150 + 106pm
GiltM 46.6 14.7 4.9 25 3.1 4.9 3.1 0.6 2.4 175
Sphalerite 15.8 7.0 5.1 25 3.8 5.1 5.1 35 5.1 475
Chilcopyrite 42.7 175 55 4.7 4.1 7.0 15 2.9 55 9.4
Pyrite 36.7 9.9 2.1 1.4 2.1 3.9 15 25 5.1 765
-106 + 75pm.
Galea* 24.3 21.4 8.7 55 35 55 35 1.1 55 21.4
Sphalerite 135 2.4 ion 4.7 15 7.1 65 35 10.7 405
Chalcopyrite 33.0 19.1 12.9 55 55 8.1 2.4 05 1.9 115
Pyrite 19.1 6.1 6.1 2.9 25 65 2.9 15 2.9 43.9
Gaâ ue 7.9 6.1 5.7 15 25 5.7 1.7 25 4.4 62.9
- 75 + 53pm
Galea* 20.4 185 95 8.0 2.9 55 35 3. 15 265
Sphalerite 85 6.8 75 5.1 5.1 5.9 65 5.1 6.8 42.4
Chalcopyrite 20.1 215 11.9 55 45 115 55 3.0 55 145
Pyrite 15.1 105 55 25 1.4 4.1 1.4 25 6.4 50.9
Gangui 2.1 3.1 45 15 2.4 25 1.7 25 25 78.4
Approximately 50 percent of sphalerite in the coarse fraction was locked into b w  
grade. As about 3 percent of sphalerite found in the size coarser than 600pm, some
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liberated particles at this size fraction was expected. Results of the experimental work 
shoved that about 2 percent of sphalerite was present as free particles. In - 9 pm 
fractions the proportion of low grade particles decreased to less than 2 percent, whereas 
the free particles reached 83 percent The particle grade between the coarse and fine size 
fractions size changed moderately.
Like galena, chalcopyrite occured in the grain size range smaller than 600pm, so that 
liberation at particle sizes greater than 600 pm was nil. In the coarse fraction, 67 percent 
of chalcopyrite was in low grade particles which decreased to less than 4 percent in the fine 
fraction. The free particles increased from nil in the coarse fraction to 72 percent in the fine 
fraction.
ThUe 4-5. Qmmane dctrihntrm nf nrinmih in nnrmsliwl
% frequency
Size range G a le  n a Sphalerite Chalcopyrite P y r i t e Gangue
(pm)
0 -  99 71.6 43.8 71.1 46.9 17.8
100 - 199 13.7 22.1 15.5 14.5 19.8
200 - 299 9.6 15.0 6.7 11.7 18.2
300 - 399 3.0 7.0 3.6 11.1 15.2
400- 499 1.0 7.0 2.6 5.9 9.9
500 - 599 0.0 1.7 0.5 4.1 6.5
600 - 699 0.5 1.0 0.0 1.2 2.6
700 - 799 0.5 1.3 0.0 1.8 2.8
800 - 899 0.0 0.3 0.0 1.4 1.1
900 - 999 0.0 0.3 0.0 0.4 0.2
1000 - 1099 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.7
1100-1199 0.0 0.3 0.0 0.6 5.3
1200- 1299 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.2
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Hie grain sizes of pyrite and gangue were coarser than the valuable minerals. It can 
be expected that die feed contained for some parts , particles of liberated pyrite and 
gangue.
It was found from the experiment that less than 10 percent of pyrite was present as 
free particles. Approximately 50 percent of pyrite in the coarse fraction was present in low 
grade particles . The distribution was slightly changed from the coarsest particles 
(+600pm) down to (-150 +106pim). From this fraction down to -9jim fraction, the 
distribution of pyrite changed significantly, the free particles increased from 47 percent to 
88 percent, whereas the low grade particles decreased from 19 percent to less than one 
percent.
In the coarse fraction about 40 percent of gangue was free, the rest was distributed 
more or less evenly in each particle class. As the size fraction decreased, the number of free 
particles increased progressively to 97 percent, whereas all other particle classes decreased 
to less than one percent in (-2 7  + 19pun). Gangue minerals were all but free in fractions 
less than 9 pun. This result, therefore, is in line with theoretical considerations.
4.2.1.1.2. The dtttrilration of minerals in locked particles in the mill products
The distribution of galena in locked particles as a function of size fraction in the mill 
products for 70, 80 and 90 per cent passing 38pun showed similar trends to the feed. In 
the coarse particle fractions, the particle population was dominated by die low grade 
particles which fell in the range of 44 - 48 percent, the free particles were in the range of 2 - 
3 percent. Conversely, in the fine fraction about 80 percent of the particles were free, the 
low grade particles were all but non existent.
Fig.4-59 Distribution of minerals in locked particles as a function 
of size fraction in mill product of 80% passing 38pm. Left 
column is distribution in 90 - 100% particle class or free 
particles, right column is the distribution in 0 -10%  
particle class.
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Similar trends also vare found in sphalerite. H ove ver, die proportion of free 
particles in the coarse fraction for sphalerite v as greater than for galena. The difference is 
almost certainly due to the difference hetveen the grain size of the tvo minerals. As has 
been described in the preceding paragraphs, the grain size of sphalerite vas larger than 
that of galena. In (-150 + 106pm) tire free sphalerite particles vere 19.3 percent in 70 
percent passing 38pun and 23.2 percent in the 80 percent passing 38pm , vhereas die lo v  
grade particles vere 44.3 percent and 35.7 percent respectively. The number of free 
sphalerite particles increased to a tittle more than 80 percent in die fine fractions and no 
lo v  grade particles vere found in tirase fractions. The min product of 90% passing 38pm 
yielded a similar trend.
The distribution of chalcopyrite in locked particles for 70 , 80, and 90 per cent 
passing 38pm vas similar to the distribution obtained for galena.
The number of free pyrite particles in the coarse fraction in all of the mill products 
vas higher th a n p e rc e n t This percentage increased to as muchas 96 percent in the finer 
fractions. The number of lo v  grade particles decreased from coarse to finer size fraction .
The percentage of gangue particles as free particles in ah of the mill products vas 
proportionately high throughout the size fractions, that is approximately 70 percent in the 
coarse fraction increasing to approximately 99 percent in tire fine fractions.
It is apparent that the distribution of particle composition in locked particles as a 
function of fraction size in the feed and in tire mill products of different fineness of grind 
vas characterized by the general trend of a decrease in tire number of lo v  grade particles 
(0-10% particle class) and increa« in the number of free particles (90-100% particle class) 
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Fig. 4-60 Distribution of minerai content in locked particles in milll 
product 70% passing 38pm in different size fractions, 
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Galena Sphalerite Chalcopyrite Pyrite Gangue
Fig. 4-61 Distribution of mineral content in locked particles as in
Fig. 4-60 but in different size fractions, a) in - 53 + 38\m  
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Galena Sphalerite Chalcopyrite Pyrite Ganeue
Fig. 4-62 Distribution of minerai content in locked particles as in Fig. 
4-60 in srie fractions: a) -1 9  + 13pjn b) -1 3  + 9jim 
c) - 9pm.
Galena Sphalerite Chaloopyrite Pyrito Gangue Grim» Sphalerite ChalcDpyrite Pyrito G ang*
Gakna Sphakrite Chalcopyrito Pyrito Gangue Galena Sphalerite Chalcopyrito Pyrito Gangue
Galena Sphakrte ChaloopyTte Pyrito Gangue Galena Sphalnrite Chalcopyrito Pyrito Gangue
Galena Sphalerite Qtafcopyrite Pyrito Gngue
Fig. 4-63 a. Distribution of free galena, sphalerite, chslcopyrite, 
pyrite, and gangue in different size fractions in mill 
produet of 80% passing 38pun.
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Fig. 4-63b. Distribution of minerals in different si2e fractions as in 
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Fig. 4-64  a. Percent of galena and sphalerite in each particle class 
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Fig. 4-64 b. Percent of chalcopyrite, pyrite, and gangue In each
particle class in combined mill products of 7 0 ,8 0 ,8nd 
90 percent passing 38jjm.
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Fig.4-60, Fig.4-61 and Fig.4-62 show die distribution of galena, sphalerite, 
chalcopyrite, pyrite and gangue arranged in order of the particle class in each size fraction 
of the mill product 70 percent passing 3 8 |m
It is clear that, in all size tractions, the minerals which show higher propensity to be 
treed are gangue , pyrite, and sphalerite. This tendency can be seen in die histogram of 
Fig. 4-63 which shows the distributions of free particles of these minerals in 80 percent 
passing 38pm and in 90 percent passing 38pim.
Obviously there exists a correspondence between the relative abundance of the 
above mineral in the samples analysed and its ability to be treed. The order of relative 
abundance of minerals which compose the ore studied was gangue, pyrite, sphalerite, 
galena, chaJcopyrite, tetrahedrite, bomite and covellite (see modal analysis in Chapter 
4 .1 .1 .3 ).
The relationship between die high number of free particles to relative abundance of 
minerals is in agreement with principles established byGaudin32* In his liberation model
he showed that the more abundant phase wdl always be freer than the less abundant phase.
4.2.1.2. The distribution of particle cmnpraftfcm In looted particles as a fuucflmi of 
fineness of grind
The data of particle composition in looted particles for each traction was 
recalculated to give die total average mineral content for each mdl product by using die 
weight of each traction (See Appendix for details of calculation).
Fig.4-64 shows die result for combined mill product of 7 0 ,80 , and 90 percent
(at) 
<*)
Fig. 4-65. Grain size distribution of galena, sphalerite, chalcopyrite, 
p)rrite , and gangue in sample from the Sangkaropi ore.
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passing 38pm  for galena, sphalerite, chalcopyrite, pyrite and gangue. It can he seen that 
all minerals shorer a similar trend, the number of free particles increases as a function of 
fineness o f grind; in contrast die number of lorerer grade particles decreases as a function of 
fineness of grind.
It is interesting to note diet die shape of die distribution of locked galena throughout 
die particle classes sherds great resemblance to that of chalcopyrite.
The distribution of locked sphalerite shorers as relatively flat in the particle class from 
0-10 through 80-90%. Pyrite also shorers this trend, vhde the distribution of locked gangue 
in die particle class t o n  0-10 through 80-90% is depressed to less than one percent
This result may be related to the texture of the ore. Galena and chalcopyrite are 
present in die rarer ore as small grains of about die same average size, (the averages rerere 
calculated as 42.5pm  and 42.9pm  respectively) and die proportion of particles less than 
100pm for both minerals are similar being 71.6%  and 71.1%  respectively (Table 4-5 and 
Fig.4-65). Since galena is softer than chalcopyrite ( die Vickers hardness value ranges for 
galena and chalcopyrite are 67-87 and 183-276, respectively86), thus galena tends to break 
more easily than chalcopyrite, so diet the proportion of particles less than 100 pm  for 
galena is slightly higher than for chalcopyrite.
Sphalerite has a  larger average grain size than both of the above minerals, for 
fractions larger than 100 pm  account for about 56% of die particles population.
The relatively large grain size of sphalerite in addition to the relative abundance of 
sphalerite in die bulk ore almost certainly accounts for the relatively high proportion of free 
sphalerite to that of galena and chalcopyrite (Fig. 4-63 and Fig. 4-64).
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importance o f the relationship of the two parameters, grain size of minerals and 
the relative volumetric abundance of two minerals in the binary pantries to liberation, has 
been taken into consideration since the earliest liberation modelling32.
Since gangue is the predominant mineral in the sample, it can be reasonably expected 
that die number of to e  particles of this mineral is higher than the other minerals. Pyrite, 
though it has an average grain size less than sphalerite (60.95pm), its content is about 
twice that of the sphalerite content, consequently, the proportion of to e  pyrite particles 
may be expected to be greater than that of sphalerite.
4 22 Q o a liX B ttv e iiia le u p a flD c l^ p a ^ k ^
A total of 6175 binary particles from the feed and six mill products were examined to 
evaluate die locking texture of die locked particles. They were grouped into types of 
locking according to the classification of AmstuE (Fig. 2 -4 ). Eight of the possible nine 
Amstuiz types have been identified, these are type la , lb , lc . Id , 2a, 2b, 3a, and 3c. 
These are Identified and set out in the raw data given in the Appendix..
Locking type 3c was only found in the interlocked arrangement between bomite and 
chalcopyrite (Fig. 4-14 and 4-22). Since both components of the interlocked particles are of 
die same element-copper, a  locked particle of this type can be regarded as to e  32. In 
addition to the above consideration, locking type 3c was actually less frequently found in 
die sample examined, therefore type 3c was not included in the locking analysis.
On examination of 1590 binary particles in the feed, it was found that die most 
frequent type of locking was type Id  (35.696) folowed by type lb  (27.996), la  (17.896) 
and 2a (16.296). Less frequent type was 3a (2.396) and the least frequent were lc and 2b 
which amounted to less than one percent each (Table 4 -6).
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After mining, the distribution of locking type in the peiticles of the feed changed 
appreciably. Table 4-6 shows that the order of relative abundance of locking type in all 
mill products irrespective of the fineness of grind are invariable, namely la , 2a, lb , Id , 3a, 
lc  and 2b.
Among afl the types, however, type la  shows an increase in its frequency as a 
function of fineness from about 30 percent in 7 0 ,8 0 , and 90 percent passing 53pm , which 
is equivalent to 5 8 ,6 6 , and 76 percent passing 38pm respectively, to slightly more than 
40 percent in the 80 and 90 percent passing 38pm. In contrast, type Id decreased by about 
a h a lf, that is, from 18 percent to about 9 percent
Tfcfcte4-6. PereemfregiKii^af type of locking found in the feed and 
mffl product
Type of locking
la lb lc Id 2a 2b 3a
Feed 17.8 27.9 0.1 35.6 16.2 0. 2.3
7096 passing 53pm 31.4 21.2 0.1 18.4 25.2 - 3.8
80% passing 53pm 30.9 19.2 0.7 12.4 30.6 0.2 5.9
90% passing 53pm 32.3 19.1 0.2 10.1 31.7 0.2 6.4
70% passing 38pm 29.7 21.3 0.3 16.3 25.7 0.1 6.6
80% passing 38pm 42.5 14.6 0.3 8.9 27.4 0.1 6.2
90% passing 38pm 43.3 18.3 0.4 9.4 23.9 - 4.7
Data regarding type of locking obtained from the locking analysis suggests that^n 
all, a majority of the binary particles in tire feed were of a  locking type vhich would be 
difficult to beneficially separate during any further mechanical liberation or would not 1» 
responsive to flotation.
Milling the feed to 7 0 ,8 0 , and 90 percent passing 53pm resulted in the reduction of 
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Fig. 4-67 Distribution of locking type la , lb , Id , and 2a as a function of size in the mill 
products of 70 , 80 , end 90 percent passing 38pun.
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more then ten percent to the reduction, or in other v o id s, the frequency of binary particles 
vhich are easy to liberate or responsive to flotation is 66 percent
Fig. 4-66 and Fig.4-67 sh o v  the distribution of each type of belong found in the 
Sangkaropi ore studied as a function of particle size in the mill products: 70, 80, and 90 
percent passing 53pim and 38pim. A general trend can be seen in the graphs. Type la  
shovs an increase in its proportion or frequency from coarse to fíne size fraction, vhereas 
the Id type shovs the reverse trend.
Intuitively, an increase in the proportion of type la  as a function of particle size is 
to be expected. Types lb , 2a, or 3a vhen  broken into smaller size change into type la ., 
so that this product added to type la in  the fine size fractions.
Upon examination of the composition of type Id , it v as revealed that, in the beked 
particles of coarser size fractions, by far the most frequently found features vera 
intergrovth betveen gangue and pyrite. The percentage of gangue-pyrite particles in the 
feed (+600pm) fraction reached as high as 86 percent and 60 percent in the + ( 150pm) 
fraction. F ev  locked binary particles vera found vhich represented combinations of 
different sulphides, that is, sphalerite-galena, chabopyrite-galena, chalcopyrite-sphalerite, 
etc.
Partitioning of locked particles type Id v ith  particle size may be explained as 
foflovs. It has been shovn above that the binary particle of type Id v as, in the main, 
composed of gangue and sulphides, in vhich sulphide minerals vere disseminated vitinn 
the gangue. Gangue for the most part consisted of quartz vhich is the hardest non sulphide 
mineral found in the ora. If it is combined v ith  pyrite, the hardest sulphide mineral in the 
sample , then the tvo  minerals form the hardest particle mass in the particle population. 
Because of its hardness, this particular binary particle tends to retain its particle size and 
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Fig. 4-69 Composition variability of sphalerite vith particle si2e in 
binaiy particles sphalerite-galena for belong type la, lb , 2a, 
and 3a.
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distributed in the coarser fractions rather than in the finer fractions.
4.2.3. OriMpnsitiDiiTOiaiM&y of hnB^partriesittTOMJUs types of locking 'vifli particle
It is of interest to knersr die characteristics of binary particles in die feed and mill 
products v ith  respect to their composition variability in various types of locking.
Hie average percentage of particle surface occupied by one of the ttro minerals 
vhich  composed die binary particles v as plotted against the particle size (mid point of tiro 
consecutive screen size fractions) for each locking type . Due to dieir small number, type 
lc  and 2b vere excluded from examination (Tab3e4-6).
Fig.4-68 represents die results obtained of die variation of percentage of 
chalcopyrite vifh  particle size in binary particle chalcopyrite-galena and 
chalcopyrite-sphalerite for type of locking la , lb , 2a, and 3a in die tiro sets of mill 
products 7 0 ,8 0 ,9 0  percent passing 53pm and 7 0 ,8 0 ,9 0  percent passing 38pjn.
It is apparent from die restrits in Fig. 4-68 diet each type of locking indie tiro kinds 
of binary particles containing chalcopyrite exhibits a “crossover" in random manner. In 
some instances die chalcopyrite content increases irith  decreasing particle size but in other 
instances it shovs die reverse. Binary particles of other mineral combinations gave similar 
results assh o ro in F ig .4 -6 9 .
One possible reason that may be suggested for this erratic pattern is that some 
curves veie  dravn from insufficient data, whilst another reason may be that die observed 
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be resolved. Since the necessary work was outside the scope of the present investigation 
then, clearly, the resolution of this question would require a separate study.
4 .3 . DEGREE OF LIBERATION
4.3.1. DepeeoillbeiatioinasafuDctmof pa îcfesise
The degree of liberation of die minerals which composed the ore studied for each particle 
size interval was calculated according to die procedure described in Chapter 3. Only the 
important minerals w e  considered, namely, galena, sphalerite, chalcopyrite, pyrite and 
gangue. Hie raw data and calculations are given in Appendix. The results of the 
calculations are presented in graphical form shown in Fig. 4-70 and Fig. 4-71.
Itw as expected from previous work35 (see Fig 2-6) that the degree of liberation 
curves at 7 0 ,8 0 , and 90 percent passing 53pm would be different from die liberation 
curves at 7 0 ,8 0 , and 90 percent passing 38pm. The degree of liberation curve of galena in 
the two min products is presented in FJg.4-70a and 4-70b for comparison.
It seems that the two curves as seen in Fig. 4-70 are almost die same. Hie 
overlapping of grinding time between the two set of fineness of grind may account for the 
similarities. From the grinding test o f the ore it was found that to achieve 80 percent 
passing 53pm  die grinding time was 50 minutes and for 70 percent passing 38pm it was 
52.5 minutes, whereas grinding time for 90 percent passing 53pm was 62.5 minutes and 
for 80 percent passing 38pm  it was 64 minutes. (Fig. 4-72 and Appendix). Hie short 
period between die two grinding times may be not enough to bring about a significant 
difference in liberation, so that actually die two curves are overlapping.
However, it is clear from these graphs that the degree of liberation of galena 
increased progressively as particle size decreased from coarse to finer sizes
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By comparing the degree of liberation of galena with that of other minerals, it may 
be seen (Fig. 4-71) fret apart from some variations they all show a similar general trend . 
All of the minerals show  an increase in the degree of liberation which is proportional to tire 
pardcte size. Further, most o f the curves show  an inflexion at the particle size interval of 
about 53-75jm . From tins point down towards tire finer sizes, tire slope of the curves is 
relatively steeper than the slope of the curves in the coarser sizes, especially for galena, 
chalcopyrite and sphalerite. Pyrite and gangue show a gentler slope then the above three 
minerals. It is almost certain that the cause of tins variation is the difference of tire 
hardness of the two groups o f minerals .
The increase in tire degree of liberation as a function of particle size is anticipated 
from Gendin's finding^2 . Theoretically , the liberation characteristics of particles is 
explicitly explained by Meloy in the Theorem 8 of his theory of liberation110 in which he 
states that "smaller particles are less likely to be locked". According to this theory, for a 
given particle size, the volume in which a particle may be locked is proportional to the 
diameter of the particle size. If the particle size decreases, the percentage of particles being 
locked is directly proportional to particle size. Thus the finer particles are relatively freer 
than the coarse particles, or, in other w ords, the degree of liberation in the finer particles is 
higher than in die coarser particles.
The degree of liberation curves as shown in Fig. 4-70 and Fig. 4-71 exhibit a cross 
over in which one curve crosses and zeciosses the other curves. This feature is not 
regarded as significant but only due to experimental errors , inherent in the method used in 
tire determination of the degree of liberation. However, the observation that tire degree of 
liberation curves for different fineness o f grind he at different levels is considered to be a 
real effect This result is also in agreement with that reported by M aM k35 on liberation of 
TmTWTais as a function of particle size in infli product with different finenesss of grind 
(Fig.2-6).
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4-3,2- Degree n f tiheralinm as a frmrtinm n f fiwi»>tn n f  grind
It is obvious from the foregoing results that the degree of liberation in each particle 
size interval varies with fineness of grind. The significance of this fact is in its relation to 
the construction of total liberation curve of die minerals investigated. To construct such a 
curve, at least three mill products with different fineness of grind for one sample are 
required.
The standard method for determining mineral liberation consists of analysing a 
number of polished sections of sized mill products. The liberation data of each analysed 
fraction then are combined into one set on die basis of die weight of each fraction.
Since there is a significant variation in the mineral content from one size fraction to 
another resulting from die difference in their hardness111 , a relatively accurate mineral 
liberation, therefore, can only be obtained from analysing a series of narrow size range 
screen fraction (one Tjder size range)112.
Consequently, a large number of polished sections should be needed to obtain data 
for constructing a total liberation curve of minerals and if the data acquisition is 
accomplished manually, then, it is obviously a time consuming procedure. Therefore, it 
would be beneficial if the percentage of liberation in screen size intervals in one mill 
product at a given fineness of grind were the same as that in mill product of other 
finenesses of grind.
If the assumption is true, then the percentage of liberation in other mill products of 
different fineness of grind can be calculated by simply manipulating the first liberation data 
to the other mill product on die basis of the weight of each fraction. However, as die 
experimental results show, die mineral liberation in each screen size interval in one mill
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Fig. A-7A Degree of liberation as a function of fineness of grind in : 
a. size fraction - 53 + 3S[im b. size fraction - 27 +19pm
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product varies from one to the other as a  ta c tio n  of fineness of grind.
Fig.4-73 stores tiie results of the degree of liberation es a function of fineness of 
grind for galena, sphalerite, chalcopyrite, pyrite and gangue in the (- 150 +106pm), 
(-106 + 75pm ), and (- 75 +53pm) fractions at a  fineness of grind o f-3 8 p m
As can be seen in Fig. 4-73 , there are two groups of minerals which exhibit a 
distinct opposite trend. One group of minerals shows an increased degree of liberation as 
the milling proceeds, whereas the other group shows a decrease. Similar curves can be 
expected for other fractions. Experimental results, however, showed some variations of the 
trend in other fractions from that trend as shown in  Fig. 4-73. Thus, degree of liberation 
for sphalerite and chalcopyrite were expected to decrease with ongoing milling; however, 
Fig. 4-74 shows the degree of liberation of tire two minerals in (- 53 + 38pm) and in (- 27 
+ 19pm) as being reverse to that in Fig. 4-74.
It is worth noting that tire curves of the degree of liberation es a function of fineness 
of grind in this study were derived from tire data or curves as shown in Fig. 4-71. As it has 
been mentioned in tire preceding sub section, tire curves were subject to experimental error. 
Thus, tire only rational explanation for tire inconsistency in trends seems to lie in errors 
resulting from tire inconsistency in tire experimental data.
Regardless of tire trend variations, it is apparent that degree of liberation of pyrite 
and gangue increase in each screen fraction during progressive milling. On tire other hand, 
galena, sphalerite and chalcopyrite show a decrease.
In  respect of tire physical properties of minerals, it is knowra*  ̂ that pyrite aid. 
gangue minerals belong to tire group of relatively hard minerals, whereas galena, sphalerite 
and chalcopyrite belong to tire group of relatively soft minerals.
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If this property is related to the mining process and liberation of minerals, then it is 
reasonable to suggest that die relative milling properties of minerals account for die 
variability of the degree of liberation as a  function of fineness of griiri.
In the experimental study mill feed consisted of particles of various sizes in vhich 
some minerals vrcre already liberated and some remained in the locked state. On miffing 
the relatively soft, brittle and easily cleavable minerals vrouJd be expected to break first If 
this happens to the already liberated particles in the coarser size fractions, then their 
proportions (percentages) v fll be reduces accordingly, aid  as a consequence their degree of 
liberation vrih decrease. This effect vril1 continue as die miffing proceeed to a certain 
fineness. Since in the finer fractions there is a supply of liberated particles from the coarser 
fractions, die effect v d l not be as prominent as in die coarser fractions. The effect of 
decreasing degree of liberation of galena, soft minerals, as a function of fineness of grind 
can be clearly seen in Fig. 2-6.
The effect of increasing degree of liberation of harder minerals can be explained as 
follows. In  the particle population the harder minerals exist as already liberated particles 
and as those locked to die softer minerals. On miffing die harder minerals are not readily 
broken, so for die most part they remain in die coarser fractions. If die proportion of die 
softer minerals vhich are locked to die harder minerals is relatively small, on milling, die 
softer part of die locked particle v ill break apart from die particles vithout appreciably 
changing the size of die particles. Consequently these particles vrifl remain in die given 
fractions a id  to the already liberated particles so that the degree of liberation of die 
harder minerals vrifl increase.
In addition to die relative mining, Malvik35 also considered wo other factors vhich 
affect die degree of liberation of minerals; these axe die nature of the boundaries between
Fig. 4-75 Frequency plot of size distribution data, sh ow ig
secondary peak indicative of a preferential breakage at the 
grain boundaries. (After E. G. Kelly and D.J. 
Spottisvood 31).
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grams of m ineral and internal cohesion in the grains.
He postulated duct if die cohesion along grain boundaries is higher then die internal 
cohesion in die grains, breakage vUl occur across die grain boundaries. The possibility of 
breakage of particles vhich are already liberated, especially the soft minerals, is greater 
than die possibility of breakage of locked particle along die grain boundaries especially die 
soft minerals, trill break more easily than locked particles trill break along grain 
boundaries. As a result the proportion of free particles in a given screen fraction trill 
decrease and so of course trill die liberation..
If die cohesion along grain boundaries is lover than internal cohesion in die grains, 
breakage trill occur preferentially along grain boundaries, resulting in liberated particles. 
During milling die proportion of the liberated particles in the individual fraction trill 
increase, and therefore also die mineral liberation.
In  v iev  of die relative milling properties, galena is the softest and easily cleavable by 
comparison trith  sphalerite and chalcopyrite, so it should shot? die decrease of liberation 
most prominently. H ovever, Fig.4-73 does not shot? such a notable decrease. Again 
experimental errors may be die cause of this.
At present quantitative measurements of cohesive force - parameters vhich may 
influence mineral liberation of an ore- from polished sections are in most of die cases not 
yet possible36. This effect, hovever, can be deduced from a size distribution plot of the 
comminuted ore sample. If die ore is heterogenous, that is die ore has tendency to break 
preferentially along die mineral grain boundaries, grain size frequency curve is bimodal32. 
In  this case sufficiently n an o v  si2 e intervals must he used in order for this feature to shov  
up, otherwise die tv o  modes merge together 31. Fig. 4-75 is a typical frequency plot of die 
SEe distribution data31 in vhich die secondary peak in the graph indicates a preferential
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breakage at the grainboundaries.
Austin and Luckie2* argued that the existence of such a feature is unique since a 
bimodal distribution can he produced by other mechanism. Some workers reported that 
certain type of comminution equipment such as pebble milling (autogenous mill) yielded a 
preferential liberation along grain boundaries113' 114.
Gaudin believed drat in most ores there is a marked tendency to fracture between 
grains in preference to aoemss grains, although fracturing of free particles takes place to a 
greater or lesser extent115.
One cause of the fracturing is microstructural differences in physical properties of 
adjacent minerals, such as hardness, brittleness, end cleavlbility.
Many sulphide ores show mineralization occuring in several generations which can 
be interpreted from their characteristic textures. The early formed minerals are generally 
hard and exhibit crystal idiomorphlsm which become corroded and fractured, and 
surrounded or filled by later forming minerals which are usually so ft An example of die 
results of this study which show these features is illustrated in Fig. 4-1. It is clearly seen 
in Fig. 4-1 that pyrite crystals, the hardest mineral, initially were idiomorphic which 
became corroded end surrounded by softer minerals galena (white), chalcopyrite (yellow) 
and sphalerite (bluish grey) which were formed indie later stage of mineralization.
Indie samples studied abundant pyrite grains of various sizes were found dispersed 
in other sulphides and gangue matrix. In view of die difference in hardness of pyrite 
compared with galena or chalcopyrite, preferential breakage elong grain boundaries was 
expected, yielding "clean" liberated pyrite grains. However, microscopic observation of 
die mill products, did not reveal such a product. Instead, coated grains were observed as




exemplified in Fig. 4-19.
It is clear that during comminution, galena - the soft, easily ta k e n  mineral - 
remafned attached to the surface of pyrite, tire harder mineral, to form coating either as 
Particles of type 2a (Fig. 4 -19) or type 2h (Fig. 4-21). Liberation of these locking types is 
difficult and also troublesome during separation processes.
Based on his experiences Rehvald56 found that breakage along grain boundaries 
v a s  exceptional rare. His finding is supported by Steiner's investigation of comminution 
behaviour of flotation middlings116 .
In  most cases, preferential liberation is associated v ith  ores of sedimentary origin 
that have been slightly modified, as v e il as in those that have not been modified by 
metamorphism, such as oototic iron ore111, land-pebble phosphate rock, and leathered 
rock. The simple structure or texture of fee ore lends itself to a breakage preferentially 
along grain boundaries.
The ore studied in fee present v o rk  is a complex sulphide ore, similar to 
Kuroko-type ores vhich vere formed as a result of processes related to submarine 
volcanic activity . The ore is characterized by very complex texture, and an intricate 
association of sulfide minerals: galena, sphalerite,chalcopyrite, pyrite (Fig. 4-30).
It can be seen in Fig. 4 -3 0 , feat the grain size of minerals composing fee ore range 
from  coarse sphalerite (as a ground mass) to very fine, intricate association of galena and 
pyrite (in fee middle of micrograph). Fig. 4.76 gives fee detail of mineral assemblage 
sh o v n  in fee middle part of Fig. 4-30. The complex texture of fee ore prevents fee ore 
from  breaking along fee mineral grain boundaries.
Fig. «4-77 Particle size distribution of feed mill of the ore studied.
% -53pm
% -38pm
Fig. 4-78 Average (total) liberation as function of fineness.
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From  the foregoing results and discussions it is almost certain that selective 
liberation or liberation by detachment v a s  non existent in the ore studied. This conclusion 
is borne out by the results of the size analysis of mill products (Appendix ) sto ren in F ig . 
4-77.
F ig.4-77 sto res particle size frequency obtained from crushed product of the ore 
studied. From Fig. 4.77 it is clear that the results s to re  no indicationof the presence of 
double peaks. This result can therefore be interpreted as indicating that tire Sangkaropi 
ore lacks the property of preferential liberation.
4.2.3 Avenge (trtd)EbeialiDn of sample
The ultimate mineral liberation investigation v as to obtain the average or total 
liberation for the vbole sample.
The average or total liberation of the vfoole sample vas calculated by combining 
mineral liberation of each analysed fractions into one set on fee basis of tire “weight of each 
fractions. Results of the calculation are presented in tabular form (Table 4-7 ) and in 
graphical form (Fig.4-78).
In  mineral beneficiation, high liberation or complete liberation is desirable. 
H ovever, as has been discussed in the theory section complete liberation, virtually inH 
never be attained.
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■Wbk4-7. Average (tJttl) fibendkm of sampled andped
Galena Sphalerite Chalcopyrite Pyrite Gangue
Feed 13.47 12.81 10.69 26.31 48.74
70% passing 53pm 48.02 50.93 42.80 73.34 78.84
80% passing 53pm 52.07 57.86 45.12 75.95 84.27
90% passing 53pm 58.61 63.46 56.91 83.54 89.44
70% passing 38pm 58.84 60.46 53.51 80.96 83.61
80% passing 38pm 64.75 67.18 57.30 85.73 91.78
90% passing 38pm 72.20 70.46 65.78 87.29 92.57
The economic liberation of minerals is dependent on die two main factors, these are 
die nature of the ore such as the grade of die valuable minerals in the ore and its texture, 
and die metallurgical factors, such as unit value of die metal, the separation process and 
plant tonnage.
Although there is no fixed figure about the minimum liberation value, to achieve 
marketable concentrates an overall liberation of 75 percent or tetter is desirable32 .
Fig.4-78a indicates that mining die ore to fineness of 70 ,80 , and 90 percent passing 
»m yielded to v  degree of liberation for all the three important sulphide minerals in die 
ore studied, that is less than 70 percent liberation.
Further mining to fineness of 7 0 ,8 0 , and 90 percent passing 38pmresulted in an 
improvement in die degree of liberation but stHL under die desired value (Fig. 4-78b). 
Degree of liberation for galena and sphalerite in 90 percent passing 38pm were shghdy 
above 70 percent vhereas degree of liberation for chalcopyrite wes less than 70 percent
Fig. 4-78c was constructed by combining data from Fig. 4-78a and Fig, 4-78b. This 
is possible because the data were obtained from milling die same sample in a continuous
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manner, so that 70 percent, 80 percent and 90 percent passing 53pm axe actually equivalent 
to 58 percent, 66.5 percent and 76.2 percent passing 38pm.
Curves shown in Fig. 4-78c suggest that by milling the oxe to 100 percent passing 
38pm the minimum liberation value to achieve marketable concentrate may be obtained. In 
this fineness of grind degree of liberation for galena w o ld  be 79.24 percent, sphalerite 
78.04 percent and chalcopyrite 73.21 percent
In v iev  of the ore being abundant in pyrite and gangue which give effect to a 
relatively high liberation of these minerals in the coarser milling size (Fig. 4-78 and Table 
. 4-7), suggests the possibility of rejecting these minerals before the required liberation of 
the valuable sulphides is obtained. Rejecting these minerals in die coarser milling, for 
instance 90 percent passing 53pm or 70 percent passing 38 pm,then followed by 
regrinding die remainder, liberation of the valuable sulphide minerals could be achieved 
more economically as die milling cost may be reduced substantially.
Rejecting these two hard minerals also may effectively reduce die production of 
excessisive slime resulting from overgrinding of the softer minerals.
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5 .0  CONCLUSIONS
The results of t o  study of the characteristics of Kurofoo-type ore in relation to its
heneficiation showed th at:
1. The Sanghanopi sample studied 'was a typical Kuroko-type ore in which pyrite 
was the principal sulphide mineral. Pyrite constituted 23.5 percent 'weight of the ore. 
The important valuable sulphide minerals arranged in order of relative abundance 
w e  sphalerite, galena, and chalcopyrite amounting to 12.3 percent, 9.9 percent, 
and 7.1 percent respectively. Accessory sulphide minerals included secondary 
sulphide minerals bomite, coveflite, and chalcocite; and a sulphosalt -tetrahedrite/ 
termantite. The main gangue mineral 'was quartz which amounted to 43.6 percent, 
and die minor gangue mineral 'was baryte. Except for a trace of illite, no clay 
minerals 'were found in the sample but a trace of illite.
2. Inspite of the sample containing an appreciable amount of silver 
(327 .0  g/tonne ), SEM l ED AX analysis could not detect die occurence of silver in 
tetrahedrite-tennantite or galena 'which are generally regarded as silver bearing 
minerals in KuroKo-type ore in other deposits.
Sphalerite in the ore sample revealed by ED AX analysis was of the free or lowiron 
content variety which is desirable in respect to the concentrate produced from the 
ore. However sphalerite contained impurity of cadmium. The presence of t o  
element, together with As and Sb in tetrahedrite-tennantite, may required additional 
environtmental control, in the processing of the ore. Penalties also may be 
imposed upon the ore or concentrate for its As and Sb impurities.
3. The nature of the gangue minerals quartz and pyrite was such that it may adversely 
affect the milling of the ore. The greater observed hardness of both minerals relative
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to the valuable sulphide minerals may result in overgrinding of the valuable 
minerals.
Oxidation of die ore v as  inevitable since quartz, die main transparent 
mineral vas inert to sulphuric acid solution.
A. Textural features of the ore indicated that the grain size of the valuable sulphide 
minerals vare medium to fíne. The size distribution of galena and chalcopyrite 
vere about the same. The average grain size of sphalerite vas coarser than 
chalcopyrite or galena, vhereas die average grain size of die gangue minerals vas 
relatively coarser than those of the valuable sulphide minerals.
In order to liberate valuable sulphide minerals fíne grinding vould be required. 
Hove ver, this may be expected to result in overgrinding of the softer valuable 
sulphide minerals.
5. Distribution of minerals in locked particles as a function of size fraction in both feed 
and mill products in this particular sample folioved to the general trend of any 
other ore in that the liberated mineral increased vith the decreasing particle size. 
Parallel to this trend v as the distribution of minerals in locked particles as a function 
of fineness of grind; die proportion of liberated or free particles increased as a 
function of fineness of grind and this vas affected by relative grain size and relative 
abundance betveen die locked particles.
6. Eight locking types according to the Amstutz's classification vere found, viz.
locking types la , lb , lc. Id , 2a, 3a, and 3c. Locking type 3c vas the least 
frequently found in die sample studied and vas limited to the interiockingbetveen 
bomite and chalcopyrite. Type Id vas by far die most frequently found type in the 
sample before comminution, especially interlocked betveen pyrite and gangue , then
foUoved by type lb , la , 2a, and 3a.
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7. Mining of the ore changed die distribution of locking type. The order of relative 
abundance of locking type changed from Id , lb , la , 2a, 3a, lc , and 2b to la , 2a, 
lb , Id , 3a, lc , and 2b. The order of relative abundance did not vary with fineness 
of grind.
8. In an, a majority of the binary particles in the ore ^ r e  of a locking type which 
would be difficult to beneficially separate during any further mechanical liberation or 
would not be responsive to flotation.
Milling die ore to 90 percent passing 38 pm  increased the frequency of binary 
particles which are easy to liberate or responsive to flotation to 66 percent
9. The overlapping of grinding time between two sets of fineness of grind 7 0 ,8 0 , and 
90 percent passing 53pm and 70, 80, and 90 percent passing 38pm did not 
reveal any significant difference between their degree of liberation.
Regardless of die variations in trend due to the experimental errors inherent in die 
method used, it was obvious that die degree of liberation of minerals in each particle 
size interval varied with fineness of grind . Degree of liberation of harder minerals 
increased as die rniTling proceeded, whereas die degree of liberation of softer 
minerals decreased
10. The medium to fine size particles of most valuable minerals found in the sample 
requires that die ore should be ground to 100 percent passing 38pm to achieve 
marketable concentrate. Rejecting die unwanted minerals pyrite and gangue in the 
coarser milling may reduce die milling cost substantially but at die expense of some 
losses in the valuable minerals which occur as fine inclusions in die pyrite.
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Table X-Ray DiffractioiiData 
SampleNo.2 Oxidized mineral.
À1
No. 2 0 dA* Mineral
1. 11.2 7.90 Brochantite
2. 13.7 6.46 Brochantite
3. 16.3 5.42 Brochantite
4. 17.8 4.97 Brochantite
5. 20.8 4.27 Quartz
6. 22.6 3.93 Brochantite
7. 26.5 3.36 Quartz
8. 27.8 3.21 Brochantite
9. 30.4 2.95 Brochantite
10. 33.3 2.69 Brochantite
11. 34.3 2.61 Brochantite
12. 35.5 2.53 Brochantite
13. 36.3 2.47 Brochantite
14. 37.6 2.39 Brochantite
15. 39.7 2.27 Brochantite
16. 41.0 2.20 Brochantite
17. 42.1 2.14 Brochantite
18. 43.4 2.07 Brochantite
19. 45.8 1.97 Brochantite
20. 50.1 1.82 Brochantite
21. 52.6 1.74 Brochantite
22. 56.1 1.64 Brochantite
23. 59.2 1.56 Brochantite
N o te : X - Ray Diffraction data is similar in between the data for
Brochantite - Copper Sulphate Hydroxide Cu^SO^OH)^ 
JCPDS' file no. 13 -398 and
Brochantite - Basic Copper (II) Sulphate Cu4 (0 H)ôS0 4  
JCPDS'füe no. 3-282 .







2 5 - J U N - S 7
A N A L Y S I S  P E R F O R M E D  W I T H  F U L L  S T A N D A R D S  A N D  F U L L  Z A F  C O R R E C T I O N S  
K V = 1 4 . 0  T  I L T = 0 . 0  T K O F F  = 2 5 . 5  
B K G  P T 1= 3 . 0 K E V  8 K G  P T =  9 . 4 K E V  
B E A M  C U R R E N T  F A C T O R  = 1 . 0 2 4 9
C O N C E N T R A T I O N
WE 1 GHT*/. A T O M  I CV. • /.STAN D AR D
E L E M E N T E L E M E N T E R R O R
A S L 1 6 . 6 1 2 . 6 1 . 3
S K 2 5  . 1 4 4 . 5 O . A
S B L 1 . 8 0 . 9 6 . 9
F E K 0 . 0 0 . 0 0 . 0
C U K 4 1 . 1 3 6 . 7 0 . 9
Z N K 6 . 2 5 . 4 3 . 9
9 0 . 9
S A M P L E  N U M B E R  Y 1 5 1 6 5 .
S U L P H I D E  O R E .
A N A L Y S I S  A R E A  1 . . . 2 I N C I A N  T E N N A N T  I T E . . . .  T R A C E  C D .  N O  S I L V E R .
N O T E  : A T O M  I C  7. I S  D E F  l N E D  A S  :
( WE I G  HT*/. A / A T O M  I C  WE I G H T  A  )
S U M  I = 1 . N ( W E I  G H T 7 .  I / A T O M  I C  W E I  G H T  I )
W H E R E  N I S  T H E  N U M B E R  O F  A T O M S  ( I N C L U D I N G  T H O S E  C A L C U L A T E D  
B Y  D I F F E R E N C E )  I N  T H E  A N A L Y S I S  R U N
2 5 - J U N - 8 7
ANALYSIS PERFORMED WITH FULL STANDARDS AND FULL ZAF CORRECTIONS 
Kv=1A. O TILT= 0 . 0  TKOFF = 2 5 . 5  
8KG P T 1= 2 . 8 K E V  BKG P T = 1 0 . 0 K E V  
BEAM CURRENT FACTOR = 0 . 9 8 7 3
CONCENTRATION
WE I O H U ATOMIC*/. •/.s t a n d a r d
ELEMENT ELEMENT ERROR
ASL / 5 . 0 3 . 9 3 . 2
S K 2 3 . 0 A 2 . 4 0 . A
S8L 2 1 . 2 1 0 . 0 1 . 0
FEK 0 . 0 0 . 0 0 . 0
CUK AO . 6 3G . 8 0 . 9
ZNK 7 8 6 . 9 3 . 3
9 8 . 3
SAMPLE NUMBER Y 1 5 1 6 5 .
SULPHIOE ORE
ANALYSIS AREA 2 .  . . . TETRAHEDRITE TRACE OF CD, NO SILVER
NOTE: ATOMIC X I S DEFI NED AS:
(WEIGHT*/. A/ATOMIC WEIGHT A)
SUM 1 = 1 , N CWEIGHTX I / ATOMIC WEIGHT I )
W H ERE N I S  T H E  N U M B E R  O F  A T O M S  ( I N C L U D I N G  T H O S E  C A L C U L A T E D
BY D I F F E R E N C E )  IN  T H E  A N A L Y S I S  RUN
AA
2 5 - J U N - 8 7
A N A L Y S I S  P E R F O R M E D  W I T H  F U L L  S T A N D A R D S  A N D  F U L L  Z A F  C O R R E C T I O N S  
K V = 1 4 . 0  T I L T =  0 . 0  T K O F F = 2 5 . 5  "
B K G  P T 1= 2 . 8 K E V  B K G  P T = 1 0 . 0 K E V  
B E A M  C U R R E N T  F A C T O R  = 1 . 0 0 8 6
C O N C E N T R A T I O N
WE I G H T 7 . A T O M I C ? . 7 . S T A N D A R D
E L E M E N T E L E M E N T E R R O R
S  K 2 9 . 5 4 9 . 4 0 . 3
F E K 0 . 8 0 . 7 1 0 . 4
ZNK 6 0 . 8 4 9 . 8 0 . 8
91.1
S A M P L E  N U M B E R  Y 1 5 1 6 5 .
S U L P H I D E  O R E .
A N A L Y S I S  A R E A  4 . . . . S P H A L E R I T E . . . C O N T A I N S  A P P R E C I A B L E  C A D M I U M .
N O T E :  A T O M I C  7. I S  D E F I N E D  A S :
( W E I G H T ? .  A / A T O M  1C W E I G H T  A )
S U M  I = 1 , N ( W E I G H T ? .  I / A T O M  I C  W E I G H T  I )
W H E R E  N I S  T H E  N U M B E R  O F  A T O M S  ( I N C L U D I N G  T H O S E  C A L C U L A T E D  
B Y  D I F F E R E N C E )  I N  T H E  A N A L Y S I S  R U N
2 5 - J U N - 8 7
A N A L Y S I S  P E R F O R M E D  W I T H  F U L L  S T A N D A R D S  A N D  F U L L  Z A F  C O R R E C T I O N S
K V = 14 . 0  T  I L T = 0 . 0  T K O F F = 2 5 . 5
B K G  P T 1= 2 . S K E V B K G  P T  = 1 0 . O K E V
B E A M C U R R E N T  F A C T O R  = 1 . 0 0 3 0
C O N C E N T R A T I O N
WE I G H T 7 . A T O M  I C7. 7 . S T A N D A R D
E L E M E N T E L E M E N T E R R O R
A S L 1 1 . 8 8 . 7 1 . 7
S K 2 5 . 0 4 3  . 1 0 . 4
3 8 L 1 0 . 1 4 . 6 1 . 7
F E K 0 . 0 0 . 0 0 . 0
C U K 4 2 . 3 3 6  . S 0 . 9
Z N K 8 . 0 6 . 8 3 . 2
9 7  . 1
S A M P L E  N U M B E R  Y 1 5 1 G 5 .
S U L P H I D E  O R E .
A N A L Y S I S  A R E A  5 .  . . . T E T R A H E O R I T E / T E N N A N T I T E  ----------N O  S I L V E R .
N O T E  : A T O M  I C  V. I S  D E F  I N E D  A S  :
( WE I G H T 7 .  A / A T O M  I C  WE I G H T  A  )
S U M  I = 1 , N ( W E I  G H T 7 .  I / A T O M  I C  WE I G H T  I )
WHERE N I S  T H E  N U M B ER  O F  A T O M S  ( I N C L U D I N G  T H O S E  C A L C U L A T E D
BY D I F F E R E N C E )  IN T H E  A N A L Y S I S  RUN
A5
O h dJcopy ri fé.
SphaJocxte- 
fnzìycis b
• £ri£> & oY
fìr&lyOù S
^  T able______  R esults of C om m inutionT est
G rinding T im e 0 m in. 10 m ía. 20 m in. 30 m in. 40 m in .
S ize Fraction  
( i u n ) % wt.
















C um m .
%
passing
+ 600 41.74 58 .2 6 10.21 87.79 2.02 97.98 0.09 99.91 0.03 99.97
- 600 + 425 14.46 4 3 .8 0 13.29 76.50 3.12 94.86 0.25 99.66 0.02 99.95
- 425 + 300 9.35 34 .45 13.49 63.01 5 .74 89.12 0.76 98.90 0.06 99.89
- 3 0 0  + 212 6.41 28 .0 4 9.52 53 .4 9 8.46 80.66 2.17 96.73 0.18 99.71
- 2 1 2 +  150 5.08 2 2 .9 6 8.56 44 .93 14.51 66.15 9.47 87.26 1.91 97 .80
- 1 5 0 +  106 4 .58 18.38 8.26 36 .67 13.79 52.36 15.35 71.91 8.61 89 .19
- 106 + 75 2.67 15.71 4.71 31 .96 6.78 45.58 9.73 62.18 11.40 77 .79
- 75 + 53 2 .38 13.33 4.33 27 .63 6.69 38.89 6.48 5 5 .7 10.38 67.41
- 5 3 + 3 8 2 .14 11.19 2.96 24 .6 7 6.65 32.24 12.32 43 .38 12.96 54 .4 5
- 38 11.19 24.67 32.24 43 .3 8 54 .45
Table________ R esults of C om m inutionT est ( con tinued)
G rinding T im e 50 m in. 60 min. 70 m in. 80 m in. 90 m in.
Size F raction C um m . Cumm. Cumm. Cum m . C um m .
( H m ) % wt. % % wt. % % wt. % % wt. % % wt. %
passing passing passing passing passing
+ 600 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00
- 600 + 425 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00
- 425 + 300 0.02 99 .98 0.02 99.98 100.00 100.00 100.00
- 3 0 0  + 212 0.02 99 .96 0.00 99.98 100.00 100.00 100.00
- 2 1 2 +  150 0.24 99 .72 0.04 99.94 100.00 100.00 100.00
- 150 + 106 2 .32 97 .40 0.66 99.28 0.13 99.87 0.10 99 .90 100.00
- 1 0 6 +  75 6.58 90.82 2 .87 96.41 1.04 98.83 0.46 99.44 0.18 9 9 .8 2
- 75 + 53 10.38 80 .44 7.38 89.03 4 .3 5 94.48 2 .50 96.94 1.11 98.71
- 5 3  + 38 13.90 66 .54 12.79 76.24 11.26 83.22 8.34 .88 .60 5.24 93 .47
- 3 8 66.54 76.24 83.22 88.60 93.47
Table ( continued)
G rinding T im e 100 min.
Size Fraction 





- 600 + 425 100.00
- 425 + 300 100.00
- 3 0 0  + 212 100.00
- 2 1 2 +  106 100.00
- 10 6 +  75 0.09 99.91
- 75 + 53 0.75 99.16




Computer processing of microscopic point count date.
Rav point count data, consists of :
1. 7 samples, these are :
À = feed for hall mill 
B = mill product of 70% passing 53pm 
C = mill product of 80% passing 53pm 
D = mill product of 90% passing 53}_im 
E = mill product oi70% passing 38pm 
F = mill product of 80% passing 38pm 
G = mill product of 90% passing 38pm
2 9 free minerals
Oa = galena Py  = pyrite Cc = chslcocite
Sp = sphalerite Bo = bomite Td-Tft = tetrahedrite-tennantite
Cp = chalcopyxite Cv = covellite Gn = gangue
36 binary minerei combinations
4. 14 sieve size fractions for the feed of hall mill from + 600pm dovn to - 9pm (01 -
14) and 8 sieve size fraction for the mill products from -106 pm to - 9pm (06 -12).
01 = + 600pm
02 = -600 + 425 pm
03 = -425 + 300 pm
04 = -300 + 212 pm
05 = -212 + 150 pm
06 = - 150 + 106 pm
07 = - 106 + 75 pm
08 = - 75 + 53 pm
09 = - 53 + 38 pm
10 = - 38 + 27 pm
11 = - 27 + 19pm
12 = -19  + 13pm
13 = -13  + 9 pm
14 = - 9 pm
6a Sp Cp Py Bo C'v Cc Td/Tn 6n TOTAL
D06FRE 1 15 5 144 0 0 0 0 254 419
0.24 3.58 1.19 34.37 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 60.62
6a Sp Cp Py Bo Cv Cc Td/Tn 6n TOTALD07FRE 2 24 4 98 0 1 0 0 170 299
0.67 8.03 1.34 32.78 0.00 0.33 0.00 0.00 56.86
6a Sp Cp Py Bo Cv Cc Td/Tn 6n TOTAL
D08FRE 4 34 4 95 0 0 0 1 202 340
, 1.18 10.00 1.18 27.94 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.29 59.41
6a Sp Cp Py Bo Cv Cc Td/Tn 6n TOTAL
D09FRE 7 32 28 131 1 0 0 0 156 355
1.97 9.01 7.89 36.90 0.28 0.00 0.00 0.00 43.94
6a Sp Cp Py Bo Cv Cc Td/Tn 6n TOTAL
D10FRE 52 112 45 222 2 3 0 2 398 836
6.22 13.40 5.38 26.56 0.24 0.36 0.00 0.24 47.61
6a Sp Cp Py Bo Cv Cc Td/Tn 6n TOTAL
D11FRE 20 66 41 122 0 2 0 10 692 953
2.10 6.93 4.30 12.80 0.00 0.21 0.00 1.05 72.61
6a Sp Cp Py Bo Cv Cc Td/Tn 6n TOTAL
D12FRE 23 78 53 112 0 8 0 1 607 882
2.61 8.84 6.01 12.70 0.00 0.91 0.00 0.11 68.82
6a Sp Cp Py Bo Cv Cc Td/Tn 6n TOTAL
D13FRE 35 92 84 ill 2 6 0 8 665 1003
3.49 9.17 8.37 11.07 0.20 0.60 0.00 0.80 66.30
6a Sp Cp Py Bo Cv Cc Td/Tn 6n TOTAL
D14FRE 43 130 82 103 0 7 0 3 652 1025
4.20 12.68 8.00 10.05 0.00 0.68 0.00 0.78 63.61
All
























































901B 971D 951D 981A
BoPy 1 counts
23 A








951D 931D 301A 
80IB 951D 951D 
892A 971D S71D
21A 902A 202A 
951D 98ID 981D 
751D 981D 991A
GnCv 5 counts
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BINARY INPUT DATA FOR FILE D08





9 8 ID. 451B
GnGa 8 -counts





GnSp 2 counts901A ' 251B





801B 901B 15 IB 51B 301B
GnCp 8 counts602A 981B 981D 7 51A 901B
SoPy 7 counts
21B 51D 2 ID 1 ID 13A
Cvpy 2 counts
1Q IB 52A
CcPy 5. counts23A 1 ID 12A 51B 102A
Td/TnPy 2 counts501A 901A
GnPy 35 counts
871B ' 982A 992A 98 IB 991D481D 98ID 991D -991D -981DS81D 981D 1Q2A 901D 951D751A 85-1A 981D 99 ID 991D
901A 981D 9S1D
552A 982A 981A 952A 901B
9/ID 952A 502A 753A
9 5 ID
98 ID 952A 501B
IID 21D
951B 981B 982A 981D 99 ID9S1D 981D 951D 201A 981D951D 981D 102A 951D 981D
GnTd/Tn 2 counts 
951B .982A
BINARY INPUT DATA FOR FILE D09
SpGa 






























50 IB 2Q1B 902A
Py^p
























































































































































GnCv 1 counts 
982A











































































































































BINARY INPUT DATA FOR FILE 



















































BINARY INPUT DATA FOR FILE. D13
À19
BINARY INPUT DATA FOR FILE... D14
SpGa 7. .counts




























Binary data calculations for file - D06BI&
Average Typ
MINERAL GRADE(%) la lb lc
SpGa 8 1 . 2-18.7 2 0 2 .0 0 .0
CpGa 8.C -92.0 0 0 0 0 0 0
PyGa 94. 8-5.2 0 0 1 0 0 0
GnGa 93. 5-6.5 0 0 0 0 0 0
CpSp 21. 8-78.2 0 0 3 0 0 0
PySp 83. 0-17.0 0 0 3 0 0 0
BoSp 37. 5-62.5 0 0 2 0 0 0
CvSp 20. 0-80.0 0 0 0 0 0 0
GnSp 74. 1-25.9 3 0 3 0 0 0
PyCp 94. 1-5.9 0 3. 0 0. 0
Td/TnCp 50. 0-50.0 0 0 1 0 0 0
GnCp 95. 6-4.4 0 1 0 0. 0
BoPy 2.0 -98.0 0 0 0 0 0 . 0
Td/TnPy 2.0 -58.0 0 0 1. Ü 0 . 0
GnPv 76. 2-23.8 4 o 5. 0 nV. 0
GnCv 95. 8-4.2 0 0 0. 0 0 . 0
Total counts = 104 . 0
of Locking Total
Id 2a 2b 3a 31? Ac Parts LF
3.0 1.0 0 0 0 0 0.0 0.0 8.0 1.5
1.0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0.0 0 0 1.0 2 .0
0.0 2 0 0 0 2 0 0 0 0 0 5.0 2.2
4.0 4 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 8.0 2 1
1.0 0 0 0 0 2 0 0 AV 0 0 6.0 1.5
0.0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 n Ö 0 4.0 1 6
0.0 0 0 0 0 o 0 0. Ö 0 0 2.0 1 3
0.0 1 0 0 0 n 0 4 f*V c 0 1.0 1 5
1.0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 rtV 0 0 8.0 i 4
11.0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0. 0 0. 0 16.0 2 2
0.0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0. 0 1.0 1 3
3.0 0 0 0 0 0 o 0. 0 0. 0 5.0 2. 3
0.0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0. 0 0. 0 1. 0- 2 5
0.0 0 o 0 n 0 0 0. o o . 0 1.0 2. 5
19.0 4 0 o 0 0 0 0. 0 0. 0 32.0 1 4
4.0 1 0 0 0 0 0 o . 0 0. 0 5.0 o 3
Binarv data calculations fcr f - D07BIN
Average

















Total counts = 94 .0
Type cf Lccking
lb lc id 2a 2d
4.0 0.0 1.0 2.0 n r
0.0 0.0 1.0 0.0 c . o
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 1.0
0.0 0.0 2.0 0.0 0.0
2.C 0.0 0.0 0.0 r, .-y CJ . V
1.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
0.0 0.0 0.0 1.0 0.0
1.0 0.0 1.0 0.0 0.0
6.0 0.0 0.0 3.0 0.0
3.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
1.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
1.0 0.0 1.0 0.0 0.0
4.0 0.0 30.0 2.0 0.0
0.0 0.0 0.0 1.0 0.0
0.0 0.0 1.0 0.0 0.0
1.0 0.0 4.0 0.0 0.0
Total
3a 3b 3c Par t s LF
0. 0V 0. V o bV 0V  . 0 1.. 7
o. 0 0. 0 0. r ,V 1 0 2,12
1 . ö 0 , n o. 0 2 <0 2, t. n
0. 0 0. 0 G. ö 4. 0 1.,6
o. 0 0. 0 n\J . 0 2. 0 1 ■ £ . V
0. 0 o. 0 o. 0 / #0 2..2
0. 0 0. o o. 1 . 0 2 0 . L
Ô. 0 0. 0 0. o A 0 1.
1. 0 0. 0 0. 0 11..0 1.6
0. 0 0. 0 0. 0 3. 0 1 .3
0. 0 0. 0 0. 0 2. 0 1 .4
0 . 0 0 . 0 0 . 0 3. 0 1 .3
0 . o 0 . 0 0 . 0 45i.O 1 . 6
0 . 0 0 . 0 0 . 0 1 , 0 1 .5
0 . 0 0 . ,*\V 0 . 0 1 . 0 2 .4
0 . 0 0 . c 0 . 0 5. 0 2 *
Binary data calculations for file - D08BIN
Average Type of Locking Total
MINERAL GRADE(X) la lb lc Id 2a 2b 3a 3b 3c Parts LF
SpGa 86. 0-14.0 0.0 3.0 0 0 0 0 1.0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0.0 5.0 1.7
CpGa 50. 0-50.0 0.0 1.0 0 0 0 0 0.0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0.0 1.0 1.3
PyGa 70. 0-30.0 1.0 0.0 0 0 0 0 0.0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0.0 1.0 1.4
Td/TnGa 71. 5-28.5 0.0 1.0 0 0 1. 0 0.0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0.0 2.0 1.4
GnGa 89. 2-10.7 1.0 2.0 0 0 3 0 1.0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0.0 8.0 1.8
CpSp 30. 0-70.0 1.0 0.0 0 0 0. 0 0.0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0.0 1.0 1.4
PySp 50. 0-50.0 0.0 0.0 0 0 0. 0 2.0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0.0 2.0 1.3
GnSp 57. 5-42.5 1.0 1.0 0 0 0. 0 0.0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0.0 2.0 1 3
PyCp 76. 4-23.6 1.0 6.0 0 0 1. 0 10.0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0.0 19.0 1 4
CvCp 5.0 -95.0 0.0 1.0 0 0 0. 0 0.0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0.0 1.0 2 2
CcCp 2.0 -98.0 0.0 1.0 0 0 0. 0 0.0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0.0 1.0 2 5
Td/TnCp 52. 5-47.5 0.0 5.0 0 0 1. 0 0.0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0.0 6.0 1 3
GnCp 83. 0-17.0 1.0 3.0 0 0 2. 0 2.0 0 0 0 0 0 o 0.0 8.0 1 6
3oPy 2.0 -98.0 0.0 1.0 0 0 5. 0 0.0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0.0 7.0 2 5
CvPy 7.5 -92.5 0.0 1.0 0 0 0. 0 1.0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0.0 2.0 2 0
CcPy 3.8 -96.2 0.0 1.0 0 0 1. 0 2.0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0.0 5.0 2. 3
Td/TnPy 70. 0-30.0 2.0 0.0 0 0 0. 0 0.0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0.0 2.0 1. 4
GnPy 87. 5-12.5 3.0 4.0 0 0 25 .0 5.0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0.0 35.0 1. 8
GnTd/Tn 96. 5-3.5 0.0 1.0 0 0 0. 0 1.0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0.0 2.0 2. 3
counts = 110.0
Binary data calculations for file - D09BIN
Average Type of Lee king Total
MINERAL GRADE(X) la lb 1 Id 2a 2b 3a 3b 3c Parts LF
SpGa 72 0-28.0 3 .0 1.0 0 .0 1.0 0.0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0.0 5.0 I £
CpGa 84 5-15.5 1.0 3.0 0 .0 0 0 0 .0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0.0 4.0 1. 6
PyGa 77 5-22.5 0 .0 3.0 0 .0 3 0 2 0 0 0 0 0 o 0 0.0 8.0 1.5
Td/TnGa 30 0-70.0 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0.0 2.0 1.4
GnGa 70 0-30.0 0 0 0 0 0 .0 1 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0.0 2.0 1
CpSp 29 2-70.8 1 0 1 0 0 0 3 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0.0 6.0 i.4
PySp 12 5-87.5 0 0 1 0 0 0 i 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0.0 2.0 1.8
CvSp 23 3-76.7 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 3 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0.0 3.0 1 4
GnSp 42 5-57.5 1 0 2 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0.0 4.0 1 3
PyCp 60. 0-40.0 1 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0.0 2.0 1 3
BoCp 20. 0-80.0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0.0 1.0 1 5
CvCp 50. 0-50.0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0.0 1.0 1 0
Td/TnCp 48. 3-51.7 1 0 5 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0.0 7.0 1 3
GnCp 77. 6-22.4 2. 0 0 0 0 0 1. 0 4. 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0.0 7.0 1 5
CvPy 10. 0-90.0 0 0 0 0 0. 0 0 0 1. 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0.0 1.0 1 9
Td/TnPy 10. 0-90.0 0. 0 1. 0 0. 0 0. 0 0. 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0.0 1.0 1 9
GnPy 74. 3-25.7 1. 0 1. 0 0. 0 5. 0 3. 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0.0 10.0 1 i*
GnCv 94. 3-5.7 0. 0 0. 0 0. 0 0. 0 3. 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0.0 3.0 2 2
GnTd/Tn 95. 0-5.0 0. 0 0. 0 0. 0 1. 0 0. 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0.0 1.0 2 2
Total counts = 70 0
Binary data calculations for file - D1QBIN
Average Type of Locking Total
MINERAL GRADE(%) la lb lc Id 2a 2b 3a 3b 3c Parts LF
SpGa 79. 4-20.6 10 .0 4.0 0 0 2. 0 4 0 0 0 0.0 0 0 0 0 20.0 1.5
CpGa 42. 3-57.7 8. 0 9.0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0.0 0 0 0 0 18.0 1.3
PyGa 51. 4-48.6 1. 0 1.0 0 0 1 0 1 0 0 0 1.0 0 0 0 0 5.0 1.3
BoGa 10. 0-90.0 1. 0 0.0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0.0 0 0 0 0 1.0 1 9
CvGa 10. 0-90.0 1. 0 0.0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0.0 0 0 0 0 1.0 1 9
Td/TnGa 7.5 -92.5 0. 0 2.0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0.0 0 0 0 0 2.0 2 0
GnGa 74. 4-25.6 2. 0 1.0 0 0 0 0 2 0 0 0 0.0 0 0 0 0 5.0 1 4
CpSp 27. 4-72.6 6. 0 4.0 0 0 0 0 4 0 0 0 1.0 0 0 0 0 15.0 1 4
PySp 52. 3-47.7 4. 0 1.0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0.0 0 0 0 0 6.0 1 3
BoSp 5.C -95.0 1. 0 0.0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0.0 0 0 0 0 1.0 2 2
CvSp 8.5 -91.1 2. 0 3.0 0 0 0 0 2 0 0 0 0.0 0 0 0 0 7.0 1 9
GnSp 91. 0-9.0 3. 0 2.0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0.0 0 0 0 0 6.0 1 9
PyCp 53. 8-46.2 2 0 1.0 0 0 2 0 6 0 o 0 2.0 0 0 0 0 13.0 1 3
BoCp 90. 0-10.0 0. 0 1.0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0.0 0 0 0 0 1.0 1 9
CvCp 11. 2-88.7 0 0 3.0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0.0 0 0 0 0 4.0 1 8
Td/TnCp 35. 0-65.0 2 0 3.0 0 0 0 0 ? 0 o 0 0.0 0 0 0 0 7.0 1 3
GnCp 51 5-48.5 2 0 0.0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0.0 0 0 0 0 2.0 1 3
Td/TnPy 80. 0-20.0 0 0 0.0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0.0 0 0 0 0 1.0 1 5
GnPy 47 4-52.6 6 0 1.0 0 0 0 o 2 0 o 0 0.0 0 0 0 0 9.0 1 3
CvBo 58 3-41.7 0 0 0.0 0 o o 0 3 0 0 0 0.0 0 0 0 0 3.0 1 3
GnCv 98 0-2.0 0 0 0.0 0 0 0 \j 1 0 o 0 0.0 0 0 0 0 1.0 2 5
Total counts 128.0
Binary data calculations for file - D11BIN
Average Type O'
MINERAL GRADER) la lb ic Id
SpGa 66 4-33.6 5 0 2 0 0 . 0 1 0
CpGa 80. 0-20.0 0 0 0 0 0 . 0 0 c
PyGa 78 3-21.7 1 0 0 0 0.0 1 0
CvGa 70. 0-30.0 1 0 0 0 0 . 0 0 c
Td/TnGa 54 4-45.6 0 0 4 0 0 . 0 i 0
CpSp 18. 7-81.2 4 0 2 0 0 . 0 0 0
PySp 50. 0-50.0 1 0 0 0 0 . 0 0 0
CvSp 45. 0-55.0 0 0 0 0 0 . 0 0 0
Td/TnSp 45 0-55.0 1 0 0 0 0 . 0 0 c
GnSp 86. 2-13.8 3 0 0 0 0 . 0 1 0
PyCp 60 8-39.2 2 0 4 0 0.0 1 Al
BoCp 19. 0-81.0 0 0 2 0 0 . 0 0 0
Td/TnCp 23 0-77.0 4 0 1 0 0 . 0 0 0
GnCp 92. 4-7.6 5 0 0 0 0 . 0 0 o
BoPy 2. ()-98.0 0 0 1 0 0 . 0 0 0
Td/TnPy 35. 7-64.3 3 0 0 0 0 . 0 0 0
GnPy 91 2-8.8 4 0 1 0 0 . 0 0 0
CvBo 35. 0-65.0 0 0 0 0 0 . 0 0 0
GnCv 85 0-15.0 0 0 0 0 0 . 0 0 0
GnTd/Tn 25. 0-75.0 0 0 1 0 0 . 0 0 0
Total counts = 91 .0
Locking Total
1\a 2o 3a 3b 3c Parts _F
3 o o. o 1 0 0 0 0 0 12.0 1 3
1 0 o 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1.0 1 5
o 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 3.0 1 5
Q 0 0 Q 0 0 0 0 0 0 1.0 1 4
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 5.0 1 3
AV» 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 12.0 1 5
l 0 o A 0 0 0 0 0 0 2.0 1 3
2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 2.0 1 3
o 0 A c 0 0 0 0 0 0 1.0 1 3
i 0 o 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 5.0 1 7
5 0 o 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 12.0 1 3
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 2.0 1 5
3 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 8.0 1 4
2 0 0 0 0 Q 0 0 0 0 7.0 2 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1.0 2 5
0 0 o 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 3.0 1 3
4 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 9.0 2 0
1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1.0 1 3
2 0 0 o 0 0 0 0 0 0 2.0 1 6
0 0 l 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 2.0 1 4
A 23
Binary data calculations for file - D12BIN
Average Type of Locking Total
MINERAL GRADE{%) la lb lc Id 2a 2b 3a 3b 3c Parts LF
SpGa 73. 5-26.5 3.0 2.0 0.0 3.0 1.0 0.0 1.0 0.0 0 0 10.0 1.4
CpGa 7.Ï -92.5 1.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 1.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0 0 2.0 2 .0
PyGa 90 0-10.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 1.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0 0 1.0 1.9
CvGa 75. 0-25.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 1.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0 0 1.0 1.4
CpSp 41. 2-58.8 5.0 3.0 0.0 0.0 3.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0 0 11.0 1.3
PySp 42. 5-57.5 1.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 1.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0 0 2.0 1 3
CvSp 15. 0-85.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 4.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0 0 4.0 1.6
GnSp 96. 0-4.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 2.0 1.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0 0 3.0 2 3
PyCp 36. 0-64.0. 1.0 1.0 0.0 1.0 6.0 0.0 1.0 0.0 0 0 10.0 1 3
CvCp 45. 0-55.0 2.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 1.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0 0 3.0 1 3
Td/TnCp 17. 5-82.5 0.0 2.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0 0 2.0 1 6
GnCp 65. 0-35.0 2.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 2.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0 0 4.0 1 3
GnPy 52. 7-47.3 1.0 1.0 0.0 0.0 1.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0 0 3.0 1. 3
GnCv 80. 0-20.0 0.0 0.0 1.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0 0 1.0 1. 5
Total counts = 57 0















Total counts = 33..0
Type of Locking
lb lc Id 2a 2b
2.0 0.0 1.0 0.0 0 0
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0 0
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0 0
0.0 0.0 1.0 1.0 0 0
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0 0
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0 0
0.0 0.0 0.0 4.0 0 0
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0 0
0.0 0.0 0.0 1.0 0 0
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0 0
0.0 0.0 0.0 2.0 0 0
Total
3a 3b 3c Parts LF
0 0 0 0 0 0 4 . 0 1 . 4
0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 . 3
0 0 0 0 0 0 1 . 0 1 . 3
0 0 0 0 0 0 7 0 1 3
0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 6
0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 1
co
2 0 0 0 0 0 9 0 1 4
0 0 0 0 0 0 3 . 0 1 . 4
0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0. 1 . 9
0 0 0 0 0 0 2 . 0 1 . 8
0 0 0 0 0 . 0 3 . 0 1 . 4
A  2 4 -










CvBy 50.0-50,0 1. 0
CvBo 55.0-45.0 0. 0
Total counts = 37,.0
Type of Locking
lb 1c Id 2a 2b
2.0 0.0 0.0 1.0 0.0
1.0 0.0 0.0 3.0 0.0
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
0.0 0.0 0.0 6.0 0.0
1.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
0.0 0.0 0.0 4.0 0.0
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
0.0 0.0 0.0 2.0 0.0
Total
3a 3b 3c Parts LF
0.0 0.0 0.0 7.0 1.4
1.0 0.0 0.0 7.0 1.3
1.0 0.0 0.0 1.0 1.4
1.0 0.0 0.0 7.0 1.3
0.0 0.0 0.0 2.0 1.3
3.0 0.0 0.0 8.0 1 3
1.0 0.0 0.0 2.0 1.3
0.0 0.0 0.0 1.0 1 3




























































































































































































































































































































BINARY LOCKING DATA FOR FILE NO. DIO
MINERAL GRAINS % LOCKING CORRECTED TOTAL
FACTOR GRAINS GRAINS
Ga 4.12 20.60 1.49 6.14
10.39 57.72 1.32 13.70
2.43 48.60 1.30 3.17
0.90 90.00 1.88 1.69
0.90 90.00 1.88 1.69
1.85 92.50 2.03 3.76
1.28 25.60 1.41 1.80 31.96
Sp 15.88 79.40 1.49 23.67
10.89 72.60 1.39 15.13
2.86 47.67 1.31 3.74
0.95 95.00 2.22 2.11
6.38 91.14 1.95 12.41
0.54 9.00 1.94 1.05 58.10
Cp 7.61 42.28 1.32 10.04
4.11 27.40 1.39 5.71
6.01 46.23 1.31 7.87
0.10 10.00 1.88 0.19
3.55 88.75 1.81 6.43
4.55 65.00 1.34 6.10
0.97 48.50 1.31 1.27 37.60
Py 2.57 51.40 1.30 3.35
3.14 52.33 1.31 4.10
6.99 53.77 1.31 9.16
0.20 20.00 1.50 0.30
4.73 52.56 1.31 6.18 23.10
Bo 0.10 10.00 1.88 0.19
0.05 5.00 2.22 0.11
0.90 90.00 1.88 1.69
1.25 41.67 1.32 1.65 3.64
C v 0.10 10.00 1.88 0.19
0.62 8.86 1.95 1.21
0.45 11.25 1.81 0.82
1.75 58.33 1.32 2.31
0.02 2.00 2.49 0.05 4.57
Td/Tn 0.15 7.50 2.03 0.30
2.45 35.00 1.34 3.28
0.80 80.00 1.50 1.20 4.79
Gn 3.72 74.40 1.41 5.24
5.46 91.00 1.94 10.57
1.03 51.50 1.31 1.34
4.27 47.44 1.31 5.58
0.98 98.00 2.49 2.44 25.18
A  5 0
BINARY LOCKING DATA FOR FILE NO. Dll
MINERAL GRAINS % LOCKING CORRECTED TOTAL
FACTOR GRAINS GRAINS
Ga 4.03 33.58 1.35 5.43
0.20 20.00 1.50 0.30
0.65 21.67 1.47 0.96
0.30 30.00 1.37 0.41
2.28 45.60 1.31 2.99 10.08
Sp 7.97 66.42 1.35 10.73
9.75 81.25 1.53 14.95
1.00 50.00 1.30 1.30
1.10 55.00 1.31 1.44
0.55 55.00 1.31 0.72
0.69 13.80 1.70 1.17 30.32
Cp 0.80 80.00 1.50 1.20
2.25 18.75 1.53 3.45
4.70 39.17 1.33 6.24
1.62 81.00 1.53 2.47
6.16 77.00 1.45 8.91
0.53 7.57 2.03 1.07 23.35
Py 2.35 78.33 1.47 3.45
1.00 50.00 1.30 1.30
7.30 60.83 1.33 9.69
0.98 98.00 2.49 2.44
1.93 64.33 1.34 2.58
0.79 8.78 1.95 1.54 21.01
Bo 0.38 19.00 1.53 0.58
0.02 2.00 2.49 0.05
0.65 65.00 1.34 0.87 1.50
Cv 0.70 70.00 1.37 0.96
0.90 45.00 1.31 1.18
0.35 35.00 1.34 0.47
0.30 15.00 1.65 0.49 3.10
Td/Tn 2.72 54.40 1.31 3.57
0.45 45.00 1.31 0.59
1.84 23.00 1.45 2.66
1.07 35.67 1.34 1.43
1.50 75.00 1.42 2.12 10.37
Gn 4.31 86.20 1.70 7.31
6.47 92.43 2.03 13.12
8.21 91.22 1.95 16.01
1.70 85.00 1.65 2.80
0.50 25.00 1.42 0.71 39.95
A 3 /





























































BINARY LOCKING DATA FOR FILE NO. D13
MINERAL GRAINS % LOCKING CORRECTED TOTAL
FACTOR GRAINS GRAINS
Ga 1.25 31.25 1.36 1.70
0.60 60.00 1.32 0.79
0.50 50.00 1.30 0.65 3.14
Sp 2.75 68.75 1.36 3.74
4.60 65.71 1.34 6.18
0.85 85.00 1.65 1.40
0.60 60.00 1.32 0.79 12.11
Cp 0.40 40.00 1.32 0.53
2.40 34.29 1.34 3.22
2.05 22.78 1.45 2.97
2.05 68.33 1.36 2.78
0.10 10.00 1.88 0.19 9.69
Py 0.15 15.00 1.65 0.25
6.95 77.22 1.45 10.07
0.25 12.50 1.75 0.44 10.76
Bo 2.30 76.67 1.44 3.31 3.31
Cv 0.40 40.00 1.32 0.53
0.70 23.33 1.44 1.01 1.54
Td/Tn 0.95 31.67 1.36 1.29 1.29
Gn 0.50 50.00 1.30 0.65
0.90 90.00 1.88 1.69
1.75 87.50 1.75 3.07 5.41
A 33
BINARY LOCKING DATA FOR FILE NO. D14
1ERAL GRAINS % LOCKING CORRECTED TOTAL
FACTOR GRAINS GRAINS
Ga 2.12 30.29 1.37 2.89 2.89
Sp 4.88 69.71 1.37 6.66
3.03 43.29 1.32 3.99
0.25 25.00 1.42 0.35
4.40 62.86 1.33 5.86
0.75 37.50 1.33 1.00 17.87
Cp 3.97 56.71 1.32 5.23
2.65 33.12 1.35 3.57
1.25 62.50 1.33 1.66 10.47
Py 0.75 75.00 1.42 1.06
5.35 66.87 1.35 7.22
0.50 50.00 1.30 0.65 8.93
Bo 0.90 45.00 1.31 1.18 1.18
Cv 2.60 37.14 1.33 3.47
0.50 50.00 1.30 0.65
1.10 55.00 1.31 1.44 5.56
Td/Tn 0.75 37.50 1.33 1.00 1.00










GaSpCpGn 13 156 391
GaSpBoCvGn 2 14 155
GaCpTd/Tn 1 2 0
GaCpPyTd/Tn 3 48 0
GaCpGn 5 74 0
GaCpPy 4 23 0
GaTd/TnGn 4 136 0
GaPyGn 8 42 0
GaSpGn 5 77 80
GaSpCpPy 1/ 44 302
GaSpCp 17 2 2 0 1293
GaSpCvGn 1 3 45
GaSpCpPyGn 4 30 38
GaCpPyBo 1 40 0
GaSpPyBoCvGn 1 30 30
GaSpBoCv 5 70 377
GaSpCpTd/Tn 4 61 108
GaSpCpPyTd/TnGn 5 33 135
GaSpCv t 26 348
GaCpPyTd/TnGn 3 1 0 0
GaSpCpTd/TnGn 2 2 2 24
GaSpCpPyTd/Tn 16 2 2Ga5pPyTc/Tr 2 5 89
GaSpPvGn 6 25 37
GaCpCvGn 1 9 0
GaSpCpPyCvTd/Tn 1 25 1 0
GaPyTd/TnGn 4 0
GaCpTd/TrsGn 1 15 0
GaSpCvTd/Tr.Gn 45 1 0
GaSpPyCvGn i 2 2 0
GaCvGn 2 13 0
GaSpBo 2 45 146
GaSpPy l 4 1
SpCpPyTd/Tn 0 *
SpCoPySn § o 38
SpCpPyTd/TnGn o 30
SpPyGn i 0 106
SpCpGn 5 o 29
So^yEoCv 9 0 131
SpCpBc n 90
SpryTd/Tn 2 0 15
SpCpPy ts 0 6 8
SpBoCv I 0 95
SpCvGn 0 77
SpCpTd/TnGn i 0 2
CpPyTd/TnGn 8 0 0
CpCvGn o 0
CpPy3oTd/Tn i 0 0
CpPyBoTd/TnGn i 0 0
CpPyGn 6 0 0
CpPyTd/Tn C 0 0
CpPyBoGn j 0 0
CpPyCvGn i 0 0
CpTd/TnGn 2 0 0
CpPyCv i 0 0
CpPyCvTc/Tn i 0 0
PyTd/TnGn 3 0 0
PyBoCv 1 0 0
CvTd/TnGn 0 0
Py Bo Cv Cc To - Gn323 0 0 0 0 566
0 0 0 0 0 689
0 6 5 0 0 2 0
0 0 0 0 95 0167 0 0 0 54 0
0 0 0 0 0 336
352 0 0 0 0 : 0
0 0 0 0 18 246
62 0 0 0 0 696
0 0 0 0 0 343
242 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 : 0 0 0
0 0 2 0 0 50
15 0 0 0 0 278
50 5 0 0 0 0
15 5 15 0 0 5
0 2 2 31 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 18 0
56 0 0 0 71 117
0 0 26 0 0 0
180 0 0 0 14 15
0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 0
143 0 0 0 71 0
1 0 0 0 0 0 6 0
158 0 0 0 0 380
Q 0 2 0 0 95
50 0 5 0 5 0J 0 0 0 6 85
0 0 0 0 15 55
0 0 1 1 0 30 4
2 0 1 0 0 75
0 0 4 0 0 183
0 9 0 0 0 0
98 0 0 0 0 0
82 0 o 0 1 0 0
1 1 1 0 0 0 0 415
83 0 0 o 87 63
48 0 0 0 0 544
0 0 O' 0 0 444
31 17 2 1 0 0 0
o" 8 0 0 0 0
67 0 0 0 98 0
225 0 0 0 0 0
0 3 2 0 0 0
C 0 17 0 0 106
0 0 0 0 94
281 0 0 0 48 305
0 0 2 0 0 92
95 1 0 0 2 0
25 5 0 0 5 55
6 8 0 0 0 0 696
455 0 0 0 208 0
50 5 0 0 0 2 0
8 0 7 0 0 80
0 0 0 0 c 145
70 0 5 0 0 0
85 0 ? 0 1 0 0
140 0 0 o 1 2 148
65 30 5 0 0 0






























































File being read is :3.D07TER
40 45 5
4 50 4215 50 35
2 96 2
1 0 5 2 0
2 96 2
3 6 91




85 5 1 0
5 25 5
5 49 365 80 15
23 1 0 1
15 65 15
1 0 1 0 75
25 1 0 65
1 1 525 25 25
1 0 80 1 0
2 0 60 2 0




5 65 2 0
15 35 1 0




5 1 0 1 0
5 75 2 0




1 0 80 1 0
5 50 15
5 5 75
5 2 0 75
2 94 2
5 70 25
1 0 5 1
2 0 55 25




5 1 0 80
5 1 0 85
1 1 98
1 1 0 3
5 5 15
50 30 2 0
50 25 25
5 90 5
15 2 0 15
1 94 5
40 2 0 2 0
3 5 1
1 98 1
1 0 80 1 0
2 93 5





30 2 0 50




















































































































36 60 43 6 915 2 93
1 0 8 829 2 2 24 85 25 7050 40 5 5
2 1 97
‘ 6 45 46 3
2 5 93
30 2 0 50
1 1 23 7548 2 5029 45 1 0 1650 25 2515 2 0 25 404 1 95
15 15 70
30 6 8 240 48 2 1 078 15 740 50 5 525 1 0 1 0 55
1 0 80 1 0
1 0 85 525 1 0 6527 6 6 6 1
2 0 2 0 1 0 1 080 1 0 1 0
1 5 94
2 48 5050 1 0 40
PROGRAM B
: 3.D07
40 45 5 1 0
1 2 1 964 50 42 4
1 0 5 2 0 65
1 0 1 0 75 5
1 2 13 2 0 55
5 1 0 1 0 75
5 1 0 80 5






5 75 2 0
2 96 2
1 0 80 1 0
2 0 55 25
5 90 5
1 0 80 1 0
5 75 1 0 1 0
15 65 15 5
25 25 25 25
2 48 45 5
5 49 36 1 0
5 50 15 30
5 5 75 15





1 0 80 1 0




85 5 1 0
25 1 0 65
2 0 60 2 0
40 30 30
5 25 5 65
23 1 0 1 2 0













































































1 1 0 3 1 25
1 1 5 5 8 8
9 1 90
1 2 975 2 0 75
1 1 98
5 65 2 0 1 015 70 1 0 5
1 0 26 2 0 44
15 2 0 15 5015 35 1 0 40
2 1 1 96
2 94 2 25 70 25
2 93 5
1 0 5 1 8436 1 0 2 2 50
1 89 3 2 594 2 1 1 25 1 0 85
5 5 15 5 70
1 98 175 5 2 0
1 4 95
74 1 25
6 6 8 8
5 5 90
2 1 97




1 0 8 82
2 1 92 5
36 60 4
9 2 2 24 8 37
5 25 70
50 40 5 5
6 45 46 3
2 5 93
48 2 504 1 95
15 15 70
30 6 8 2
78 15 7
1 0 80 1 0
1 0 85 5
. 25 1 0 65
30 2 0 50
50 25 25
1 1 23 75
29 45 1 0 16
15 2 0 25 40
40 48 2 1 0
40 50 5 5
25 1 0 1 0 55
27 6 6 6 1
2 0 2 0 1 0 1 0 40
80 1 0 1 0
1 5 94
2 48 50
50 1 0 40
Program 4 to CALC. ternary data
FILENAME D07
No. Ga Sp
GaSpCvGn 2 41 47
GaSpCpGn 7 49 103
GaPyGn 3 17 0
GaCpGn 3 1 0 0
GaSpCv 5 47 401
GaSpCpTd/Tn 3 45 165
GaCpPyGn 5 57 0
GaSpCp 8 158 511
GaSpBo 1 40 55
GaCpTd/Tn 4 170 0

































































Py Bo Cv Co Td Gn
0 0 6 0 0 106
0 0 0 0 0 300
53 0 0 0 0 230
0 0 0 0 0 113
0 0 52 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 40 0
191 0 0 0 0 80
0 0 0 0 0 0
0 5 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 125 0























































1 0 0 0

















0 0 2 2 2
0 0 80
0 0 177
0 0 2 0
0 0 80
0 0 0





























2 0 1 0 1 0
0 1 0 1 0
53 0 0
0 27 115































File being read is :2.D08TER
45 45 1 050 29 2 05 30 5
2 46 2
1 0 78 1 0




2 1 0 3
1 0 1 0 1 0
5 2 0 75
30 35 33
5 80 5
3 1 0 2 0
1 0 1 0 5
2 78 1 0
1 0 50 1 0
15 55 30
1 0 15 75
3 2 95
1 94 5
1 0 5 85
40 55 5
30 6 6 27 85 8
5 75 1 0
25 1 0 65
40 25 30
1 0 70 15
38 30 30
1 5 94
1 0 15 15
2 2 1
1 0 55 30
1 0 5 855 5 9015 5 80
1 0 8 8 2
1 95 2
5 90 5
25 1 0 60
65 5 5
50 25 25





1 0 1 0 1 0
2 38 60
15 2 0 15
90 6 4
15 2 0 15
70 1 0 1 0
70 25 5
5 2 0 5
2 3 95
2 0 70 1 0
1 1 2




5 85 1 0
2 0 65 15
2 0 40 40
70 2 0 1 0
3 2 2
3 72 25
15 75 1 0
5 90 5
5 5 1 0
5 85 1 0
5 2 0 75

































































































































































































A  H o
40 2 0 GaSpCp
2 0 70 GaSpGn
2 0 45 GaSpGn80 5 GaSpCv90 5 GaSpCp50 15 25 GaSpCpPy
2 95 GaCpTd/ín70 1 0 GaSpCp
1 0 25 GaCpGn
2 0 70 GaCpTd/Tn15 45 35 3 GaCpPyTd/TnGn50 40 5 GaCpTd/TnGn64 35 GaSpCp85 1 0 GaSpGn90 2 GaCpGn75 2 0 GaSpCp80 15 GaSpCp45 5 5 GaCpTd/TnGn90 5 GaCpGn5 2 0 15 3 30 GaSpPyBoTd/TnGn80 1 0 GaSpCp
1 1 96 GaSpPyGn
2 95 GaCpPy40 50 GaSpCp
1 0 75 5 GaPyTd/TnGn30 30 GaCpGn
2 1 0 50 SpPyTd/TnGn
5 5 SpCpTd/Tn
2 13 SpCpGn




8 8 8 SpPyGn
95 2 SpCpBo
92 2 1 SpCpCcGn
2 1 SpCpGn
40 50 SpCpGn
1 0 35 SpCpBo
5 15 65 SpCpPyGn
5 5 75 CpPyTd/TnGn
5 85 5 CpPyTd/TnGn
2 96 CpPyGn
1 15 50 CpPyTd/TnGn
5 1 0 CpPyTd/Tn
1 0 50 CpTd/TnGn
92 1 5 CpPyCvGn
75 5 CpPyTd/Tn
90 2 1 CpPyBoTd/Tn
40 30 CpPyTd/Tn
30 1 0 CpPyTd/Tn
5 85 CpTd/TnGn
80 5 1 0 CpPyTd/TnGn
15 1 0 CpPyGn
50 15 25 CpPyTd/TnGn
1 0 75 5 CpPyTd/TnGn
2 0 60 CpPyGn
6 89 CpPyGn
75 3 17 CpPyTd/TnGn
5 75 CpPyGn
55 15 1 0 CpPyTd/TnGn
5 15 65 CpPyTd/TnGn
75 15 CpPyGn
15 5 60 CpPyTd/TnGn
95 3 CpPyCc
2 0 70 CpPyGn









1 0 15 PyTd/TnGn5 80 BoCvGn


















































































1 0 75 5
46 2 50
53 2 5
















1 0 3 85
1 1 96
1 0 1 0 70
1 0 60 5
25 35 5










75 1 0 1 0
25 25 25
80 5 5
1 0 2 0 67
1 0 1 0 1 0
1 0 5 75
78 1 0 1 0
50 1 0 30
2 0 15 50
2 0 5 70


















































































































































































2 0 1 0 GaSpTd/Tn
6 6 2 2 GaSpCpCv
2 0 15 50 GaSpCpCv
1 0 65 GaPyCv25 30 2 3 GaSpCpTd/TnGn30 30 2 GaSpCpPy50 15 25 GaSpCpPy15 15 1 0 50 GaCpPyTd/TnGn15 45 35 3 GaCpPyTd/TnGn
2 1 95 GaPyCvGn95 2 2 GaSpCvGn5 5 25 GaCvTd/TnGn80 1 0 GaCpCv45 5 40 5 GaSpPyTd/TnGn85 5 5 GaSpTd/TnGn70 1 0 GaSpCv85 1 0 GaSpCv65 15 GaSpCv40 40 GaSpCv72 25 GaSpCv85 1 0 GaSpCv80 5 GaSpCv30 30 2 0 1 0 GaSpPyCvTd/Tn
2 2 93 GaCpPyGn5 1 0 80 GaCpPyGn90 5 GaPyTd/Tn60 3 5 2 20 GaSpCpPyTd/TnGn5 2 0 15 3 30 GaSpPyBoTd/TnGn
2 1 0 50 SpPyTd/TnGn5 5 SpCpTd/Tn
1 5 SpCpTd/Tn
2 13 SpCpGn
2 1 SpCpGn40 50 SpCpGn15 1 0 5 50 SpCpPyTd/TnGn95 3 SpPyTd/Tn
1 89 SpPyCv
8 8 8 SpPyGn95 2 SpCpBo
1 0 35 SpCpBo92 2 1 SpCpCcGn5 15 65 SpCpPyGn5 5 75 CpPyTd/TnGn5 85 5 CpPyTd/TnGn
1 15 50 CpPyTd/TnGn80 5 1 0 CpPyTd/TnGn50 15 25 CpPyTd/TnGn
1 0 75 5 CpPyTd/TnGn75 3 17 CpPyTd/TnGn55 15 1 0 CpPyTd/TnGn
5 15 65 CpPyTd/TnGn
15 5 60 CpPyTd/TnGn
15 15 65 CpPyTd/TnGn
2 96 CpPyGn
15 1 0 CpPyGn









5 1 0 CpPyTd/Tn
75 5 CpPyTd/Tn
40 30 CpPyTd/Tn
30 1 0 CpPyTd/Tn
1 0 50 CpTd/TnGn
5 85 CpTd/TnGn
92 1 5 CpPyCvGn








15 5 80 BoCvGn
40 50 1 0 BoCvGn
1 0 30 60 BoCvGn
65 2 0 15 BoCvGn
Program 4 to CALC, ternary data
FILENAME DÛ 8
No. Ga Sp Cp Py Bo Cv Cc Td GnGaTd/TnGn 1 45 0 0 0 0 0 0 45 1 0GaSpCpTd/Tn 3 70 154 65 0 0 0 0 1 1 0GaPyTd/TnGn 3 16 0 0 41 0 0 0 82 161GaSpPyCv 2 42 99 0 4 0 55 0 0 0GaBoCvTd/Tn 1 1 0 0 0 0 78 1 0 0 2 0GaCpGn 7 150 0 248 0 0 0 0 0 302GaCpPy 5 129 0 73 298 0 0 0 0 0GaPyGn 3 18 0 0 52 0 0 0 0 230GaSpPyGn 2 4 1 1 0 4 0 0 0 0 181GaCpTd/TnGn 6 130 0 150 0 0 0 0 160 160GaSpGn 6 75 155 0 0 0 0 0 0 370GaSpBoCv 3 60 135 0 0 6 8 37 0 0 0
GaSpCpPyGn 1 5 80 5 5 0 0 0 0 5GaCpPyTd/Tn 2 73 0 2 0 30 0 0 0 77 0GaCpCvGn 1 1 0 0 1 0 0 0 5 0 0 75
GaSpCpGn 5 57 218 55 0 0 0 0 0 170
GaSpCp 1 2 143 842 215 0 0 0 0 0 0
GaCvGn 2 13 0 0 0 0 17 0 0 170
GaCpTd/Tn 8 2 2 1 0 309 0 0 0 0 - 270 0GaSpTd/Tn 2 1 1 0 75 0 0 0 0 0 15 0
GaSpCpCv 2 45 8 6 17 0 0 52 0 0 0
GaPyCv 1 25 0 0 1 0 0 65 0 0 0
GaSpCpTd/TnGn 1 40 25 30 0 0 0 0 2 3
GaSpCpPy 2 48 80 45 27 0 0 0 0 0
GaCpPyTd/TnGn 2 1 2 0 30 60 0 0 0 45 53
GaPyCvGn 1 2 0 0 2 0 1 0 0 95
GaSpCvGn 1 1 95 0 0 0 2 0 0 2
GaCvTd/TnGn 1 65 0 0 0 0 5 0 5 25
GaCpCv 1 1 0 0 80 0 0 1 0 0 0 0
GaSpPyTd/TnGn 1 5 45 0 5 0 0 0 40 5
GaSpTd/TnGn 1 5 85 0 0 0 0 0 5 5
GaSpCv 7 8 8 497 0 0 0 115 0 0 0
GaSpPyCvTd/Tn 1 1 0 30 0 30 0 2 0 0 1 0 0
GaCpPyGn 2 8 0 7 1 2 0 0 0 0 173
GaPyTd/Tn 1 5 0 0 90 0 0 0 5 0
GaSpCpPyTd/TnGn 1 1 0 60 3 5 0 0 0 2 2 0
GaSpPyBoTd/TnGn 1 27 5 0 2 0 15 0 0 3 30
SpPyTd/TnGn 1 0 38 0 2 0 0 0 1 0 50
SpCpTd/Tn 2 0 184 6 0 0 0 0 1 0 0
SpCpGn 3 0 192 44 0 0 0 0 0 64
SpCpPyTd/TnGn 1 0 2 0 15 1 0 0 0 0 5 50
SpPyTd/Tn 1 0 2 0 95 0 0 0 3 0
SpPyCv 1 0 1 0 0 1 0 89 0 0 0
SpPyGn 1 0 4 0 8 0 0 0 0 8 8
SpCpBo 2 0 58 105 0 37 0 0 0 0
SpCpCcGn 1 0 5 92 0 0 0 2 0 1
SpCpPyGn 1 0 15 5 15 0 0 0 0 65
CpPyTd/TnGn 1 1 0 0 144 316 0 0 0 253 387
CpPyGn 1 1 0 0 2 2 0 363 0 0 0 0 517
CpPyTd/Tn 4 0 0 195 150 0 0 0 55 0
CpTd/TnGn 2 0 0 50 0 0 0 0 15 135
CpPyCvGn 1 0 0 2 92 0 1 0 0 5
CpPyBoTd/Tn 1 0 0 7 90 2 0 0 1 0
CpPyCc 1 0 0 2 95 0 0 3 0 0
PyTd/TnGn 3 0 0 0 126 0 0 0 16 158
PyBoCc 1 0 0 0 98 1 0 1 0 0
PyCvGn 1 0 0 0 1 0 1 0 0 98
BoCvGn 4 0 0 0 0 130 105 0 0 165
File being read is :2.D09TER
30 30 2 0 1 0 1 0 GaSpCpPyTd/Tn7 90 3 GaSpPy
2 95 3 GaSpPy5 79 1 15 GaSpPyCv25 30 1 0 1 0 5 2 0 GaSpCpPyTd/TnGn
1 0 5 85 GaCpGn30 30 1 0 2 0 1 0 GaSpCpBoCv25 60 15 GaSpCp
2 0 40 40 GaSpCp
1 0 85 5 GaSpCp5 35 30 2 0 1 0 GaSpCpPyGn15 35 25 2 0 5 GaSpCpCvTd/Tn
1 0 40 2 0 30 GaSpCpGn
2 0 1 0 40 2 0 1 0 GaSpCpPyGn65 5 5 5 1 0 1 0 GaCpPyCvTd/TnGn15 55 5 25 GaPyTd/TnGn .
1 0 30 2 0 1 0 30 GaSpCpCvGn5 75 2 0 GaSpBo25 25 25 25 GaCpPyTd/Tn40 2 0 2 0 1 0 1 0 GaCpBoTd/TnGn
1 0 15 25 15 5 30 GaCpPyBoTd/TnGn35 2 0 45 GaCpTd/Tn40 40 2 0 GaSpCp
1 0 70 1 0 1 0 GaSpPyCv5 1 0 5 80 GaCpPyTd/Tn
2 0 70 1 0 GaCpTd/Tn
1 0 2 0 70 GaCpTd/Tn5 80 15 GaSpCv50 45 5 GaSpCp30 40 30 GaSpCp
2 0 1 0 70 GaSpCp35 35 30 GaSpCv
2 0 1 0 2 0 50 GaSpCpGn5 85 1 0 GaSpGn
2 0 30 2 0 30 GaCpTd/TnGn25 25 50 GaPyGn
2 3 95 GaCpGn70 15 5 1 0 GaCpPyTd/Tn
2 3 90 5 GaCpPyCv
1 0 15 25 50 GaSpCpGn45 5 50 GaPyGn25 25 25 25 GaCpTd/TnGn
30 30 40 GaSpCp
15 25 25 35 SpCpPyTd/Tn
85 2 13 SpCpCv
80 2 18 SpCpGn
60 5 35 SpBoGn
50 1 0 40 SpPyGn
60 30 5 5 SpCpPyTd/Tn
85 5 1 0 SpPyCv
30 2 8 60 SpCpCvGn
60 5 25 1 0 SpPyBoCv
60 1 0 30 SpCpGn
30 30 40 SpCpTd/Tn
60 5 35 SpPyTd/Tn
5 30 5 60 SpBoTd/TnGn
35 5 60 SpPyGn
35 35 30 SpCpTd/Tn
35 5 60 SpCpGn
1 0 15 75 SpCpGn
5 50 5 40 SpCpPyTd/Tn
25 15 5 25 30 CpPyCvTd/TnGn
65 1 0 25 CpBoTd/Tn
1 0 1 0 1 0 50 2 0 CpPyCvTd/TnGn
35 30 5 30 CpPyTd/TnGn
2 0 70 1 0 CpBoCv
70 1 0 2 0 CpCvTd/Tn
5 25 30 40 CpBoCvTd/Tn
5 5 90 CpPyGn
8 2 90 PyCvGn
1 1 98 PyCvGn
1 0 30 60 PyCvGn
30 30 40 PyCvGn
3 2 95 PyCvGn
5 5 90 PyCvGn












































































2 0 1 0 1 0 GaSpCpPyTd/Tn3 GaSpPy3 GaSpPy
1 15 GaSpPyCv
1 0 1 0 GaSpPyCv
1 0 1 0 5 20 GaSpCpPyTd/TnGn85 GaCpGn95 GaCpGn
1 0 2 0 1 0 GaSpCpBoCv15 GaSpCp40 GaSpCp5 GaSpCp
2 0 GaSpCp5 GaSpCp30 GaSpCp70 GaSpCp40 GaSpCp30 2 0 1 0 GaSpCpPyGn40 2 0 1 0 GaSpCpPyGn25 2 0 5 GaSpCpCvTd/Tn
2 0 30 GaSpCpGn
2 0 50 GaSpCpGn
25 50 GaSpCpGn
5 5 1 0 10 GaCpPyCvTd/TnGn
5 25 GaPyTd/TnGn




5 1 0 GaCpPyTd/Tn
2 0 1 0 1 0 GaCpBoTd/TnGn






























5 25 30 CpPyCvTd/TnGn













5 10 85 CvTd/TnGn
Program 4 to CALC, ternary data
FILENAME D09
No. Ga Sp Cp Py Bo Cv Cc Td GnGaSpCpPyTd/Tn 1 30 30 2 0 1 0 0 0 0 1 0 0GaSpPy 2 9 185 0 6 0 0 0 0 ■ 0GaSpPyCv 2 15 149 0 1 1 0 25 0 0 0GaSpCpPyTd/TnGn 1 25 30 1 0 1 0 0 0 0 5 2 0GaCpGn 2 1 2 0 8 0 0 0 0 0 180GaSpCpBoCv 1 30 30 1 0 0 2 0 1 0 0 0 0GaSpCp 8 225 350 225 0 0 0 0 0 0GaSpCpPyGn 2 25 45 70 40 0 0 0 0 2 0GaSpCpCvTd/Tn 1 15 35 25 0 0 2 0 0 5 0GaSpCpGn 3 40 65 65 0 0 0 0 0 130GaCpPyCvTd/TnGn 1 65 0 5 5 0 5 0 1 0 1 0GaPyTd/TnGn 1 15 0 0 55 0 0 0 5 25GaSpCpCvGn 1 1 0 30 2 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 30GaSpBo 1 5 75 0 0 2 0 0 0 0 0GaCpPyTd/Tn 3 1 0 0 0 50 35 0 0 0 115 0GaCpBoTd/TnGn 1 40 0 2 0 0 2 0 0 0 1 0 1 0GaCpPyBoTd/TnGn 1 1 0 0 15 25 15 0 0 5 30GaCpTd/Tn 3 65 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 125 0GaSpCv 2 40 115 0 0 0 45 0 0 0GaSpGn 1 5 85 ' 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0GaCpTd/TnGn 2 45 0 55 0 0 0 0 45 55
GaPyGn 2 70 0 0 30 0 0 o- 0 1 0 0
GaCpPyCv 1 2 0 3 90 0 5 0 0 0
SpCpPyTd/Tn 3 0 80 105 35 0 0 0 80 0
SpCpCv 1 0 85 2 0 0 13 0 0 0
SpCpGn 4 0 185 32 0 0 0 0 0 183
SpBoGn 1 0 60 0 0 5 0 0 0 35
SpPyGn 2 0 85 0 15 0 0 0 0 1 0 0
SpPyCv 1 0 85 0 5 0 1 0 0 0 0
SpCpCvGn 1 0 30 2 0 0 8 0 0 60
SpPyBoCv 1 0 60 0 5 25 1 0 0 0 0
SpCpTd/Tn 2 0 65 65 0 0 0 0 70 0
SpPyTd/Tn 1 0 60 0 5 0 0 0 35 0
SpBoTd/TnGn 1 0 5 0 0 30 0 0 5 60
CpPyCvTd/TnGn 2 0 0 35 25 0 15 0 75 50
CpBoTd/Tn 1 0 0 65 0 1 0 0 0 25 0
CpPyTd/TnGn 1 0 0 35 30 0 0 0 5 30
CpBoCv 1 0 0 2 0 0 70 1 0 0 0 0
CpCvTd/Tn 1 0 0 70 0 0 1 0 0 2 0 0
CpBoCvTd/Tn 1 0 0 5 0 25 30 0 40 0
CpPyGn 1 0 0 5 5 0 0 0 0 90
PyCvGn 6 0 0 0 57 0 70 0 0 473
CvTd/TnGn 1 0 0 0 0 0 5 0 1 0 85
Á4 7














75 15 1 0
35 45 5
5 2 0 65
1 0 75 15
2 8 8 1 0
5 85 1 0
3 62 2 0
60 2 0 2 0
80 15 5
30 5 2
1 1 0 89
1 0 40 50
70 2 0 1 0





2 1 0 1 0
5 93 2
45 48 2
1 0 2 78
2 95 3
1 0 8 50




45 1 0 45
5 1 0 1 0




1 0 1 0 80
1 15 84
1 0 5 65
15 1 0 40
1 0 5 85
3 15 37
1 0 1 0 15
5 5 90
2 95 3
40 50 1 0
2 8 6 1 0
55 2 0 25
55 30 15
6 8 1 2 2 0
1 0 1 0 80











85 5 1 0
1 0 1 0 80
































































85 5 1 0
3 94 3
35 5 60
78 2 2 0
70 2 0 1 0
50 30 2 0
5 85 1 0
5 2 93
55 15 30
15 1 0 75
5 15 80
58 2 40
1 0 15 75
1 0 65 25
5 1 0 2
5 25 60
30 55 15
30 2 6 8
85 1 0 5
80 5 15
75 15 1 0
30 50 2 0
1 0 75 15
5 85 1 0
50 1 0 40




40 40 2 0
55 40 5
1 0 70 2 0










1 0 2 0 25
35 45 5
1 0 1 0 40
15 1 0 40
30 63 7
1 0 75 15





1 0 8 8 2
2 8 8 1 0





45 1 0 45
57 8 35
2 95 3
40 50 1 0
55 30 15
6 8 1 2 2 0
1 0 1 0 80
30 60 1 0
3 92 5








































































1 2 0 79 GaCpGn
55 2 0 25 GaCpGn
5 90 5 GaCpGn
2 8 8 1 0 GaCpGn
5 55 40 GaBoCv
35 60 5 GaPyTd/Tn75 15 1 0 GaCpTd/Tn60 2 0 2 0 GaCpTd/Tn80 15 5 GaCpTd/Tn70 2 0 1 0 GaCpTd/Tn70 25 5 GaCpTd/Tn5 2 0 65 5 SGaSpCpPyGn3 62 2 0 15 GaSpCpCv
1 0 5 65 2 0 GaSpCpCv
2 8 6 1 0 2 GaSpCpCv
30 5 2 63 GaSpCpPy
2 1 0 1 0 78 GaSpCpPy5 1 0 1 0 75 GaSpCpPy
1 2 2 95 GaSpCpPy5 80 5 1 0 GaSpCpPy
1 1 0 89 GaCpPy
1 0 1 0 80 GaCpPy
1 0 5 85 GaCpPy
45 30 25 GaTd/TnGn
30 25 45 GaTd/TnGn
5 5 90 GaSpGn
45 5 50 GaSpGn
1 15 84 GaSpGn
1 0 8 50 32 GaCpCvTd/Tn
2 0 2 78 GaCpBo
7 83 5 5 GaCpPyGn
5 5 50 40 GaCpPyGn
3 15 37 45 GaSpTd/TnGn
1 0 1 0 15 65 GaCpPyTd/Tn
5 5 40 50 GaCpBoCv
2 93 5 GaSpCv
1 0 1 0 80 SpCpGn
3 94 3 SpCpGn
35 5 60 SpCpGn
5 15 80 SpCpGn
58 2 40 SpCpGn
1 0 65 25 SpCpGn
30 55 15 SpCpGn
30 2 6 8 SpCpGn
85 5 1 0 SpBoCv
70 2 0 1 0 SpBoCv
55 15 30 SpBoCv
1 0 15 75 SpBoCv
85 1 0 5 SpBoCv
80 5 15 SpBoCv
75 15 1 0 SpBoCv
78 2 2 0 SpPyCv
50 30 2 Q SpCpPy
5 85 1 0 SpCpPy
15 1 0 75 SpCpPy
5 2 93 SpCvGn
5 1 0 2 79 4SpPyBoCvGn
5 25 60 5 5SpCpPyCvGn
30 50 2 0 SpCpTd/Tn
1 0 75 15 CpPyTd/Tn
50 1 0 40 CpPyTd/Tn
5 85 1 0 CpPyGn
60 35 5 CpPyGn
2 2 96 CpPyGn
40 40 2 0 CpPyGn
78 2 0 2 CpBoCv
25 25 50 CpBoCv
55 40 5 PyBoCv
1 0 70 2 0 PyBoCv




GaSpCpGn 3 63 90
GaPyGn 4 24 0
GaSpCpTd/Tn 4 70 85
GaSpPy 4 55 183
GaSpCp 2 0 569 943
GaCpGn 5 6 8 0
GaBoCv 1 5 0
GaPyTd/Tn 1 35 0
GaCpTd/Tn 5 355 0
GaSpCpPyGn 1 5 2 0
GaSpCpCv 3 15 153
GaSpCpPy 5 43 107
GaCpPy 3 2 1 0
GaTd/TnGn 2 75 0
GaSpGn 3 51 25
GaCpCvTd/Tn 1 1 0 0
GaCpBo 1 2 0 0
GaCpPyGn 2 1 2 0
GaSpTd/TnGn 1 3 15
GaCpPyTd/Tn 1 1 0 0
GaCpBoCv 1 5 0
GaSpCv 1 2 93
SpCpGn 8 0 181
SpBoCv 7 0 460
SpPyCv 1 0 78
SpCpPy 3 0 70
SpCvGn 1 0 5
SpPyBoCvGn 1 0 5
SpCpPyCvGn 1 0 5
SpCpTd/Tn 1 0 30
CpPyTd/Tn 2 0 0
CpPyGn 4 0 0
CpBoCv 2 0 0
PyBoCv 3 0 0
Py Bo Cv Ce Td Gn
0 0 0 0 0 65
194 0 0 0 0 182
0 0 0 0 135 0
162 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 1 2 2
0 55 40 0 0 0
60 0 0 0 5 0
0 0 0 0 50 0
5 0 0 0 0 5
0 0 37 0 0 0
321 0 0 0 0 0
254 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 55 70
0 0 0 0 0 224
0 0 50 0 32 0
0 78 0 0 0 0
55 0 0 0 0 45
0 0 0 0 37 45
15 0 0 0 65 0
0 40 50 0 0 0
0 0 5 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 371
0 85 155 0 0 0
2 0 2 0 0 0 0
105 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 2 0 - 0 93
1 0 2 79 0 0 4
60 0 5 0 0 5
0 0 0 0 2 0 0
85 0 0 0 55 0
162 0 0 0 0 131
0 45 52 0 0 0



































File being read is :2.D1ITER
5 85 1 0 45
GaCpPy?5 25 5 GaSpCpTd/Tn
3 80 5 1 2 GaSpPyGn17 63 2 0 GaSpTd/Tn5 70 25 GaCpGn
2 91 2 5 GaCpTd/TnGn4 90 6 GaSpCp25 67 8 GaSpCp
1 0 50 40
4 GaPyTd/Tn6 60 30 GaSpCpPy48 50 2 GaSpCp40 55 5 GaCpTd/Tn£ 90 3 2 GaSpCpTd/Tn
2 0 50 30 GaBoCv
1 2 97 GaCpGn5 2 0 1 0 65 GaCpPyTd/Tn
1 0 45 45 GaSpCp
2 0 75 5 GaSpCv7 73 2 0 GaSpCv
8 2 25 65 GaSpCpGn
2 2 0 78 GaCpPy25 45 30 GaSpCp
5 90 5 GaSpCp5 1 0 2 61 2 2 GaCpCvTd/TnGn
30 60 1 0 GaCpPy
25 15 60 GaTd/TnGn
0 90 8 SpCptd/Tn
25 65 5 5 SpCpBoCv
40 2 0 30 1 0 SpPyCvGnc 2 0 70 5 SpCpPyTd/Tn
¿ 0 40 2 0 SpBoCv
1 0 78 2 1 0 SpCpPyTd/Tn
40 30 30 SpBoCv
70 2 0 1 0 SpCpTd/Tn
t D 15 2 0 SpCvGn
40 40 2 0 SpCpTd/Tn
77 8 15 CpPyTd/Tn
2 73 25 CpBoTd/Tn
55 5 40 CpTd/TnGn
40 50 1 0 CpPyTd/Tn
7 5 1 2 13 CpPyGn
50 1 0 1 0 CpBoCv
80 17 3 CpPyTd/Tnj 5 90 CpTd/TnGn
iO 40 1 0 40 CpPyCvTd/Tn
2 0 -c 45 CpPyTd/Tn
¡ 0 5 55 CpTd/TnGn
8 2 90 CpPyGn
29 36 35 PyTd/TnGn
p r o g r a m's
:3.Dll
5 6 5 1 0 GaCpPy
2 2 0 78 GaCpPy
" V 60 1 0 GaCpPy
25 25 £ 45 GaSpCpTd/Tn5 90 3 2 GaSpCpTd/Tn3 80 5 1 2 GaSpPyGn
17 63 2 0 GaSpTd/Tn
5 70 25 GaCpGni 2 97 GaCpGn
2 97 2 5 GaCpTd/TnGni 90 6 GaSpCp
25 67 8 GaSpCp
48' 50 2 GaSpCp
1 0 45 45 GaSpCp
25 45 30 GaSpCp
*5 90 5 GaSpCp
1 0 50 40 GaPyTd/Tn
6 60 30 4 GaSpCpPy40 55 5 GaCpTd/Tn
on¿u 50 30 GaBoCvft 2 0 1 0 65 GaCpPyTd/Tn
2 0 75 5 GaSpCv
ti 73 2 0 GaSpCv5 ? 25 65 GaSpCpGn





70 2 0 1 0
40 40 2 0
25 65 5 5
40 2 0 30 1 0
5 2 0 70 5
1 0 78 2 1 0
40 40 2 0
40 30 30
65 15 2 0
77 8 15
40 50 1 0
80 17 3





75 1 2 13
8 2 90
80 1 0 1 0
1 0 40 1 0 40
29 36 35
Program 4 to CALC. ternary data
FILENAME Dll
No. Ga SpGaCpPy 3 37 0
GaSpCpTd/Tn 2 30 115
GaSpPyGn 1 3 80
GaSpTd/Tn 1 17 63
GaCpGn 2 6 0
GaCpTd/TnGn 1 2 0
GaSpCp 6 117 387
GaPyTd/Tn 1 1 0 0
GaSpCpPy 1 6 60
GaCpTd/Tn 1 40 0
GaBoCv 1 2 0 0
GaCpPyTd/Tn 1 5 0
GaSpCv 2 27 148
GaSpCpGn 1 8 2
GaCpCvTd/TnGn 1 5 0
GaTd/TnGn 1 25 0
SpCpTd/Tn 3 0 1 1 2
SpCpBoCv 1 0 25
SpPyCvGn 1 0 40
SpCpPyTd/Tn 2 0 15
SpBoCv 2 0 80
SpCvGn 1 0 65
CpPyTd/Tn 4 0 0
CpBoTd/Tn 1 0 0
CpTd/TnGn 3 0 0
CpPyGn 2 0 0
CpBoCv 1 0 0
CpPyCvTd/Tn 1 0 0

























Py Bo Cv Cc Td Gn
98 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 47 0
5 0 0 0 0 1 2
0 0 0 0 2 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 1 2 2
0 0 0 0 2 5
0 0 0 0 0 0
50 0 0 0 40 0
4 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 5 0
0 50 30 0 0 0
1 0 0 0 0 65 0
0 0 25 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 65
0 0 2 0 61 2 2
0 0 0 0 15 60
0 0 0 0 38 0
0 5 5 0 0 0
2 0 0 30 0 0 1 0
72 0 0 0 15 0
0 70 50 0 0 0
0 0 15 0 0 2 0
1 1 0 0 0 0 73 0
0 73 0 0 25 0
0 0 0 0 15 185
14 0 0 0 0 103
0 1 0 1 0 0 0 0
40 0 1 0 0 40 0































File being read is :2.D12TER
2 5 93 GaSpCp
1 0 80 1 0 GaSpCp
2 2 60 36 GaCpPyGn
6 77 17 GaSpCp
75 2 0 5 GaSpCp25 25 50 GaSpCp
1 0 80 1 0 GaSpCp
2 0 75 5 GaBoCv5 2 0 75 GaPyGn25 5 70 GaCpGn80 15 5 GaSpTd/Tn
1 0 1 0 80 GaCpGn30 2 0 50 GaCpTd/Tn5 25 70 GaSpCp5 60 5 30 SpCpPyGn25 25 50 SpPyGn
1 0 80 1 0 SpCvGn5 1 0 1 0 75 SpCpPyGn
2 1 0 8 8 SpBoCv5 2 0 65 1 0 SpPyCvGn40 1 0 50 SpCpGn
1 0 80 5 5 SpCpPyCv
8 40 52 SpCpTd/Tn
2 0 15 65 CpPyTd/Tn
1 0 60 30 CpBoCv85 3 1 2 CpCvGn
55 30 15 CpPyCv
3 77 2 0 CpBoCv
1 0 1 0 80 BoCvGnPROGRAM B
:3.D12
2 5 93 GaSpCp
1 0 80 1 0 GaSpCp
6 77 17 GaSpCp
75 2 0 5 GaSpCp
25 25 50 GaSpCp
1 0 80 1 0 GaSpCp
5 25 70 GaSpCp
2 2 60 36 GaCpPyGn
2 0 75 5 GaBoCv
5 2 0 75 GaPyGn
25 5 70 GaCpGn
1 0 1 0 80 GaCpGn
80 15 5 GaSpTd/Tn
30 2 0 50 GaCpTd/Tn
5 60 5 30 SpCpPyGn
5 1 0 1 0 75 SpCpPyGn
25 25 50 SpPyGn
1 0 80 1 0 SpCvGn
2 1 0 8 8 SpBoCv
5 2 0 65 1 0 SpPyCvGn
40 1 0 50 SpCpGn
1 0 80 5 5 SpCpPyCv
8 40 52 SpCpTd/Tn
2 0 15 65 CpPyTd/Tn
1 0 60 30 CpBoCv
3 77 2 0 CpBoCv
85 3 1 2 CpCvGn
55 30 15 CpPyCv
1 0 1 0 80 BoCvGn
Program 4 to CALC. ternary data
FILENAME D12 Cc Td GnNo. Ga Sp Cp Py Bo Cv
GaSpCp 7 133 312 255 0 0 0 0 0 0
GaCpPyGn 1 2 0 2 60 0 0 0 0 36
GaBoCv 1 2 0 0 0 0 75 5 0 0 0
GaPyGn 1 5 0 0 2 0 0 0 0 0 75
GaCpGn 2 35 0 15 0 0 0 0 0 150
GaSpTd/Tn 1 80 15 0 0 0 0 0 5 0
GaCpTd/Tn 1 30 0 2 0 0 0 0 0 50 0
SpCpPyGn 2 0 1 0 70 15 0 0 0 0 105
SpPyGn 1 0 25 0 25 0 0 0 0 50
SpCvGn 1 0 1 0 0 0 0 80 0 0 1 0
SpBoCv 1 0 2 0 0 1 0 8 8 0 0 0
SpPyCvGn 1 0 5 0 2 0 0 65 0 0 1 0
SpCpGn 1 0 40 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 50
SpCpPyCv 1 0 1 0 80 5 0 5 0 0 0SpCpTd/Tn 1 0 8 40 0 0 0 0 52 0CpPyTd/Tn 1 0 0 2 0 15 0 0 0 65 0CpBoCv 2 0 0 13 0 137 50 0 0 0CpCvGn 1 0 0 85 0 0 3 0 0 1 2CpPyCv 1 0 0 55 30 0 15 0 0 0BoCvGn 1 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 0 0 0 80





































No. Ga Sp Cp Py Bo Cv Cc Id GnGaCpGn 1 1 0 0 40 0 0 0 0 0 50GaSpCp 2 15 S5 90 Ó 0 0 0 0 0GaCpBo 1 30 0 30 0 40 0 0 0 0SpCpTd/Tn Î 0 25 2 0 0 0 0 73 0SpCpPy 1 0 80 5 15 0 0 0 0 0SpCpCv 1 0 1 0 70 Ó 0 2 0 0 0 0CvCcTd/Tn i 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 15 75 0
File being read is :2.D14TER
1 2 82 6 GaSpCp
60 15 25 GaPyGn
5 85 1 0 GaSpCv
25 60 15 SpCpBo
1 0 1 0 80 SpCpTd/Tn
PROGRAM B 
:3.D14
1 2 82 6 GaSpCp
60 15 25 GaPyGn
5 85 1 0 GaSpCv
25 60 15 SpCpBo
1 0 1 0 80 SpCpTd/Tn







No. Ga Sp Cp Py Bo Cv Cc Td Gn
1 1 2 82 6 0 0 0 0 0 0
1 60 0 0 15 0 0 0 0 25
1 5 85 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0
1 0 25 60 0 15 0 0 0 0
1 0 1 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 80 0
TERNARY LOCKING DATA FOR FILE NO. ; 1 .D06 y
MINERAL GRAINS "/ LOCKING
. CA> *_• - W
CORRECTED




1. 181.56 12. 00 1.77 2. 770. 14 7.00 2. 07 0. 290.02 2.00 2.49 0.050.43 16.00 1.61 0.770. 74 14.30 1.66 1.230.23 5.75 2. 16 0.501.36 34.00 1.34 1.830.42 \J m x', \ J 2. 20 0.920.77 15. 40 1.63 1.260.44 6.29 2. 12 0.932.20 12. 94 1.73 3.810.03 .3 C; ö 2.40 0.070.30 7.50 2.03 0.610.40 4Ci. 00 1.32 0. 530. 30 30.00 1.37 0.410. 70 14.00 1.69 1 . 18
0.61 15. 25 1.64 1.000. 33 6.60 2. 10 0.69
0. 26 l. c; 2. 10 0. 55
0. 10 u 7' 2.36 0.24
0.22 1 1.00 1.82 0.4 Ci
0. 16 5.33 o 1 aX- « X / 0.35
Ci. 05 2. 50 2. 44 0. 12
0.25 4. 17 2.29 0.57
0 = 02 2. 00 2.49 0. <j 5 ~
0. 25 25,00 1.42 0.350. u 4 4. 00 2. 3 Ci Ci. C> 9
0. 1 5 15.00 1.65 0. 25
0.45 45. 00 1.31 Ci. 59
0. Ci 2 2.00 2.49 0 .05
0. 13 6. 50 2. 10 0.27
0.45 22.50 1.45 0.65
Ci. 01 1.00 2.60 C). 03
Sp 3.91 3Ci. OB 1.37 5.341 cr cr, r —7 1 71er > '“.ir/ / c 1 . *T J Ài Xi %—*
0.80 16.00 1.61 1.29
3.0 2 43. 14 1.32 3.98
12.93 76.06 1.43 1S . 51
0. 45 45.00 1.31 0. 59
0. 33 9. 50 1.91 0.72
0.30 30. 00 1.37 0.41
3.77 75.40 1.42 5.36
1.03 27.00 1 . 39 1.50
j . 00 27.00 1.39 1.88
3.43 87.00 1.73 6. C» 2
0.24 12.00 1.77 0.43
0. 22 7.33 2.04 0.45
0.39 44.50 1.31 1 . 17
0. 37 6. 17 2.13 0. 79
0. 10 10.00 1.88 0. 19
0. 10 10.00 1.88 0.19
0.20 20.00 1.50 0.30
1.46 73. 00 1.39 2. 03
0.01 1.00 2.60 0. Ci 3
0. 03 3. 00 2.40 C). Ci7
0.46 6.57 2.10 0.97
0. 3*0 10.00 1.88 0.56
1.03 15-43 1.63 1.76
Bo 0. 06 3.00 2.40 0.14
0. 05 5.00 2. 22 0.11
0.05 5.00 2.22 0. 1 1
0. 22 4.40 •' 2.27 0.5 Ci
0. 09 4.50 2.26 C>. 2 Ci
0. 17 8. 50 1.97 0.33
0.08 8.00 2. 00 0. 16
0. 03 3.00 2. 40 0. Ci 7
0.01 1.00 2.60 0. Ci 3
C-'. 05 5. 00 2. 22 0.11
v ' . ̂
0.05 5.00 0.11
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2 A - é ^
LOCKING CORRECTED TOTAL
FACTOR GRAINS GRAINS
0 . 4 1 2 0 .  50 1 . 4 9 0 . 6 1
0 .  4 9 7 . 0 0 2 . 0 7 1 . 0 1
0 . 1 9 4 . 7 5 2 . 2 4 0 . 4 3
0 .  47 9 . 4 0 1 . 9 1 0 . 90
0 . 0 8 4 . 0 0 2 . 3 0 0 .  18
0 .  4 5 15 .  00 1 . 6 5 0 .  74
0 .  57 1 1 . 4 0 1 . 8 0 1 . 0 3
1 . 5 8 1 9 . 7 5 1 . 5 1 7.  38
0 . 4 0 4 0 . 0 0 1 . 3 2 0 . 5 3
1 . 7 0 4 2 .  50 1 . 3 2 2 .  24
0 . 0 5 5 .  00 2 .  22 0 .  1 1
0 .  30 1 0 . 0 0 5 . 8 8 0 . 5 6
0 . 0 1 1 - 00 2 .  60 C) .
0 .  16 4 . 0 0 2 .  3 0 O .  3.7
0 .  4 5 1 1 . 2 5 1 . 3 1 0 . 8 2
0 .  15 15.  00 1 . 6 5 0 . 2 5
0 .  02 2 . 0 0 2 . 4 9 Ô „ f  Ì ‘O
0 .  02 2 . 0 0 2 . 4 9 C) _ C) F.
0 . 0  7 3 *. 30 2.3*7 0 .  16
0 . 10 1 0 . 0 0 1 - s y kj , J ~;!
O .  36 1 . 3 4 0 .  48
0 .  01 1 . Oo 2 • O.  63
0 .  94 9 4 . 0 0 2 .  14 2 * O 5.
0 . 0 5 . ;Vj O 2.  22 Ö 1 1
0 . 0 5 3 . 0*~; 2 . 2  7 •_) _ 1 1
0 . 0 1 1 . < >6 2 .  cSO 0.  03
0 . 4 7 2 3 .  5 0 i . 44 6 ‘.A
1 . 0 3 1 4 . 7  1 ; . 6-6 ! , .6
4 . 0 1 SO - 20 1.5.1 6 - 03
1 . 6 5 5 5 . 0 0 1 . 3  1 '3  ■; 7
5 . 1 1 6 3 . 8 7 1 . 3 4 6 . 8 3
0 . 55 5 5 .  OO • i 7 V
O .  9 7 3 3 .  55 1 . 3 5 I . 3 1
0 . 0 1 1 . OO 2 . 6 0
1 . 8 1 4 5 . 2 3 ] , 33
0 .  35 3 5 .  OO 1 . 3 4 0 .  4 7
0 . 0 1 1 . 0 0 2 .  S o f) ^
0 .  94 9 4 . 0 0 2 .  1 4 y_ . (_) j
.1 .63 8 1 . 5 0 1 . 5 4 2 . 5 1
0 . 8 9 8 9 .  00 T . 8 2 3 . 6 7
0 . 0 2 2 .  00 2 . 4 9 0 . 0 3
0 . 0 5 5 . 0 0 2 .  22 0 .  1 •
0 . 7 5 7 5 . 0 0 1 . 4 2 1 . 0- ;
0 . 8 8 J 7 . 6 0 1 . 5 6 1 . 3 8
0 . 5 0 5 0 . 0 0 1 . 3  C> 0 . 6 3
0 . 3 0 3 0 .  00 1 . 3 7 0 .  4 1
0 .  7 3 1 4 . 6 0 3. . 1 . 2 1
0 . 0 2 2 .  0 0 2 .  49 0 • 03
0 . 3 6 3 6 . 0 0 1 . 3 4 0 .  48
0 . 0 9 9 . 0 0 1 . 9 4 0 .  17
0 . 0 5 5 . 0 0 2 . 2 2 0 .  1 1
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TERNARY LOCKING DATA FOR FILE NO DOS J




i x  . ^
0.45 45.00 1.31 0. 59
0.70 23.33 1.44 1.01
0. 16 5.33 2. 19 0. 35
0.42 21.00 1.48 0.62
0.10 10.00 1.83 0. 19
1.07 17.83 1.56 1.67
1.29 25. 80 1.41 1.81
0. 58 14.50 1.67 0. 97
0.04 2.00 2.49 0 .  10
1.30 21.67 1.47 1.91
0.70 14. 00 1.69 1 .  18
0. 60 20.00 1.50 0. 90
0.05 5.00 '? oo 0. 11
0.73 36.50 1.33 0.97
0. 10 10.00 1.88 0. 19
0.57 11.40 1,80 1.03
1.43 11.92 1.73 2.54
0. 1 3 6.50 2. 10 0.27
2. 91 3-2.33 1.35 3.94
0.40 40.00 1.32 0. 53
0.45 22,50 1.45 0 . 65
0.25 25 . 00 1 . 42 0 . 35
0 . 40 40 , 00 1 .  2 0 . 53
0.48 24 . 00 1.43 0.69
0. 12 6 . 00 2.14 0 . 26
0 . 02 2. 00 2.49 0. 05
0 . 01 1. 00 2.60 0 . 03
0 . 65 65. 00 1 . 34 0. 87
0. 10 10 . 00 1. 88 0 .  1 9
0 . 05 5 , 00 2 . 22 0 . 1 1
0 . 05 5 . 00 2 . 22 0 .  1 1
0. S8 12.57 1. 75 5. 54
0. 10 10. 00 1. 33 0. 19
0.08 4 . 00 2 .  30 0. 18
0 . 05 5 . 00 2 . 22 O .lx
0 .  1 0 10 . 00 1 .  S3 0 .  1 9
0 . 27 27 . 00 1. 39 0 . 38
1. 54 51 . 33 1. 30 2 .  01
0 . 99 49.50 1. 30 1. 29
0.11 5 . 50 2 IP 0 .  24
0 . 70 14 . 00 1. 69 1.13
1. 35 4 5 . 00 1.31* 1. 77
0 .  SO 80 . 00 1. 50 1. 20
2. IS 43.60 1. 32 2.87
8 . 42 70 .  17 1. 37 11.5!
0 . 55 55.00 1.31 0.72
0 .  86 4 3 . 00 1 . 1.13
0.25 25.00 1.42 0 . 35
0 . 80 40 . 00 1 . 32 1. 06
0. 95 95. 00 -1 ooX. .  X- 2. 11
0.45 45.00 1.31 0 . 59
0. 85 85. 00 1. 65 1. 40
4 .  97 71 . 00 1 . 38 6 . 83
0. 30 30 . 00 1. 37 0 . 4 1
0. 60 60 . 00 1 32 0.79
0 . 05 5.00 2.22 0 . 11
0 . 38 38.00 1. 33 0 . 51
1 . 84 92 . 00 2 . 00 3 . 68
1 . 92 64 . 00 1. 34 2.57
0 . 20 20 . 00 1. 50 0 . 30
0.02 2. 00 2.49 0.05
0. 10 10.00 1 . 88 0.19
0.12 6 . 00 2. 14 0 . 26
0 . 05 5.00 r>X- e X-X- 0 .  1 1
0. 55 55 . 00 1.31 0.72
0. 15 15. 00 1. 65 0.25
A é z
C v  0 . 5 5 2 7 . 5 0 1 . 3 9 0 .  7 6
0 .  10 1 0 . 0 0 1 . 8 8 0 . 1 9
0 - 3 7 1 2 . 3 3 1 . 7 6 0 .  6 5
0 . 0 5 5 . 0 0 O n nX. * X.X. 0 .  11
. 0 -  17 8 . 5 0 1 . 9 7 0 .  3 3
0 .  5 2 2 6 . 0 0 1 . 4 0 . 0 . 7 3
0 . 6 5 6 5 . 0 0 1 . 3 4 0 .  87
0 . 0 1 1 . 0 0 2 . 6 0 0 . 0 3
0 .  0 2 2 . 0 0 2 .  49 0 .  05
0 . 0 5 5 . 0 0 9 . 2 2 0 . 1 1
0 .  10 1 0 . 0 0 1 . 8 8 0 .  19
1« 15 1 6 . 4 3 1 . 6 0 1 . 3 4
0 .  2 0 2 0 . 0 0 1 . 5 0 0 .  300-CDO 0 9 .  00 1 . 8 2 1 . 6 2
0  - 01 1 . 00 2 .  60 0 .  0 3
0 . 0 2 2 .  00 2 . 4 9 0 .  05
Y C y ^  0 . 0 1 1 . 0 0 2 .  60 0 .  03
V  - ; ,1 . OvJ 2 6 . 2 5 1 . 4 0 1 . 4 7
C e  0 . 0 2 2 . 0 0 2 .  49 0 . 0 5
r  ; 0 . 0 3 3 . 0 0 2 . 4 0 0 . 0 7
0 . 0 1 1 . 00 2 .  60 0 . 03
T d / T n  0 . 4 5 4 5 . 0 0 1 . 3 1 0 . 59
0 . 1 1 3 . 6 7 D rr-r 0 . 2 6
0 . 8 2 2 7 . 3 3 1 . 3 9 1 . 1 4
0 . 0 2 2 . 0 0 2 . 4 9 0 . 0 5
1 . 6 0 2 6 . 6 7 1 . 4 0 2 . 2 3
0 . 7 7 3 8 .  5 0 1 . 3 3 1 . 0 2
2 .  8 0 3 1 . 1 1 1 . 3 6 3 . 8 1
0 .  05 5 . 0 0 D DDJL. • J- JL. 0 .  1 1
0 . 0 2 2 . 0 0 2 . 4 9 0 . 0 5
0 . 4 5 2 2 .  5 0 1 . 4 5 0 . 6 5
0 . 0 5 5 . 0 0 2 .  22 0 . 1 1
0 . 4 0
OOO
1 . 3 2 0 . 53
0 . 0 3 5 . 0 0 D DD 0 . 1 1
0 .  1 0 10 .  00 1 . 8 8 0 .  19
0 . 0 5 5 . 00 D DD 0 .  11
0 . 02 2 . 00 2 .  49 0 . 05
0 . 4 5 2 2 . 5 0 1 . 4 5 0 .  65
0 . 05 5 , 00 2 .  22 0 . 1 1
0 . 4 0 4 0 . 0 0 1 . 3 2 0 . 53
0 . 0 5 5 . 00 jL  •  jL  jC 0 . 1 1
0 .  10 1 0 .  00 1 . 88 0 .  19
0 . 0 5 5 . 00 2 . 22 0 . 1 1
0 . 0 2 2 .  00 2 . 4 9 0 . 05
0 . 0 3 3 . 00 2 . 4 0 0 . 07Ot-HO 10 .  00 1 . 88 0 .  19
0 .  10 5 . 00 2 .  22 0 . 22
0 . 0 5 5 . 00 JL.iJL.JL. 0 . 1 1
0 . 0 3 3 . 0 0 2 . 4 0 0 . 07
O e¡T 2 3 .  00 1 . 45 3 . 6 6
0 . 5 5 13.  75 1 . 70 0 . 93
0 .  15 7 . 50 2 . 0 3 0 .  30
,  ^  -  0 . 01 1 . 00 2 . 60 0 . 03
^ ^  0 . 1 6 5 . 33 2.  19 0 . 3 5
9 ■é>
U.
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TERNARY LOCKING DATA FOR FILE NO. :3.D0?
MINERAL GRAINS y LOCKING CORRECTED TOTALFACTOR GRAINS GRAINS
Ga 0. 30 30.00 1.37 0.410.09 4.50 2.26 0.200. 15 7.50 2.03 0.300.25 25.00 1.42 0.350. 12 6.00 2. 14 0.260.30 . 30.00 1.37 0.412.25 28. 12 1.38 3. 110.25 12.50 1.75 0.440. 15 15.00 1.65 0.250.40 13. 33 1.71 0.690.65 65.00 1.34 0.370. 15 15.00 1.65 0.250. 10 10.00 1.89 0. 190.05 5.00 2.22 0. 111.00 33. 33 1.35 1.350. 40 40. 00 1.32 0. 530. 10 10.00 1.83 0. 190. 65 21.67 1.47 0. 960.40 20.00 1.50 0.600, 05 5. 00 2.22 0. 11O. 45 22. 50 1.45 0.65Zi '■ -0- ' / “ 0.70 35. 00 1.34 0. 940.02 2.00 2. 49 0.05 13.22
So O. 30 30. 00 1.37 0.411.35 92. 50 2. 03 3. 76 "1.49 74.50 1.41 2. 100.30 30.00 1.37 0.410. 30 30. 00 1.37 0.413.50 43. 75 1.32 4.600.45 22. 50 1.45 0. 650.35 35. OO 1.34 0. 470. 65 21.67 1.47 0. 960.30 30.00 1.37 0.410. 75 75.00 1.42 1.061.15 57.50 1.32 i . 520. 85 85.00 1.65 1.400.90 26.6 7 1.40 1. 12
n. 85 35.00 1.65 1.401.35 46. 25 1.31 2.421.45 43.33 1.31 1.390.85 35.00 1.65 1.400. 30 30.00 1.37 0.41
0.60 60.00 1.32 0. 79
0 . 65 32.50 1.35 0.83
1 7 . 0.60 60.00 1.32 0. 790.05 5.00 2.22 0.11 29.39
Cp 0.20 20. 00 1.50 0. 30
0. 10 10.00 1.88 0. 19
0. 03 4.00 2. 30 0. 18
0. 10 10.00 1.88 0. 19
2. 25 23. 12 1.38 3. 11
0. 70 35.00 1.34 0.94
0.25 25.00 1.42 0.35
0.65 21.67 1.47 0.96
0.05 5.00 2.22 0. 11
0. 20 20. 00 1.50 0.30
0. 50 16.67 1.59 0.80
0.20 20. 00 1.50 0.30
0.15 15.00 1.65 0.25
1. 10 36.67 1.33 1.47
0.55 27.50 1.39 0.76
0.03 3.00 2. 40 0.07
1.05 35.00 1.34 1.41
0. 02 2.00 2.49 0.05
0.32 8.00 2.00 0.64
0. 02 2. 00 2.49 0. 05
0.65 32. 50 1.35 0.88
0. 35 17.50 1.57 0. 55
0.65 65.00 1.34 0.87
0. 35 35. 00 1.34 0.47
0. 20 20.00 1.50 0. 300.70 70.00 1.37 0.96
? i r v 0.05 5. OO 2.22 0. 110.05 5. 00 2. 27 0.11 16.67
A&A
Py 0. 10 10.00 Í . 88 0.190.06 3.00 2. 40 0. 140.11 5.50 2. 18 0. 240. 10 10. 00 1.88 0. 190.40 20.00 1.50 0.600.05 5.00 n nnJÛ M ¿C.JU 0.11r\ c- c­O . u u 55.00 1.31 0. 720 .35 11.67 1.79 0. 630.25 25.00 1.42 0.350.30 15. 00 1.65 0.490.90 90.00 1.88 1.690.35 11.67 1.79 0. 630. 20 6.67 2. 09 0.420.05 5. 00 0.110.05 5.00 ‘2. ^ 0. 110. 05 5.00 2 - 22 0. 110.25 12.50 1.75 0. 44
0. 30 30. 00 1.37 0.41
V • " ' 0.05 5.00 0. 1 10. 57 9.50 1.91 1.09
Bo 0. 20 20.00 1.50 0 .30
0. 20 20.00 1.50 0. 30
0.20 20.00 1.50 0. 3 0
0. 15 1 5.00 1.65 0 . 23
0 .25 25.00 1.42 O. j>5
0. 30 30. 00 1.37 0.41
0. 10 10.00 1.88 0. 19
~C ' 0. 7 0 70.00 1.37 0.960. 25 25.00 1.42 0.33
Cv 0.25 12. 50 1.75 0.440. 10 10 .00 1.83 0. 190. 20 20. 00 1.50 0. 300.05 5. 00 2. 22 0. 110. 10 10.00 1.88 0.19
0.45 22. 50 1.45 0.65
0.05 5. OC) 2.22 0.11
0. 13 13.00 1.73 0. 22
0. 10 10. 00 1.88 0. 19
0.08 8.00 2.00 0. 16
0. 10 10.00 1.83 0. 19
0. 15 7.50 2.03 0. 30
0. 10 10. 00 1.83 0. 19
0. 10 10.00 1.33 0. 19
0.30 30. 00 1.37 0.41_ 0.70 11.67 1.79 1.25¿ ' 1 0.05 5.00 2. 22 0.11
Td/Tn 0. 10 10.00 1.38 0.19
0.05 5.00 2. 22 0.11
0.05 5.00 2. 22 0.11
0 . 10 10.00 1.83 0. 1 9
0 .05 5. 00 2.22 0.11
1 . 15 38. 33 1.33 1.53
0. 10 10.00 1.83 0.19
0.05 5.00 a. « 0. 11
1.25 41.67 1.32 1.65
0.45 22. 50 1.45 0. 65
0. 80 26.67 1.40 1. 12
0.70 35. 00 1.34 0. 94
0.35 35. 00 1.34 0. 47
0.05 5.00 2. 22 0. 1 1
0. 75 37.50 1.33 1.00
0.25 25. 00 . 1.42 0. 35
0.05 5.00 2. 22 0. 1 1
0.20 2 0.00 1.50 0.30
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TERNARY LOCKING DATA FOR FILE NO. rl.DIO




0.63 21.00 1.48 0.93
0.24 6.00 2.14 0. 51
0.70 17. 50 1.57 1 . 10
0.55 13. 75 1.70 0. 935.69 28. 45 1.38 7.85
0.68 1 3.60 1.70 1 . 16
0.05 5„ 00 n nn 0. 11
0.35 35.00 1.34 0.47
3.55 71.00 1.38 4.83
0 .05 5. 00 X- r jLjL. 0. 1 i
0.15 5.00 jl > 22 0.33
0. 43 8.60 1.96 0.84
0.21 7.00 2. 07 0. 43
0.75 37.50 1.33 1.00
0. 5 1 17.00 1.58 0.81
0. 10 10.00 1.88 0.19
0 .20 20.00 1.50 0.30
0.12 6.00 2. 14 0. 26
0.03 3.00 2. 4 0 0. 07
0 „ 10 10.00 1.88 0. 19
0. 05 5.00 2. 22 0. 1 1
0.02 2.00 2. 49 0 .05
0.90 30.00 1.7.7 1 27
0. S5 21.25 1.48 1.26
1.33 45.75 1.31 2,40
9.43 A"7 IS i • X 12.31
0.20 20,00 1 - 50 Ci. 30
1 . w' _ 51 _ 00 1.30 2. 00
1.07 21.40 1,47 1.58
0 - 25 ;-~7; 1.98 0. 49
0. 15 15.00 . AS 0.25
0.93 93.00 2, 07 1.92
1.31 22.62 i . y-+ 5 2.63
4.60 6 S "7 1 1 «• I:*-1 6. 18
0. 73 78.00 1 £ 1.14
0.70 23. 33 1 „ 4* 1.01
0.05 5.00 c. • c * . 0. 1 1
0. *0 5 8.00 2- 22 0. 11
0.05 5. C 0 2. 22 0.11
0. 30 30,00 1.37 0.41
0.32 27.33 1.39 1 . 14
1.10 '2 7 _ ; 1.53
4.33 24.40 1.42 6. 95
3. 10 62. 00 1.33 4.12
0.95 19. 00 1.53 1.45
0,65 65,00 1.34 0 • 87
0.95 31.67 1.36 1.29
0. 29 5. 80 2.16 0.63
0.25 3.33 1.98 0.49
0.08 8 .00 2. 00 0. 16
0.02 2.00 2.49 0.05
0.88 44.00 1.31 1. 16
0. 10 10.00 1.88 0. 19
0.05 5. 00 2.22 0.11
2. 48 31.00 1.36 3. 37
1.25 41.67 1.32 1.65
0.25 25.00 1.42 0.35
0.50 50.00 1.30 0.65
0.60 2-0.00 1.37 0.82
1.07 26.75 1.40 1.49
1.03 5 1.50 1.31 1.34
44
46
2 9 . 8 3
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2.40 0.071.58 0. 27
2.40 0. 14
2.49 0.05
1.52 1.771 . BS 0.19
2. 14 0. 13
1.32 0. 53
1.50 0.30
2. 22 0. 11
1.71 0.462. 00 0. 16
jL * jL ¿L 0. 11







0 . so BO. 00 1.50û . 63.00 1.337 ci~7 64.50 1.340. ¿0 60.00 1.32« 40 74.00 1.40
0 .02 2. 00 2. 49’ . 1 2 37 77 1.33
0 - 25 25.00 1.42(*; . O A 0. OC; 3.32
0. 15 7. 50 7. O 7
■'). so ■10. oo 1.77
0.65 L% <T ry'-t 1.34
• . 65 55.00* 1.31•') . Û.7 A . OO 7‘ 7 C)
■ >. 77 36.00 1.34
0 - 9 3 9 3. . 00 1.94
0. 96 1 6. 00 '*.01_ 30 70. On 1.37
0. 55 55.00 1.31
0.20 20.00 1.50
0 .2 5 25.00 1.42
0. 10 10.00 1.83
3.50 50.00 1.30
0. A 5 65.00 1.34
0. 93 4?. 00 1.30^ 1 7 54.25 1.31
0. 02 2.00 2.49
1.00 73. 57 1.35
0. S3 41.50 1.32
0.80 30.00 1.50
0. 10 10. 00 ID D
0. 98 32.67 1.35
0. 05 5. 00
0.50 50.00 1.30
0. 04 4.00 2.30
0. 10 10.00 1.88
0. 20 20.00 1.50
0.72 36.00 1.34
1. 3 0 27.50 1.39
0. 14 7.00 2.07
0.40 40.00 1.32
0.29 29.00 1.38
0 .50 50.00 1.30
0.05 5.00 2.22
0.70 35. 00 1.34
0.73 73.00 1.39
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3R Y  L O C K : I N G  D A T A F O R  F I L E  N O . : 3 . D 12
G R A I N S 7. L O C K I N G C O R R E C T E D  T O T A L
F A C T O R G R A I N S G R A I N S
1.33 19.00 1.53 2. 030. 02 2 . 00 2 . 49 0 . 050.20 20.00 1.5 O 0. 300.03 5.00 2.22 0.110.35 17. 50 1.57 0.550.80 80. 00 1.50 1.200 . 30 30.00 1.37 0.41 4.65
3-12 44.57 3.31 4.100 . 15 15. 00 1.63 0.250 - 10 5.00 O  '"0 O (“\
0.25 25.00 1.42 0.350 . 10 10.00 1.88 0. 190 - 02 2.00 2. 49 0.050 - 05 5.00 2.22 0.110 - 40 40. 00 . 1.32 0.530 - 3.0 10. 00 1.88 0. 19
0.08 S . 00 2.00 0 . 16 6 . 15
<-> cr zrj 36.43 1.34 3 . 40
0.02 2.00 2.49 0.05
0- 15 7.50 2 . 03 0. 30
0.20 20.00 1.50 0. 30
0 . 70 35.00 1.34 0.94 -
0 . 10 10. 00 1.88 0.19
0 . S O 80.00 1.50 1.20
0 - 4 0 40. 00 1.32 0.53
0.20 20.00 1.50 0. 30
0.13 6.5 O 2 . 10 0.27
0.85 85.00 1.65 3.40
(j .55 55.00 1.31 0.72 9.62
0 - 60 60.00 1.32 0. 79
0.20 20. 00 1.50 0. 30
0 - 15 7.50 2. 03 0 . 3-0
0.25 25,00 1.42 0. 35
0 - 20 20.00 1.50 0.30
0.05 5.0 0 2.22 0.11
0 . 15 15. 00 1.65 0.25
0 . 30 30.00 1. 37 0 . 4 1 2. 82
0 - 75 75. 00 3 . 42 3. 06
0 . 10 1 0 . 00 1.33 0 . 19
1. 37 68.5 O 3.36 1. 86
0 . 10 10.00 1.88 0 . 3.9 3. 30
0 . 05 5 . 00 2.22 0 . 1 3
0 .80 80.00 1. 50 1. 20
0 . 88 88. 00 1. 77 1.56
0.65 65.00 1. 34 0 . 87
0 . 05 5. 00 2 . 22 0 . 1 3.
0 . 50 25. 00 1. 42 0.71
0 . 03 3 , 00 2 . 40 0 . 07
0 . 15 1 5. 00 1. 65 0 .25
0 r 3 0 3 0 . 00 1 - 88 0. 19 5. 07
0 . 05 5 .00 2 . 22 0 . 1 1
0 - 50 50. 00 1. 30 0 , 6 5
0.52 52. 00 1.31 0 .6S
0 . 65 65.00 1. 34 0. 87 2.31
0 . 36 36.00 1.34 • 0.48
0 . 75 75.00 1. 42 1.06
1. 50 75.00 1. 42 2. 12
1.05 cr cr ry.j-d . o  O 1.31 1, 37
0 . 50 50. 00 1. 30 0 . 65
0 . 10 10.00 1. 88 0 . 19
0 . 10 10.00 1.83 0 . 19
0 . 50 50. 00 3. 30 0 . 65
0.12 12.00 1. 77 0 . 21
0 . 80 80. 00 1. 50 1. 20 8.13
A 7 2
TERNARY LOCK:iN6 DATA FOR FILE NO. :3.D13
MINERAL GRAINS V LOCKING CORRECTED TOTAL
FACTOR GRAINS GRAINS
Ga O. 10 10.00 1.88 0. 190. 15 7.50 2.03 0 . 300 . 30 30 . 00 1.37 0.41 0 .90c, -JFS—
Sp 0. 95 47. 50 1.31 1.240.25 25 . 00 1.42 0.350. 80 80. 00 1.50 1.205 -Lk> 0. 10 10 . 00 1.88 0. 19 2. 99
CP 0. 40 40 . 00 1.32 0 . 530 .  90 45.00 1.31 1. 180. 30 30. 00 1.37 0.41
0.02 2 .  00 2.49 0 . 050.05 5. 00 O OO 0.11o . 7 0 70. 00 1.37 0 . 96 3.24
H>\ * l v 0. 15 15. 00 1.65 0.25 0. 25
o.^c Do 0 .  40 40.00 1 ~̂ 2 0.53 0.53
O - Vo «J V' 0, 20 20 . 00 1 . 50 0 . 30
0, 10 1 0 » 0 0 1 . 88 0.19 0.49
o  . > <.J- /In 0.73 73 . 00 i .  39 1 . 02
0. 15 15 . 00 1 . 65 0. 25 1 . 26
t M " S i ': 0.50 50 . 00 1 . 30 0 . 65




TERNARY LOCKING DATA FOR FILE NO. :3.D14
MINERAL GRAINS %












Td/Tn 0.. 80 80.. 00
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Recall mineral groups 
into Memory




Degree of liberation of a mineral ^as defined as the ratio of that mineral as free 
particle to the total of that mineral occuring as free and locked forms.
Example of the calculation of the degree of liberation of minerals.
D.L.
Free particles
Free + locked ( binary + ternary)
x 100%*
The number of locked particles ( binary and ternary ) vere corrected by using the 
locking factor graph in Fig. 2-8.
As an example the degree of liberation of galena., sphalerite, chalcopyrite, and 
gangue in the size fraction - 150 + lG6pim of the mill product:: 90 percent passing 53|im 
vere calculated by using date, for free, binary, and temart particles in the Appendix .
1
D.L. galena = --------------------------------  x 100% = 3.18%
1 + 5.8 + 24,61
15
D.L. sphalerite ------------------------------  x 100%= 14.43%
15 + 23.7 + 65.26
5
D.L. chalcopyrite = -------------------------  x 100%= 12.24%
5 + 5.25 + 30.59
144
D.L. pyrite ------------------------------------- x 100% = 53.84
144 + 63.89+59.59
254
D.L. ganguee = ------------------------------------- x 100% = 56.48%
















-150  +106 18.38 24.05 14.43 18.16 19.0 -
- 1 0 6 + 7 5 35.91 32.99 30.87 18.53 25.31 29.57
- 7 5  + 53 19.37 « .7 2 37.42 30.53 34.92 30.02
- 5 3 + 38 30.71 33.58 39.21 43.68 46.27 37.42
- 3 8 + 2 7 51.13 53.37 54.49 63.03 56.28 58.42
- 2 7 + 1 9 69.01 72.74 58.62 68.12 76.52 68.07
- 1 9 + 1 3 75.60 69.17 70.66 67.44 76.19 70.07
- 1 3 + 9 87.67 76.13 85.90 81.% 82.62 89.47
















-150  +106 5.38 4.44 12.24 9.50 2.47 -
- 1 0 6 + 7 5 9.84 17.63 11.00 17.85 19.39 8.21
- 7 5 + 5 3 14.06 16.00 7.34 13.68 13.82 2.81
- 5 3 + 3 8 18.81 18.48 44.79 19.04 16.24 32.26
- 3 8 + 2 7 41.37 34.% 40.02 51.14 41.14 49.11
- 2 7 + 1 9 58.51 64.08 48.94 49.58 57.52 60.27
- 1 9 + 1 3 74.77 62.51 63.02 75.67 74.99 73.98
- 1 3 + 9 83.20 72.79 86.66 84.10 82.02 81.91
- 9 82.75 78 .% 87.63 82.79 86.99 80.14
Mineral : Gelena
Size fa c t io n  
( um )










-150  +106 2.85 5.57 3.18 3.68 5.50 -
- 106+ 75 10. « 15.76 9.77 8.37 12.35 16. «
- 7 5  + 53 15.86 24.27 11.14 21.75 11.55 17.99
- 5 3 + 38 22.02 31.69 24.54 24.71 26.07 35.67
- 3 8 + 2 7 55.53 « .5 1 « .7 8 64.86 52.30 63.61
- 2 7 + 1 9 62.20 60.06 55.74 69.72 77. « 77.96
- 1 9 + 1 3 82.89 76.95 64.% 77.65 79.63 74.06
- 1 3 + 9 66.16 70.82 89.65 73.% 85.23 66.67


















- 150 +106 44.37 52.72 53.84 46.15 « .7 4
- 1 0 6 + 7 5 57.92 64.65 60. « 55.31 60.61 65.58
- 7 5 + 5 3 60.37 60.72 48.30 59.27 62.68 79.22
- 5 3 + 38 61.41 57.86 83.01 75.92 73.70 71.60
- 3 0 + 27 77.05 76.52 82.91 84.54 89.03 87.16
- 2 7 + 1 9 84.69 91.24 81.67 79.18 85.08 80.79
- 1 9 + 1 3 92.25 89.16 « 3.10 92.84 91.06 83.96
- 1 3 + 9 88.16 90.10 90.98 92.60 93.23 98.24
















-150  +106 « .0 4 55.54 56. « « .8 8 57.09 -
- 1 0 6 + 7 5 50.81 56.69 56.86 56.97 60.32 75.76
- 7 5  + 53 58.44 76.01 58.74 62.64 57.81 64.56
- 5 3 + 38 66.34 57.63 73.14 60. « 85.27 55.28
- 3 8 + 27 90.30 88.98 89.95 94.60 92.15 87.15
- 2 7 + 1 9 96.14 97 . « 93. « 96.73 95.86 96.55
- 1 9 + 1 3 98.36 98.53 96.58 99.02 95.32 99.10
- 1 3 + 9 99.00 98.20 98.94 99.70 99.20 99.21
- 9 98.95 97.39 99.69 98.90 98.91 99.00
APPENDIXAverage (total ) liberation calculation
Mineral : Sphalerite Fineness : 909$ passing 53 (i-m
Size fraction (jm ) Wtffc 95 Lib. % Lib-150 +106 0.47 14.43 6.78-1 0 6 +  75 2.04 30.87 62.97- 7 5 + 5 3 6.51 37.42 243 60- 5 3 + 3 8 12.12 39.21 475.23- 3 8 + 2 7 18.39 54.49 1002.07- 2 7 + 1 9 15.68 58.62 919.16- 1 9 + 1 3 14.04 70.66 992.07- 1 3  + 9 10 94 85.90 939.75- 9 19 81 86.04 1704 45
6346.08




Modal AnalysisThe m ou nt o f minerals determined from polished sections by point counting is equivalent to volume fractions and no correction is needed to obtain true values
According to Chayes 1,7 the volume percent o f minerals in art ore is equal to area percent o f the minerals in a polished section.
Weight percentages o f minerals were calculated by applying the appropriate specific gravity correction factor for each mineral.
Number o f particles (mineral) x s .g .Weight percent mineral A  -----------------------------------------------------------------------{ ( N ^ x s . g . A )  + (Ng x s .g .B) + (Nq  X3 . g .C ) . . .)
where : N ^  = total particles o f mineral A , etc. 
s .g . g  = specific gravity of mineral B , etc.
Following is the mineral distribution calculation by point counting for m ill product 90 percent passing 53pim( group D ) from size fraction- 150 + 106\pm( D06) to - 9pm (D14), using raw data in the Appendix..................
In the calculation die number of binary and ternary particles used were the unconected particles.
Calculation
column 5 = column 1 x column 4  column 6 = column 2 x column 4
column 7 = column 3 x column 4
 ̂ column 5Toted of column 5 + 6 +  7
column 6column 9 ----------------------------------------Total o f column 5 + 6 + 7
colum n?column 10 = ---------------------- - ---------------Total o f column 5 + 6 + 7
Weight percent o f a mineral in each suze fraction (column 11) = column 8 + 9  + 10





















8a 1.00 3.20 14.13 7.50 7.50 24.00 105.97 0.28 0.89 3.93 5.10
Sp 15.00 15.99 43.47 4.00 60.00 63.96 173.88 2.22 2.37 6.45 11.04
Cp 5.00 3.05 18.75 4.20 21.00 12.81 78.75 0.78 0.47 2.92 4.17
Py 144.00 32.70 39.27 5.00 720.00 163.50 196.35 26.69 6.06 7.28 40.03
Bo 0.00 0.77 1.16 5.25 0.00 4.04 6.09 0.00 0.15 0.23 0.38
Cv 0.00 0.41 1.65 4.60 0.00 1.89 7.59 0.00 0.07 0.28 0.35
Cc 0.00 0.00 0.00 5.65 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
Td/Tn 0.00 0.52 9.14 4.80 0.00 2.50 43.87 0.00 0.09 1.63 1.72
6n 254.00 47.36 77.43 2.65 673.10 125.50 205.19 24.95 4.65 7.61 37.21




























6a 2.00 1.77 9.09 7.50 15.00 13.27 68.18 0.80 0.71 3.66 5.17
Sp 24.00 11.12 23.68 4.00 96.00 44.48 94.72 5.15 2.39 5.08 12.62
Cp 4.00 4.98 16.69 4.20 16.80 20.92 70.10 0.90 1.12 3.76 5.78
Py 98.00 21.67 17.35 5.00 490.00 108.35 86.75 26.29 5.81 4.65 36.75
Bo 0.00 0.90 1.29 5.25 0.00 4.72 6.77 0.00 0.25 0.36 0.62
Cv 1.00 0.18 2.30 4.60 4.60 0.83 10.58 0.25 0.04 0.57 0.86
Cc 0.00 0.00 0.00 5.65 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
Td/Tn 0.00 3.21 6.24 4.80 0.00 15.41 29.95 0.00 0.83 1.61 2.43
Go 170.00 50.17 31.36 2.65 450.50 132.95 83.10 24.17 7.13 4.46 35.76
1072.90 340.93 450.15 57.56 18.29 24.15
< 1863.98 >
TOTALS 299.00 94.00 108.00 100.00
A 84
SAMPLE No.s DOB
SIZE FRACTION: -75u +53u
HINERAL DISTRIBUTION CALCULATIONS
BY POINT COUNTING
No. of Particles No. Particles x SG HEIGHT I Nt.Z
Hineral FREE BINARY TERNARY SG FI£E BINARY TERNARY FREE BINARY TERNARY TOTAL
6a 4.00 2.93 17.79 7.50 30.00
Sp 34.00 4.85 32.05 4.00 134.00
Cp 4.00 11.43 21.42 4.20 14.80
Py 95.00 34.49 23.72 5.00 475.00
Bo 0.00 0.14 3.29 5.25 0.00
Cv 0.00 0.20 5.92 4.40 0.00
Cc 0.00 0.21 0.04 5.45 0.00
Td/Tn 1.00 4.05 11.47 4.80 4.80
6o 202.00 47.50 40.28 2.45 535.30
21.98 133.43 1.30 0.95 5.79 8.05
27.40 128.20 5.90 1.19 5.57 12.44
48.01 89.94 0.73 2.08 3.91 4.72
173.45 118.40 20.42 7.53 5.15 33.30
0.74 17.27 0.00 0.03 0.75 0.78
0.92 27.23 0.00 0.04 1.18 1.22
1.19 0.34 0.00 0.05 0.01 0.07
29.04 55.04 0.21 1.24 2.39 3.84
125.88 104.74 23.24 5.44 4.43 33.34
TOTALS 340.00 110.00 154.00 1197.90 428.59 ¿74.83 52.01 18.41 29.39 100.00
< 2303.32 >
HINERAL DISTRIBUTION CALCULATIONS 
BY POINT COUNTING
SAHPLE No.: D09
SIZE FRACTION: -53u +38u
No. of Particles No. Particles x S6 HEIGHT X Nt.X
Hineral FREE BINARY TERNARY SG FREE BINARY TERNARY FREE BINARY TERNARY TOTAL
6a 7.00 5.82 8.98 7.50 52.50 43.45 47.35 2.43 2.19 3.38 8.20
Sp 32.00 14.20 20.24 4.00 128.00 54.80 80.94 4.42 2.85 4.04 13.33
Cp 28.00 12.42 11.52 4.20 117.40 52.14 48.38 5.90 2.42 2.43 10.94
Py 131.00 12.02 5.04 5.00 ¿55.00 40.10 25.20 32.84 3.01 1.24 37.14
Bo 1.00 0.20 2.35 5.25 5.25 1.05 12.34 0.24 0.05 0.42 0.93
Cv 0.00 1.47 3.01 4.40 0.00 4.74 13.85 0.00 0.34 0.49 1.03
Cc 0.00 0.00 0.00 5.45 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
Td/Tn 0.00 4.13 7.00 4.80 0.00 19.82 33.40 0.00 0.99 1.69 2.48
6n 154.00 19.74 17.84 2.45 413.40 52.31 47.33 20.74 2.42 2.37 25.74




















Ga 52.00 21.87 15.16 7.50 390.00 164.02 113.70 9.04 3.80 2.63 15.47Sp 112.00 37.50 25.48 4.00 448.00 150.00 101.92 10.38 3.48 2.36 16.22
Cp 45.00 26.90 21.30 4.20 189.00 112.98 89.46 4.38 2.62 2.07 9.07
PY 222.00 17.63 16.37 5.00 1110.00 88.15 81.85 25.72 2.04 1.90 29.66
Bo 2.00 2.30 4.23 5.25 10.50 12.07 22.21 0.24 0.28 0.51 1.04Cy 3.00 2.94 5.30 4.60 13.80 13.52 24.38 0.32 0.31 0.56 1.20
Cc 0.00 0.00 0.00 5.65 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
Td/Tn 2.00 3.40 4.54 4.80 9.60 16.32 21.79 0.22 0.38 0.51 1.11
6n 398.00 15.46 13.62 2.65 1054.70 40.97 36.09 24.44 0.95 0.84 26.23




























6a 20.00 7.46 3.58 7.50 150.00 55.95 26.85 4.07 1.52 0.73 6.31
Sp 66.00 21.06 11.92 4.00 264.00 84.24 47.68 7.15 2.28 1.29 10.73
Cp 41.00 16.06 13.77 4.20 172.20 67.45 57.83 4.67 1.83 1.57 8.06
Py 122.00 14.35 4.52 5.00 610.00 71.75 22.60 16.53 1.94 0.61 19.09
Bo 0.00 1.05 2.08 5.25 0.00 5.51 10.92 0.00 0.15 0.30 0.45
Cv 2.00 2.25 1.77 4.60 9.20 10.35 8.14 0.25 0.28 0.22 0.75
Cc 0.00 0.00 0.00 5.65 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
Td/Tn 10.00 7.58 4.97 4.80 48.00 36.38 23.86 1.30 0.99 0.65 2.93
‘ Gn 692.00 21.19 6.39 2.65 1833.80 56.15 16.93 49.70 1.52 0.46 51.68
3087.20 387.7? 214.82 83.67 10.51 5.82
< 3689.81 >





















6a 23.00 4.85 3.05 7.50 172.50 36.37 22.87 5.24 1.10 0.69 7.04
Sp 78.00 18.49 4.37 4.00 312.00 73.96 17.48 9.48 2.25 0.53 12.26
Cp 53.00 15.78 6.65 4.20 222.60 66.28 27.93 6.76 2.01 0.85 9.62
Py 112.00 6.77 1.90 5.00 560.00 33.85 9.50 17.01 1.03 0.29 18.33
Bo 0.00 0.00 2.32 5.25 0.00 0.00 12.18 0.00 0.00 0.37 0.37
Cv 8.00 2.90 3.21 4.60 36.80 13.34 14.77 1.12 0.41 0.45 1.97
Cc 0.00 0.00 0.00 5.65 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
Td/Tn 1.00 0.35 1.72 4.80 4.80 1.68 8.26 0.15 0.05 0.25 0.45
6n 607.00 7.86 5.78 2.65 1608.55 20.83 15.32 48.86 0.63 0.47 49.96
TOTALS 882.00 57.00 29.00 2917.25 246.31 128.30 88.62 7.48 3.90 100.00
< 3291.86 >
NINERAL DISTRIBUTION CALCULATIONS 
BY POINT COUNTING
SANPLE No.: Di3
SIZE FRACTION: -13u +9u
No. of Particles No. Particles x SG WEIGHT Z Mt.Z
Hineral FREE BINARY TERNARY SG FREE BINARY TERNARY FREE BINARY TERNARY TOTAL
6a 35.00 2.35 0.55 7.50 262.50 17.62 4.12 7.37 0.50 0.12 7.98
Sp 92.00 8.80 2.10 4.00 368.00 35.20 8.40 10.34 0.99 0.24 11.56
Cp 84.00 7.00 2.37 4.20 352.80 29.40 9.95 9.91 0.83 0.28 11.01
PY 111.00 7.35 0.15 5.00 555.00 36.75 0.75 15.59 1.03 0.02 16.64
Bo 2.00 2.30 0.40 5.25 10.50 12.07 2.10 0.29 0.34 0.06 0.69
Cv 6.00 1.10 0.30 4.60 27.60 5.06 1.38 0.78 0.14 0.04 0.96
Cc 0.00 0.00 0.00 5.65 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
Td/Tn 8.00 0.95 0.88 4.80 38.40 4.56 4.22 1.08 0.13 0.12 1.33
6n 665.00 3.15 1.25 2.65 1762.25 8.35 3.31 49.50 0.23 0.09 49.82
TOTALS 1003.00 33.00 8.00 3377.05 149.02 34.25 94.85 4.19 0.96 100.00
< 3560.31 >
A 87
MINERAL DISTRIBUTION CALCULATIONS 
BY POINT COUNTING
SAMPLE No.: D14
















Ga 43.00 2.12 0.77 7.50 322.50 15.90 5.78 8.74 0.43 0.16 9.33
Sp 130.00 13.31 2.02 4.00 520.00 53.24 8.08 14.09 1.44 0.22 15.76
Cp 82.00 8.87 0.76 4.20 344.40 37.25 3.19 9.33 1.01 0.09 10.43
Py 103.00 6.60 0.15 5.00 515.00 33.00 0.75 13.96 0.89 0.02 14.87
Bo 0.00 0.90 0.15 5.25 0.00 4.72 0.79 0.00 0.13 0.02 0.15
Cv 7.00 3.20 0.10 4.60 32.20 14.72 0.46 0.87 0.40 0.01 1.28
Cc 0.00 0.00 0.00 5.65 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
Td/Tn 8.00 0.75 0.80 4.80 38.40 3.60 3.84 1.04 0.10 0.10 1.24
6n 652.00 1.25 0.25 2.65 1727.80 3.31 0.66 46.83 0.09 0.02 46.94
TOTALS 1025.00 37.00 5.00 3500.30 165.75 23.55 94.87 4.49 0.64 100.00
< 3689.60 >
A  8 8
MINERAL DISTRIBUTION CALCULATIONS 
BY POINT COUNTING
Saaple Mineral Total Height 8
Fraction Fraction






















































































































































































919.24 1352.14 945.63 2339.55 59.66 119.79 0.43 175.11
dineral Total Pb S
Veight Z Element in dineral -  0 
Zn Cu Fe Si 8 As
Cotfained
Ga 9.19 7.96 1.23
Sp 13.52 4.46 9.06
Cp 9.46 3.31 3.26 2.88
Py 23.40 12.49 10.90
Bo 0.60 0.15 0.38 0.07
Cv 1.20 0.40 0.80
Cc 0.00
Td/To 1.75 0.46 0.11 0.68 0.39
Gn 40.88 19.09 21.79











Table M ineral quantities (  %  v e ig jit) determ ined by  point counting
Mineral Feed 70% pass 53(_im 80% pass 53|i 90% pass 53pjn 70% pass 33\m . 80% pass 38|jin l 90% pass 38|jun
Galena 9.94 11.97 9.36 9.19 9.61 7.86 7.75
Sphalerite 12.31 12.20 11.78 13.52 11.38 11.26 11.06
Chalcopyrite 7.05 8.12 7.97 9.46 7 50 7.92 8.46
Pyritn 23.47 24.63 24.94 23.40 27.08 25.43 25.71
Bomite 0.74 0.56 0.68 0.60 0.78 0.63 0.38
Covellite 0.66 1.23 1.16 1.20 1 10 1.09 1.21
Chalcocite - 0.01 0.03 - 0.03 0.02 -
Tetrahedrite/
Tenanntile 2.22 1.89 2.06 1.75 1.33 2.13 1.31





99.99 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00
Tabi* A - l .
A9!
Distribution of minareis contant (in terms of an* percentage) as a function of size 
fraction in the feed.__________________________________
______________________Particle class
0-10 10-20 20-30 30-40 40-50 50-60 60-70 70-80 oo 0 1 ID O 90-100
■600 + 425 um
Galena 72.1 13.7 6.8 2.3 2 2 2.3 05
Sphalerite 50.8 10.7 6 2 3.7 8.3 4.5 4.5 5.4 3.7 2.1
Ch'pyrite 67.4 16.5 8.8 3.4 1.1 0.8 0.4 0.4 1.1
Pyrite 48.9 12.1 9.3 3.0 4.0 5.0 3.5 15 3.5 9.1
Gangue 8.5 6.4 5.0 2.3 62 6.4 3.2 9.1 11.4 415
- 425 + 300 um
Galena 67.6 20.2 75 2 2 0.6 0.6 0.6 05
Sphalerite 48.6 15.4 6.7 6.7 1.9 4 2 2.9 55 2.9 45
Ch'pyrite 66.0 14.4 8.6 3.9 3.1 1.6 0.4 12 0.4 0.4
Pyrite 58.1 11.7 8.4 4.5 2.7 42 1.8 2.1 15 5.4
Gangue 45 5.4 4.4 4.4 3.6 6.4 6.8 7 2 10.0 47.7
- 300 + 212 um
Galena 57.8 21.3 9.0 4.9 3.8 0.9 1.4 1.4 m
Sphalerite 40.9 8.41 8.9 7 2 6.8 4.6 42 6.3 5.9 6.8
Ch'pyrite 55.3 19.8 10.5 5.1 1.9 1.2 1.9 15 - 3.1
Pyrite 49.4 12.3 6.1 3.5 3.8 3.8 4.1 4.1 2.9 9.9
Gangue 9.1 7.6 9.4 4.0 4.9 8.1 4.0 7.6 13.9 31.4
-212 + 150 um
Galena 50.7 21.1 7.9 2.6 4.8 4.8 2.2 0.4 1.3 4.0
Sphalerite 29.0 11.1 6.5 3.8 5.7 5.7 2.7 45 95 21.4
Ch'pyrite 50.6 15.1 9.6 5.0 5.4 4.6 2.1 2.1 1.3 45
Pyrite 41.6 11.1 6.4 2.3 6.4 3.7 1.7 25 3.0 215
Gangue 11.4 7.6 3.1 3.3 3.7 5.7 3.3 4.3 7.1 50.0
-150 + 106 um
Galena 46.6 14.7 4.9 2.5 3.1 4.9 3.1 05 2.4 175
Sphalerite 15.8 7.0 5.1 2.5 3.8 5.1 5.1 35 5.1 475
Ch'pyrite 42.7 17.5 5.3 4.7 4.1 75 12 2.9 5.3 9.4
Pyrite 36.7 9.9 2.1 1.4 2.1 3.9 2.1 1.4 1.4 38.9
Gangue 3.3 2.6 3.1 1.3 1.8 2.3 1.3 2.8 5.1 765
-106 + 75 um
Galena 24.3 21.4 8.7 5.8 3 5 5 2 3.5 1.1 55 21.4
Sphalerite 13.6 2.4 10.0 4.7 12 7.1 65 35 10.7 405
Ch'pyrite 33.0 19.1 12.9 5.3 5.3 8.1 2.4 05 1.9 115
Pyrite 19.1 6.1 6.1 2.9 2.5 6.8 2.9 15 2.9 48.9
Gangue 7.9 6.1 5.7 1.3 2 2 5.7 1.7 25 4.4 62.9
- 75 + 53 um
Galena 20.4 18.2 9.5 8.0 2.9 5.8 3.6 35 15 26.3
Sphalerite 8.5 6.8 7 5 5.1 5.1 5.9 65 5.1 6.8 42.4
Ch'pyrite 20.1 21.6 11.9 5.0 4.5 11.2 5.2 3.0 55 145
Pyrite 15.1 10.6 5 5 2.3 1.4 4.1 1.4 2.8 6.4 50.9
Gangue 2.1 3.1 4 5 1.0 2.4 2.8 1.7 3.0 2.0 78.4
A 9Z_
T&ik A-l f contini;} ]
Particle class
0-10 10-20 20-30 30-40 40-50 50-60 60-70 70-80 80-90 90 -100
-53 + 38 urn
Galena 23.4 18.2 52 9.1 3.9 7 2 5 2 15 265
Sphalerite 45 6.1 3.0 10.6 4.5 3.0 4.5 45 4.5 54.5
Ch'pyrite 215 72 8 2 10.6 7 2 7 2 12 4.7 2.4 305
Pyrite 23.1 7 2 3.1 2.3 2 2 3.1 - 3.1 0.8 495
Gangue 1.0 0.3 12 0.7 1.0 3.0 - 0.3 2.9 895
-38 + 27 um
Geleit 20.3 7.7 6 2 3.7 6.3 6.0 2.7 3.0 6.0 38.3
Sphalerite 4.2 6.2 7.6 A2 A2 6 2 4.9 4.9 8.3 49.3
Ch'pyrite 28.0 16.7 6.0 6.4 7.4 2.5 2.8 25 2.5 255
Pyrite AS I S 3.1 1.5 1.5 12 3.8 15 3.6 765
Gangue 4.6 4.9 3.4 0.6 0.3 0.6 0.3 1.9 0.6 82.7
-27+ 19  um
Galen* 10.8 11.7 9.0 0.9 3.6 6.3 2.7 0.9 1.8 525
Sphalerite 5.9 7.4 5.3 3.7 2.1 4.8 2.1 4.8 3.7 60.1
Ch'pyrite 9.8 12.3 6.9 2.9 I S 4.9 4.4 2.9 5.9 485
Pyrite 95 4.6 1.1 1.5 1.1 2.7 2.3 2.7 1.5 735
Gangue 0.1 0.5 02 0.1 02 0.2 0.2 0.6 0.6 97.4
-19 + 13 um
Galen* 16.7 8.3 5.1 5.1 3.8 4.5 3 2 3 2 1.9 48.1
Sphalerite 8.8 3.1 2J5 2.5 3.1 5 j6 3.1 6.3 25 62.5
Ch'pyrite 6.8 4.5 5.7 2.8 5.7 5.1 1.1 6.3 25 59.7
Pyrite 10.3 A2 2.1 3.1 0.9 4.7 0.4 15 1.3 73.1
Gangue - 0 2 02 0.1 0.1 0.8 0.4 0.4 1.0 96.6
-13 + 9 um
Galen* 3.8 112 1.9 2.8 0.9 4.7 1.9 1.9 _ 705
Sphalerite I S - 12 1.5 2.0 2.0 05 4.5 1.5 815
Ch'pyrite 3 2 5 2 AS 1.9 OS 45 12 25 45 715
Pyrite - ZS 0.6 - - - - 0.6 3.2 92.4
Gangue 0.2 - 0.2 - - - - - 0.2 99.3
-9  um
Galen* 4.4 8.9 2 2 4.4 - - 22 25 25 73.3
Sphalerite 1.9 4.7 1.9 0.9 - 2.8 - 2.8 1.9 83.0
Ch'pyrite 3.6 3.6 5.9 12 4.8 2.4 2.4 3.6 15 71.4
Pyrite 0.8 2 2 2.3 1.5 - 1.5 2.3 1.5 - 875
Gangue - - - 0.1 - 0.1 - 05 0.1 99.3
Table A-2 Distribution of mineral content (in terms of area percentage) as a function of size in
the mill product of 70 % passing 38 pm.
Particle class
0 -1 0  1 0 -20 2 0 -3 0 3 0 -40 40-50 5 0-60 60-70 7 0 -8 0 8 0 -9 0 90-100
-150 + 106 um
Galena 68.8 12.3 9.1 4.5 2.6 1.3 0.0 0.0 0.0 1.3
Sphalerite^. 3 5.7 6.8 2.3 3.4 7.7 2.3 3.4 5.1 19.3
Ch'pyrite 59.7 14.9 8.5 3.5 2.0 2.0 1.0 2.0 2.5 4.0
pyrite 26.3 5.5 3.0 3.0 2.1 3.4 3.4 3.4 4.0 45.9
Gangue 7.2 2.8 2.2 1.5 2.4 3.5 2.0 2.8 5.0 7.5
-106 + 75 um.
Galena 47.9 25.5 11.7 3.2 2.1 2.1 3.2 2.1 0.0 2.1
Sphalerite 16.8 6.9 8.9 1.0 5.9 5.0 5.9 6.9 13.9 28.7
Ch'pyrite 43.3 23.3 9.2 1.7 5.0 2.5 1.7 3.3 3.3 6.7
Pyrite 26.8 9.1 5.3 3.8 4.3 2.4 1.4 5.3 4.3 42.1
Gangue 4.2 3.2 2.6 0.6 1.0 3.2 0.6 1.6 4.2 78.6
-75 + 53 pim.
Galena 46.2 17.2 11.8 2.2 5.4 4.3 4.3 1.1 0.0 7.5
Sphaleritel6.8 8.4 6.3 7.4 9.5 2.1 4.2 7.4 7.4 28.4
Ch'pyrite 28.9 18.6 14.4 11.3 9.3 6.2 2.1 0.0 3.1 6.2
Pyrite 17.9 7.1 8.3 1.8 3.0 4.8 1.8 6.0 2.4 47.0
Gangue 2.5 3.1 4.0 0.3 0.9 1.9 1.2 3.4 3.4 79.3
-53  + 38 pim.
Galena 18.3 29.6 11.3 5.6 7.0 4.2 0.0 5.6 4.2 14.1
Sphalerite 2.9 1.4 12.9 7.1 5.7 1.4 5.7 4.3 4.3 48.6
Ch'pyrite 10.7 26.8 17.9 8.9 1.8 10.7 5.4 1.8 3.6 12.5
Pyrite 7.1 11.4 6.2 3.0 1.0 1.4 0.5 1.9 1.4 53.8
Gangue 2.1 0.4 0.4 0.4 0.7 1.8 1.1 1.4 3.9 87.9
- 38 + 27pim.
Galena 17.4 12.4 8.3 0.0 5.8 5.0 0.8 1.7 3.3 45.5
Sphalerite 3.4 8.5 2.8 1.1 2.8 1.1 4.5 1.7 6.8 67.0
Ch'pyrite 14.5 13.8 4.4 3.1 6.3 5.7 3.8 1.8 6.9 39.6
Pyrite 1.3 1.6 1.6 0.6 2.5 1.9 1.9 1.3 1.3 85.9
Gangue 0.6 1.5 0.6 0.6 0.3 0.6 0.0 0.0 0.6 95.1
Table (Continued)
- 27 + 19 um
Galena 3.1 7.6 7.8 4.7 6.2 4.7 4.7 1.6 1.6 57.8
Sphalerite 7.1 5.1 4.1 2.0 2.0 2.0 3.1 3.1 4.1 67.3
Ch'pyrite 11.3 16.9 11.3 2.8 2.8 4.2 7.0 1.9 7.0 35.2
Pyrite 3.9 3.9 0.6 1.3 4.5 3.9 1.9 2.6 2.6 74.8
Gangue 0.3 0.1 0.3 0.1 0.4 0.3 0.3 0.0 0.4 97.9
-19  + 13 mn.
Galena 8.3 9.7 8.3 4.2 1.4 1.4 1.4 2.8 4.2 58.3
Sphalerite 3.8 0.0 5.1 1.2 2.5 0.0 3.8 3.8 5.1 74.7
Ch'pyrite 6.5 8.6 7.5 1.1 1.1 2.2 1.1 1.1 3.2 67.7
Pyrite 1.6 0.5 0.5 1.0 0.0 1.0 0.0 1.0 1.0 93.2
Gangue 6.5 0.0 0.2 0.0 0.0 0.2 0.2 0.0 0.2 99.3
-1 3  + 9 um.
Galena 3.7 9.7 7.4 7.4 7.4 3.7 3.7 0.0 0.0 51.9
Sphalerite 0.0 0.0 4.6 1.1 1.1 3.4 2.3 1.1 1.1 81.6
Ch'pyrite 2.3 8.6 1.1 0.0 4.5 3.4 3.4 3.4 1.1 77.3
Pyrite 0.6 0.6 0.6 0.0 1.2 0.6 0.6 0.6 1.2 93.8
Gangue 0.0 3.4 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 100.0
- 9 um.
Galena 1.9 5.7 5.7 1.9 1.9 3.8 1.9 0.0 0.0 77.4
Sphalerite 0.0 1.5 2.3 1.5 2.3 3.8 1.5 4.6 2.3 80.2
Ch'pyrite 4.4 5.6 4.4 1.1 2.2 4.4 1.1 2.2 2.2 72.2
Pyrite 2.1 2.9 0.0 0.7 0.7 0.7 0.7 1.4 0.7 90.0
Gangue
Table A-3 Distribution of minerals content (in terms of * area percentage) as a function of
size m the mill product of 80 % passing 38 urn.
.____________ __ ______________  Particle class
0 -  10 1 0 -2 0 2 0 - 3 0 3 0 - 4 0 4 0 - 5 0 5 0 - 6 0 6 0 - 7 0 7 0 - 8 0 8 0 - 9 0 90 -100
-1 5 0  + 106 |im
Galena 76.2 15.9 3.2 2.4 1.6 0.8 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
Sphalerite 35.7 5.9 6.0 3.0 4.2 3.0 3.6 7.7 7.7 23.2
Ch’pyrite 67.6 12.4 5.4 2.7 2.2 2.7 0.5 2.2 1.6 2.7
Pyrite 16.2 5.3 2.2 1.4 2.2 0.6 1.1 4.5 3.4 63.0
Gangue 9.6 4.4 3.1 2.1 1.3 2.8 1.0 2.3 3.4 69.9
- 106 + 75 pm
Galena 44.0 26.4 12.0 6.4 2.4 1.6 1.6 1.6 0.8 3.2
Sphalerite 13.5 8.3 8.3 3.8 6.0 3.0 4.5 6.8 6.8 39.1
Ch'pyrite 42.2 17.5 13.6 2.6 5.8 3.9 1.9 4.5 1.3 6.5
Pyrite 17.2 8.6 4.9 1.9 1.5 3.0 1.5 3.0 3.7 54.9
Gangue 4.8 6.0 5.1 0.6 0.6 3.9 1.2 2.7 4.2 71.0
-7 5  + 53 pm
Galena 39.5 23.5 12.3 2.5 6.2 3.7 2.5 3.7 0.0 6.2
Sphalerite 13.3 2.4 6.0 3.6 3.6 9.6 2.4 7.2 9.6 42.2
Ch’pyrite 25.2 27.9 9.9 5.4 10.8 2.7 2.7 0.9 2.7 11.7
Pyrite 18.4 4.7 3.4 1.7 2.6 4.7 1.7 3.8 5.6 53.4
Gangue 2.5 0.8 0.4 0.4 0.8 2.5 1.7 2.1 3.8 85.0
- 53 + 38 pm
Galena 30.8 21.2 11.5 2.9 2.9 3.8 1.9 6.7 4.8 13.5
Sphalerite 12.3 10.3 6.8 2.7 0.7 6.8 3.4 4.8 6.2 45.9
Ch'pyrite 29.8 15.7 13.2 5.0 5.8 4.9 4.1 4.9 5.0 11.6
Pyrite 11.2 7.3 3.0 2.1 3.4 2.6 1.3 1.3 2.6 65.2
Gangue 1.0 1.2 0.9 0.4 1.2 0.9 1.2 0.5 1.4 91.2
.- 3? t  71 Um
Galena 23.7 14.1 7.1 2.6 5.8 6.4 2.6 1.7 3.8 32.0
Sphalerite 6.8 6.3 4.1 1.8 3.2 6.4 2.3 6.4 3.6 59.1
Ch'pyrite 18.7 12.1 7.7 4.9 5.5 6.6 3.3 4.9 3.3 33.0
Pyrite 2.0 1.2 1.5 0.7 1.2 2.7 1.2 2.0 0.7 86.5
Gangue 0.9 1.3 0.4 0.2 0.2 1.1 0.4 0.9 0.7 93.8
- 2 7 + 1 9  um
Galena 12.0 12.0 0.0 0.0 8.0 8.0 4.0 0.0 0.0 56.0
Sphalerite 5.7 4.6 5.7 3.4 1.1 4.6 1.1 1.1 4.6 67.8
Ch’pyrite 5.9 12.9 4.7 1.2 9.4 7.0 1.2 3.5 3.5 50.6
Pyrite 7.8 3.0 1.2 0.6 4.2 4.2 1.2 0.0 0.0 77.7
Gangue 0.0 0.1 0.1 0.0 0.2 0.5 0.5 0.1 0.5 98.0
- 1 9 + 1 3  um
Galena 11.1 5.6 5.6 0.0 2.8 0.0 2.8 0.0 0.0 72.2
Sphalerite 5.6 0.9 3.7 0.0 0.0 1.9 0.9 3.7 3.7 79.6
Ch'pyrite 9.2 5.7 5.7 2.3 3.4 3.4 0.0 1.1 0.0 69.0
Pyrite 4.6 4.6 1.3 0.7 2.0 2.0 0.0 0.7 0.0 84.3
Gangue 0.1 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.3 0.4 0.1 98.9
A- 9)6
------- - ------------ -------------------------  Particle class
0 - 10 1 0 -2 0 2 0 - 3 0 3 0 - 4 0 4 0 - 5 0 5 0 - 6 0 6 0 - 7 0 7 0 - 8 0 8 0 - 9 0 90 -100
-1 3  + 9 \im
Galena 3.9 3.9 3.9 3.9 5.9 7.8 0.0 0.0 0.0 70.6
Sphalerite 0.0 3.2 3.2 2.2 1.1 4.3 3.2 3.2 0.0 79.6
Ch’pyrite 1.7 3.3 4.1 0.8 2.5 4.1 3.3 2.5 1.7 76.0
Pynte 2.2 0.0 0.7 0.0 3.6 0.7 0.7 0.7 0.7 90.6
Gangue 0.0 0.0 0.1 0.0 0.0 0.1 0.3 0.0 0.1 99.3
- 9 um
Galena 0.0 7.1 2.4 2.4 0.0 4.8 0.0 2.4 0.0 80.9
Sphalerite 0.0 1.7 0.8 1.7 0.0 3.3 5.0 3.3 3.3 80.8
Ch'pyrite 1.1 4.5 2.2 5.6 4.5 2.2 1.1 1.1 1.1 76.4
Pyrite 0.7 2.1 0.7 0.7 0.0 3.5 1.4 2.8 0.7 87.4
Gangue 0.0 0.3 0.0 0.1 0.0 0.4 0.0 0.0 0.3 98.9
T*M< A^Distrilvtion 0f minerais contât ( in termi ot of tre* percent«?, ) «  » fraction of 
----------- la. the rn.HL yrolvct of 90 % n ssto z  38 un._______________
Ptttick cbss
Ori1O 81O»4 20-30 30-40 40-50 50-60 60-70 70-80 80-90 90-100
-106 + 75 un
Gulein 46 5 21.9 11.2 55 25 4.4 1.9 1.9 1.9 2.1Sptolerite 16.9 12.6 3.9 2.9 55 45 4.8 5.8 45 385Covriti 43 5 22.1 11.1 45 45 65 1.5 1.5 25 4.0Pyrite 45 2.9 2.7 1.9 4.1 3.7 1.9 35 3.9 70.9Gnague 4.4 2.7 3.9 0.8 15 3.7 1.7 1.9 15 785
- 75 + 53 un
Gelsa* 40.0 18.8 85 5.9 5.9 2.4 35 15.3
Splntaite 0.0 1.1 3 2 1.1 5.4 65 5.4 35 5.4 68.8
Ctfpyrite 275 13.8 212 55 105 55 15 0.0 15 155
Pyrite 18.7 6.3 2 2 15 25 1.6 0.9 0.9 25 635
Geague 4.5 45 1.5 05 0.8 1.1 0.4 0.8 05 86.0
-53 + 38 um
Gitan 33.3 24.7 14.0 45 1.4 5.4 1.1 1.1 1.1 14.0
Spblerite 5.6 5 J0 3.7 55 2.8 75 1.9 65 5.6 56.1
Ci'pyriti 25.0 5.0 8 2 6.7 6.7 55 75 2.5 25 20.8
Pyrite 9.3 105 3 2 2.8 1.9 3.7 25 1.9 25 61.9
G tw i 2.8 1.9 5.1 25 1.9 6.0 1.4 4.6 6.0 67.9
- 38 + 27 un
Gitan 13.8 195 6.4 55 3.7 2.7 2.7 2.8 0.9 425
Spklerite 8.0 12.3 5.1 2.9 45 45 25 2.9 45 53.6
Ci'pyrite 11.7 13 J0 8.6 55 6.8 3.1 15 45 85 37.7
Pprite 5 2 3.9 1.7 15 05 2.0 05 05 25 815
Gin^ui 05 05 1.0 0.4 05 1.0 15 15 25 93.4
- 27 + 19 un
Gitan 23.3 11.7 5.0 35 05 1.7 05 35 0.0 51.7
Spietato 8.5 5.0 0.7 0.7 25 2.1 1.4 3.5 45 70.9
Ci'pyrite 20.0 9.1 7.3 35 2.7 75 0.9 15 2.7 445
Pyrite 0.5 1.5 15 1.9 15 15 15 15 3.4 86.4
Gutffus 0.1 0.4 0.1 0.1 05 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.7 97.7
-19+13 un
Gitan 15.9 55 A2 2.9 75 2.9 1.4 1.4 1.4 565
Spietato 0.8 6.4 3 2 15 05 1.6 4.0 35 2.4 765
Cà*pyrto 7.8 115 2.9 15 2.9 85 0.0 4.9 25 575
Pyrite - 2.7 1.1 1.6 05 3.7 05 05 1.1 885
Gta^ue - 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.1 05 0.1 05 995
-13 + 9 un
Gitan 2 2 6.5 2 2 25 65 65 155 45 0.0 54.3
Spietato 05 3 2 2.4 0.8 35 35 15 0.8 0.8 83.1
Œpyrite 0.9 0.9 25 0.9 25 3.4 0.0 55 3 5 78.4
Pyrite 0.0 2 2 05 0.0 05 05 0.0 0.0 0.6 965
Gmsrue 0.0 0.1 0.0 0.0 05 05 05 0.1 0.0 995
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TfcMe B-l „ Diauibul.^ o i betel galena mpaacfe c to  (interns of ana pementtge) in grill product 70 
pen*m passing 38pm.
S iz e  f r a c tio n  
(M m)
w t s e P a r tic le  c la s s
0-10 10-20 20-30 30-40 40-50 50-60 60-70 70-80 80-90 90-100
-150 + 106 1.83 68.8 12.3 9.1 4.5 2.6 1.3 0.0 0.0 0.0 1.3
-106 + 75 5.34 47.9 25.5 11.7 3.2 2.1 2.1 3.2 2.1 0.0 2.1
- 75 + 53 9.36 46.2 17.2 11.8 2.2 5.4 4.3 4.3 1.1 0.0 7.5
- 53 + 38 13.11 18.3 29.6 11.3 5.6 7.0 4.2 0.0 5.6 4.2 14.1
- 38 + 27 16.70 17.4 12.4 8.3 0.0 5.8 5.0 0.8 1.7 3.3 45.5
- 27 + 19 10.78 3.1 7.8 7.8 4.7 6.2 4.7 4.7 1.6 1.6 57.8
- 19 + 13 12.39 8.3 9.7 8.3 4.2 1.4 1.4 1.4 2.8 4.2 58.3
- 13 9 7.81 3.7 14.8 7.4 7.4 7.4 3.7 3.7 0.0 0.0 51.9
- 9 0 22.68 1.9 5.7 5.7 1.9 1.9 3.8 1.9 0.0 0.0 77.4
T&hk B-2. Bestilof ftemd^iSExtiiittaf cotemaZialtiileB-l. ttroq^icoihmn
121) jeM the areagp peroentege gdeoa content in crcmlrined ndE product af 70
pfnpgpT pairing un
Size fraction Particle class
(Mm) ___________________________________
(H O  10-20 20-30 30-40
-150 + 106 125.90 22.51 16.65 8.24
-106 + 75 255.79 136.17 62.48 17.09
- 75 + 53 432.43 160.99 110.45 20.59
- 53 + 38 239.91 388.06 148.14 73.42
- 38 + 27 290.58 207.08 138.61 0.0
- 27 + 19 33.42 84.08 84.08 50.67
- 19 + 13 102.84 120.18 102.84 52.04
- 13 + 9 28.90 115.59 57.79 57.79
- 9 43.09 129.28 129.28 43.09
40-50 50-60 60-70 70-80 80-90 90-100
4.76 2.38 0.0 0.0 0.0 2.38
11.21 11.21 17.09 11.21 0.0 11.21
50.54 40.25 40.25 10.30 0.0 70.2
91.77 55.06 0.0 73.42 55.06 184.85
96.86 83.50 13.36 28.39 55.11 759.85
66.84 50.67 50.67 17.25 17.25 623.08
17.35 17.35 17.35 34.69 52.04 722.34
57.79 28.90 28.90 0.0 0.0 405. 34
43.09 86.18 43.09 0.0 0.0 1755.0
1552.86 1363.94 850.32 322.93 440.21 375.50 210.70 175.26 179.96 4531.68
15.53 13.64 8.50 3.23 4.40 3.76 2.11 1.75 1.79 45.3Combined
